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1Chapter 1
Background and Significance
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 Exploration
Despite the ability to overcome earth’s gravitational field and venture into space, as humans,
we are incapable of working there effectively. Our dependence on oxygen, relatively short life
span in combination with slow modes of propulsion has restricted any ventures to other planets in
our galaxy. However, these restrictions have not curbed exploration. Space exploration has grown
exponentially and in just the last decade, it has been possible to establish the International Space
Station (ISS), an orbiting laboratory and to explore earth’s moon and Mars. These accomplishments
would not have been possible without the use of remotely operated robots or teleoperators [1].
Amongst all the space robotic systems in use today, perhaps the most significant are the ma-
nipulator arms on the ISS and the NASA space shuttles [2]. The space shuttle, the world’s first
reusable spacecraft, has been used to transport personnel and many large and heavy payloads such
as satellites and telescopes into space. Given the dynamic complexities of releasing these payloads
from the shuttle, NASA has employed a crane-like robotic arm that could be manually controlled to
perform pick and place operations, Figure 1.1. First launched on the shuttle in 1981 as the Remote
Manipulator System (RMS) or the Canadarm (named after the country where it was built), these
robotic cranes have successfully deployed satellites and serviced telescopes like the Hubble. They
have also been instrumental in assisting astronauts with construction and maintenance of the ISS.
Not surprisingly, the robots have found use in some of the most unexpected tasks in orbit such as
removing ice build-up on a vent on the shuttle, which otherwise could have caused damage to criti-
2Figure 1.1: The Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) is controlled by Astronaut
Leroy Chiao (b) using displays and hand controllers. The combination of the SSRMS and astronaut
control has been invaluable to many missions. [Images courtesy of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).]
cal components. Over time, the RMS has also been used for shuttle structural inspection, equipped
with cameras and high precision laser measurement devices [3].
In 2001, a larger version of the RMS was assembled on the American section of the ISS. The
Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) was built by the United States in collaboration
with Canada and has been responsible for construction of a large part of the ISS. Other robots are
similarly installed or are planned to be installed in future missions. The Japanese use a robot arm,
about half the size of the SSRMS called the Japanese Experiment Remote Manipulator System
(JERMS) while the Europeans are planning on deploying a dual-arm robot called the Eurobot.
Presently, a majority of the robotic operations require manual control, which as will be seen in this
thesis, still poses many unresolved technical challenges [4]. With automated robots sparsely used
and manual control as the chosen mode of control, methods that go far beyond a simple video and
joystick interface are required to improve the efficiency and safety of astronauts in space.
Robotic teleoperations create a unique research environment for the systems and human-factors
engineering disciplines. From automation and dexterous manipulator design to 3D input devices and
visualization, telerobotics is a diverse multidisciplinary domain. In this chapter, fundamental issues
in teleoperation are described. Following this discussion, previous work in visualization techniques
to help solve some of these issues is discussed. The most relevant among these are virtual reality
3Figure 1.2: Ensuring optimal human operator performance during the control of remote robots re-
quires the consideration of a number of issues such as perceptual-motor, navigation and training.
Augmented and virtual reality display techniques are a potential solution to obtain optimal perfor-
mance and such techniques form the crux of this thesis.
(VR) and augmented reality (AR). Chapters 2, 3 and 4 will describe how these techniques can be
used to aid astronauts guide remote robots more efficiently and effectively, see Figure 1.2.
1.1.2 The state-of-the-art in space teleoperations
A remote robot is quite often a mobile platform powered by tracks or wheels and equipped with
a manipulator arm with a number of degrees of freedom for dexterity. The stereotypical teleoperator
has sensors attached to or around it: to transmit video, audio, thermal and other information about
its environment. This sensory information is relayed back to the operator using a cable link or
wireless communication. Cable links are still in use on many deep-sea teleoperators, due to delays
in wireless communication. With high-bandwidth fiber optic, satellite and wireless communication,
teleoperators are capable of being deployed at a greater distance with more sensory capability and
improved response. High bandwidth communication is a prerequisite for teleoperation because
delays in the control loop can lead to instability [5, 6].
Teleoperation using robotic arms on the ISS and the space shuttle will be at the center of the
discussions in this document, but the methods and techniques described are applicable to other
domains, such as, military robotics and telesurgery as well. Astronauts guide the robot manually
4using video feedback and hand controllers, Figure 1.1. Line-of-sight views are unavailable on the
ISS (the manipulator can be viewed through a window on the space shuttle) and task completion is
impossible without feedback from vision sensors or cameras placed at the teleoperator or worksite.
Generally, two forms of camera placement are adopted [7]. One method is by attachment of cameras
to the robot, such as on the end-effector or other links. These cameras provide the operator with
an egocentric (ety. ego - self, centric- centered) view so that the operator sees what the robot
sees. Another method is by placing cameras in the worksite facing the robot and the work. These
cameras provide an exocentric view (ety. exo - external; from outside, centric- centered). Figure 1.3
demonstrates egocentric and exocentric camera placement. Station teleoperations are dependent on
both these views for accurate robot control. A single egocentric camera for control will not suffice
due to limited depth information and field-of-view. The advantage with exocentric cameras is that
they allow operators to locate the robot with respect to the work by integrating the scene geometry
using the multiple perspective views. Although the egocentric view can be improved through the use
of stereovision, there are limitations. To the author’s knowledge, the cameras used on the SSRMS
and RMS are monocular and stereovision has never been widely used for ISS robotic operations.
This is most likely due to size limitations and the difficulties in calibration that is involved with such
cameras. However, it is used for machine vision applications in many mobile robotic platforms, for
example [8, 9, 10]. There is a large body of research in this area. In this thesis, we will restrain our
discussion to exocentric views; multiple cameras, each with monocular lenses.
The views from cameras at the remote worksite are sent to the operator console where the
astronaut can toggle views on three displays. Cameras also have pan-tilt and zoom degrees of
freedom. Two hand controllers, each with three axes are used for rotation and translation control of
the end-effector or end-point of the robot. Also known as resolved control, an inverse kinematics
algorithm maps the axes of the hand controllers to the body-referenced coordinates at the end-point
[5, 11]. The rotation controller allows roll, pitch and yaw rotations of the end-effector, while the
translation controller allows movements along the end-effector x-, y- and z-axes. This resolved
mode or end-effector control mode greatly reduces the difficulty in maneuvering the robot, as it
reduces the manual control problem to one of rotating and translating a rigid body in space, in
5Figure 1.3: Cameras are often used by the operator to guide the remote robot. Camera views can be
egocentric, where the operator sees what the robot sees or exocentric, where the view is looking in
at the robot.
this case, the end-effector. Compare this method to manipulating each individual joint to achieve
the same effect, the latter method being significantly harder. Although end-effector control is the
preferred teleoperation method, astronauts have the option of moving the resolved control to another
location on the arm, such as, the elbow. The option of joint-by-joint control can be used when
deemed necessary.
The basis for all teleoperation systems deployed in space involves camera-mediated remote
vision in combination with input devices that allow manipulating multiple degrees of freedom at the
end-effector. Due to the number of factors involved in robot control, operations are conducted with
two astronauts, one controlling the robot and the other monitoring the task.
Human control of a remote robot using cameras and input devices has historically posed many
challenges and resolving these difficulties from the operator’s perspective, can be challenging and
are not constrained to a specific issue such as the design of an input device or the sensor used for
feedback. Encompassing a plethora of issues, from training and simulation to human perception and
cognition, robotic teleoperation creates a unique platform for the development of new techniques in
visualization and control to improve operator performance. In the remainder of this chapter, these
6Figure 1.4: The astronaut controls the robot in the end-effector coordinates, but has to remain aware
of other coordinates, such as those of other robot links and cameras, adding to the level of difficulty.
[3D models courtesy of NASA.]
human factors issues are discussed to provide the reader with a general idea of the challenges in
manual robot teleoperation. A review of technologies and previous work to mitigate such issues
will follow in Section 1.2.
1.1.3 Human performance challenges in robotic teleoperation
Kinesthesis and teleproprioception
Teleproprioception is the sense of orientation and motion in the remote environment, Figure 1.4.
Operators manipulating robot arms expect movements in the remote environment to correspond to
their own arm movements. For example, an ideal interface would be one where operator hand move-
ments are reflected by the robot arm, such as with a master-slave system. One disadvantage with
master-slave control in space is the requirement for slow rates of motion of the robot. In addition,
7time delays due to the robot’s drive mechanism and communications channel are not conducive to
master-slave type anthropometric control. The camera view also affects proprioception. If the robot
arm and cameras are arranged similar to the human torso, that is, arms placed symmetrically to
the left and right of the head, a master-slave control scheme might be feasible. This is achieved in
telesurgical systems such as the Da Vinci robots (Intuitive Surgical Corp., Sunnyvale, CA).
Space teleoperations suffer from the physical constraints of robot size and limited field-of-view
of cameras. Large robots, at times cannot be accommodated in a camera at fixed distance. Large
payloads obscure egocentric views from end-effector mounted cameras and most tasks are com-
pletely dependent on available exocentric views. Depending on how cameras are placed, misalign-
ments between the robot and the operator’s coordinates occur. Keeping track of the coordinates of
the robot’s various links makes the task difficult as well. These issues are discussed in greater detail
in Chapters 3 and 4. In space, mission stressors can create disorientations resulting in poor motor
control and manual skills [12]. Another factor that can affect proprioception is the type of input
device. Master-slave systems provide a better sense of proprioception and kinesthesis compared
to joystick-like hand controllers because, in the former case, the movements of the operator’s arm
corresponds to movements on the robot arm. Joysticks only allow rate or position control of a point
on the robot such as the end-effector and can reduce the operator’s sense of the robot’s configuration
in the remote environment.
Visual feedback distortions, depth perception and lighting
The positioning of the human eye creates the ability for us to see objects in three-dimensions
[13]. The two eyes are placed apart (between 6cm and 7cm) and this provides the visual cortex
with two images of the scene with a degree of geometric disparity between the two. In optics, this
is called binocular disparity. The brain is able to develop a partial sense of depth through this
disparity and this sense is further augmented by convergence, that is, the pupil dilations required to
bring objects into focus as they move towards the observer. The brain is informed by messages from
the motor signals of the ciliary muscles of the eye about the degree of convergence and this further
improves the sense of depth. Another important method by which the brain processes depth is the
8amount of focus required to obtain a clear image of the object in the retina. This process called
accommodation is computed using input signals from the muscles in the eye. Binocular disparity in
combination with convergence and accommodation create the basis for stereopsis or stereo vision.
Stereo vision cameras work on similar principles.
Viewing a remote worksite through a remote monocular camera poses a different problem. Ob-
jects in the environment are projected on the camera’s photo-receptors as a perspective projection.
This means that every point in the 3D environment is converted to a 2D point on the image. If the
geometry of the 3D environment is unknown to the user, then relative sizes and depth of objects
in the image are lost during the perspective projection. In a monocular view, several cues such as
linear perspective, interposition, relative size, textures and lighting can help in determining relative
object positions. Definitions of these terms are available in many textbooks such as on page 131
of Wickens [14]. In practice, such cues can be missing in the image and creates problems in robot
navigation and control.
An example of the viewing problems posed by monocular cameras is demonstrated in Figure
1.5. If the robot’s size and the obstacle sizes are unknown to the user, it is difficult to determine
if the robot or the obstacle is closer to the camera. The lack of occlusion or interposition (objects
covering other objects) in the scene makes it difficult to determine if obstacle 1 is in front or behind
obstacle 2. Obstacle 1 being shorter than obstacle 2 looks like it is farther away. However, the
obstacles were setup to generate exactly this effect. Obstacle 1 is closer to the camera.
Images similar to Figure 1.5 are frequently encountered during space teleoperations and vary by
the nature of the task, camera placement and lighting conditions. Therefore, care has to be taken to
ensure that views are optimally designed and that the effects of lighting and shadows are predictable.
Not surprisingly, an important part of robotic mission planning is modeling and simulation of light
and shadows. The GRAF laboratory directed by James Maida at the NASA Johnson Space Center
have developed advanced lighting and shadow prediction techniques to ensure that operators and
mission planners alike can effectively perform and plan tasks. The problem of depth is a major hin-
drance to manual teleoperation and can create prolonged task times, operator fatigue and introduce
errors [15]. Using multiple camera views helps resolve this issue slightly [16]. If more than one
9Figure 1.5: The end-effector appears to be on the frontal left corner of obstacle 1. Obstacle 1
appears to be farther away from the camera than obstacle 2. In reality, the end-effector is behind
obstacle 1, which in turn is closer than obstacle 2 to the camera. Ambiguities in depth judgment
with monocular cameras can impede teleoperation performance.
view of the worksite is available, then operators can integrate the scene geometry and determine
the position of the robot relative to other objects. However, this does not necessarily translate to an
improved sense of telepresence, that is, the operator’s sense of being at the remote environment.
Communication delays and instability
The ability to control a robot in near-earth orbit from the ground has significant advantages
over astronaut control from the space station. The cost associated with human habitation in orbit
is very high. Astronauts require air, food and water to remain efficient during prolonged periods of
microgravity flight. Delivering supplies to astronauts require additional spacecraft that are often not
reusable (burnt on atmospheric re-entry).
Therefore, ground control would be ideal for robotic manipulation. However, the communi-
cation time required to transmit a signal and receive feedback exceeds the thresholds of human
performance and results in instabilities. Orbital teleoperations take anywhere from 0.5 to 6 seconds
for commands to reach the robot and return to Earth [6]. This delay is a function of the communica-
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tion bandwidth, which determines the quality, and speed of information that can be delivered to and
from the remote robot. Video information generally requires higher bandwidths for high-resolution
imaging coupled with a high frame rate. Frame rates lower than 10 frames/sec can impede perfor-
mance [4, 17] and time delays greater than 400 milliseconds significantly increase task completion
times [5, 18].
There is currently no method of overcoming time delays in teleoperations and this has forced
space teleoperations to require keeping the astronaut in close proximity to the robotic manipulator.
Operation of robots from the ground can be more productive and fatigue-free if methods to overcome
time delays exist. One such method proposed by Sheridan is supervisory control. In this mode,
rather than adopt a “move-and-wait” strategy (which is the case in time-delayed manual control),
the operator provides high level commands to the robot such as “go there” or “do this”. The robot
would then process these commands in a local loop at the remote worksite using planning, collision
avoidance and vision techniques. The literature in this particular area of telerobotics research is vast
and the discussion will be limited to how interface techniques such as augmented reality (AR) can
be used to mitigate the problems of time delays.
Operator awareness, safety and “in-the-loop” control
Environments such as space and nuclear reactors are particularly hazardous for humans. While
teleoperators excel in such environments, their deployment is expensive, requiring many man-hours
for planning, development and testing. These environments also prevent the human operator from
quick access to the robot in case of errors or failures. For example, in space, repairs to the robot or
freeing it from a latched tool require the astronaut to perform an extra vehicular excursion. Similarly,
egress from a submersible to free a teleoperator’s end-effector requires evacuation chambers, and
risk.
The issue of safety is one of primary driving forces for the lack of autonomy in sensitive tele-
operation environments like space and surgery. In our interactions with NASA management and
surgeons, the risk of irrecoverable robotic failures has been cited as the primary reason for mis-
trust in autonomy. Fully autonomous robots guided by sensors, integrated perception and cognition
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would be the ideal remote operators. Astronauts can be left to perform other tasks, such as, experi-
ments and maintenance, while the robot can handle dangerous tasks with high precision.
Recent experiments with intelligent robots which use motion planning, computer vision, cogni-
tive models and even emotions have demonstrated their viability. Examples include NASA’s Robo-
naut [19] and Honda’s ASIMO [20]. However, laboratory experiments are usually conducted in
structured environments and uncertainties during operations are rarely included in evaluations. Sys-
tem failures and its effects on personnel safety require critical consideration in space missions and
therefore, keeping the operator “in-the-loop” has been shown to be the safest alternative to telerobot
automation [21]. Common failures in automation have occurred with aircraft autopilot systems.
Pilots have reacted to miscalculations or incorrect autopilot programming slowly due to trust in
automation and a lack of vigilance [14]. Automation “scares” have occurred as well. In 2008, Fos-
ter Miller Talon Sword robots equipped with machine guns turned their guns on friendly soldiers,
although no one was injured [22].
Ensuring the operator is “in-the-loop” does not automatically ensure safe robotic behavior. Hu-
mans are susceptible to fatigue and stress, while their teleoperators are not. On the MIR station,
Cosmonauts after several days of microgravity exposure were manually guiding an incoming un-
manned Progress cargo ship to dock it with the station. Poor visual conditions and fatigue led
to manual control error, resulting in the capsule colliding and damaging the Spektre module [23].
While no lives were lost, it marked the end of the MIR project, which at the time, was simultane-
ously plagued by other issues. Due to limited time and resources available for emergencies in space,
significant efforts and money has been invested in effective training programs, installation of redun-
dant safety mechanisms and protocols. Even if a catastrophic life-threatening situation is avoided,
damage to sensitive equipment such as satellites and other scientific equipment can create set-backs
to years of research and development. The same situation occurs in telesurgeries, where errors can
lead to complications in patient recovery and more time spent in the hospital, not excluding legal
issues and customer satisfaction.
If teleoperation is to remain the norm until autonomous and semi-autonomous technologies
reach a level of operational maturity, then there is clearly a need for technology that can support
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human operators in manual control tasks. A first step towards such technology could involve inter-
face techniques that can allow the operator to operate under reduced cognitive load. Such interfaces
could lend support to the task in a passive or active manner, by collaborating with the operator to
achieve a task or by simply providing information useful for faster task completion.
Training and simulation
Training and simulation in robotic teleoperation is critical for safe and efficient task completion.
Flight commanders on the ISS are selected from an elite group of test pilots from the navy and
air force. Along with the flight commanders, mission specialists are chosen from the scientific
community to perform scientific experiments on the space station. Training begins on earth almost
two years before a launch, and some astronauts may never see space despite the extensive training.
Astronauts undergo a variety of training operations, from survival training and flight controls
to scientific experimentation and robotic operations. Teleoperation training is conducted at the
NASA Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC) in Houston using robotic arms such as the Dexterous
Manipulator Trainer (DMT). The cupola at NASA-JSC is replicated with the same hardware used on
the space station. Astronauts are trained to change-out orbital replacement units (ORU) and monitor
the telemetry through the interface. While the DMT was built to train for the recently deployed
DEXTRE robot, training on the SSRMS is sometimes conducted underwater. A 40-foot deep pool
with a submerged mockup of the space station and an SSRMS robot allows for EVA and robotic
payload manipulation training, Figure 1.6. Microgravity simulations using short duration parabolic
flights on the KC-135 aircraft are also frequently utilized, but are not feasible for robotic training.
Space operations differ significantly from simulations on Earth and affect all aspects of performance
from human motor performance [24, 25, 26] to robot dynamics. Current robotic simulations involve
high-fidelity virtual reality (VR) displays that allow operators to visualize typical robotic control
scenarios. While simulations in virtual environments are effective in transferring skills to mission
environments, perhaps other low cost, more realistic methods can improve contemporary astronaut
training methods through dynamic (physical) simulations and advanced displays.
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Figure 1.6: Astronauts Harbaugh and Smith training to service the Hubble Space Telescope in the
Neutral Buoyancy Simulator at the Marshall Space Center. Training procedures such as these re-
quire expensive facilities and personnel to accomplish missions successfully. [Photo credit: NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA-MSFC).]
1.1.4 Resolving teleoperation issues with visual interfaces
Almost all human performance issues associated with manual teleoperation arise due to imper-
fect information transfer. Indirect vision through cameras, the lack of tactile, auditory and kines-
thetic cues, all have detrimental effects on human performance. Input devices such as joysticks and
mice provide operators with inadequate mental models of the robot’s dynamic and kinematic be-
havior. Because the interface serves as the bridge between the user and the robot, perhaps attention
to its design can alleviate many of the issues in perception, cognition and motor control involved
in robotic teleoperation. Interface design has been at the focus of teleoperation research since its
inception. The development of advanced interfaces that combine or supplement missing sensory
information from the remote environment to the user informatively, and at a relatively low cost can
be very beneficial for robotic operations in space, military and medical domains. Presently, multi-
modal virtual reality (VR) and augmented (mixed) reality (AR) displays are popular. In the section
that follows, the use of these displays to improve operator performance during teleoperation are
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discussed. Several experimental results will then be provided to demonstrate that the design of user
interfaces using AR and VR techniques can answer many of the problems specific to end-effector
teleoperation.
1.2 Visual Interfaces for Robotic Teleoperation
1.2.1 Interfaces: a critical component in a teleoperated system
While telerobots are very capable systems, they are of limited use to the human operator without
an appropriate interface. Interfaces serve as the primary medium of communication between the
robot and the operator. Therefore, a critical component in telerobotic systems, perhaps as important
as the robotic manipulator or its operator, is the interface.
The role of a teleoperation interface is to allow operators to determine the state of the teleoper-
ator (perception) and propose plans or actions to change that state (cognition and decision-making)
using plans or actions, Figure 1.7. These actions could include suturing a wound, or the deployment
of a satellite. Perception of state is mediated through vision, audition, haptics or a combination
of these modalities. Plans or actions are transferred to the robot through joysticks, mice or other
input devices. Most teleoperated systems are visually guided and in a previous section, camera
viewing and depth perception were cited as hindrances to human performance. As a consequence,
a large amount of work has been conducted to improve robotic interfaces where vision is the pri-
mary modality. Auditory and tactile displays have been developed as well, although preference has
always been given to visual displays because of its high bandwidth.
In this thesis, tactile and auditory displays will be excluded, and visual displays will be at the
center of discussion. We will also exclude details on input device design and other components
of the interface such as dials, gauges and other hardware. For the input devices, we will adopt
the method used by NASA for the station robots, that is, two joystick-type hand controllers for
rotational and translational control. The reader is directed to Jones and Sarter [27] for a review on
tactile displays and to Kramer [28] for auditory displays. An excellent comparison of input devices
is provided by Hinckley [29]. Many of the display techniques for telerobotics have originated
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Figure 1.7: The role of the interface is to transfer information between the robot and the operator.
Perception of the remote environment through the displays is degraded due to the properties of
camera viewing and can result in inefficient dexterous manipulation of remote robots.
from other man-machine interface research areas such as aviation. The book by Newman [30] will
provide the reader with interesting reading on heads-up displays.
The control of robots over a distance entail many issues and most, if not all, can be resolved
at the interface. Solutions for seemingly intractable problems such as time delays have been over-
come using supervisory control and preview displays. Perception of the remote environment, skill-
acquisition and telepresence can be enhanced using virtual reality. The use of haptics and tactile
displays support dexterous manipulation. The aim of this section is to provide the reader with a re-
view of research in the area of two specific synthetic display methods for teleoperation: VR and AR.
In the chapters that follow, VR and AR techniques are demonstrated and shown to be advantageous
to robotic teleoperation; from improving psychomotor skills to navigation and simulation.
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1.2.2 Virtual environments and virtual reality
Broadly speaking, the world can exist as real or virtual. We can view the real world either di-
rectly through our visual systems or by camera-mediated displays. Virtual worlds on the other hand,
are generated by synthesizing computer-generated graphics, audio and haptic information. These
virtual worlds can be further categorized into immersive and non-immersive environments. In im-
mersive environments for example, the user sees, hears and feels a planetary surface or an aircraft
cockpit, environments very different from the users own and synthetically generated. Examples in-
clude the CAVETM and FLEXTM systems (Mechdyne Corporation, Marshalltown, Iowa, USA) and
flights simulators, such as, the CAE 7000 SeriesTM (CAE Incorporated, Canada). Non-immersive
virtual environments or virtual reality (VR) systems are generally smaller and can be executed from
a portable computer. Examples include computer-aided design packages, scientific visualization
tools, and medical imaging software.
Virtual environments originally stemmed from research and development in planetary explo-
ration and teleoperation [31, 32] due to their considerable benefits:
1. Modeling the remote environment in VR can improve robotic navigation, and characterization
of dexterous manipulation tasks.
2. The remote environment can be viewed from a multitude of orientations at any time so as to
compensate for the limited camera views available.
3. VR is suitable for rapid prototyping of teleoperation scenarios, pre-mission simulation and
training. Commercial VR-based robotic simulators such as WEBOTSTM allow simulation of
complex robotic mechanisms and integration of virtual sensors and cameras; making VR an
ideal tool for teleoperation development.
4. Basic research in teleoperation human factors such as structure from motion, effects of tex-
ture, lighting and sensorimotor rearrangements have benefited from VR. The experiment de-
scribed in Chapter 2 is an example of VR use in perceptual-motor research.
The successful repair of the Hubble space telescope by crew-members of the STS-61 mission
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Figure 1.8: Typical views in a space robotic virtual environment. Operators can re-align the viewing
perspective for usable views (a, b). VR can supplement the limited field of view provided by cameras
at the worksite. [3D models courtesy of NASA.]
can be credited to VR training. The Canadarm robot was modeled in VR and the training system
intervened using mission information and instructions when needed. Loftin and Kenney demon-
strated that trainees reported significant improvements in performance from VR exposure using this
system [33]. Beyond simple 3D models, attention has been paid to lighting and shadow prediction
techniques using VR by mission planners at the NASA Johnson Space Center. Maida et al. demon-
strated that in a two degree-of-freedom docking task, synthetic light and shadow enhancements
significantly enhanced task performance [34].
Lapointe, in a series of articles has described the benefits of using VR environments to control
space station robots. He describes a number of uses for VR including camera positioning and
robot control (navigation, collision-checking and supervision) [35]. Lapointe discusses how VR
can be used as the sole control interface for the astronaut by providing access to a variety of views
generally inaccessible through other techniques (such as AR discussed in the following section).
VR also provides the astronaut with visual access to generally missing details such as geometry.
The VR system named COSMOS described by Lapointe provides three modes of control. In the
first mode called predictive pose control, a virtual robot is guided in the virtual environment at a
rate faster than usual (one meter per second compared to a few centimeters per second). It can be
assumed here that the software buffers the motion information and feeds it to the remote robot at
a predetermined rate. Lapointe claims that this method allows for faster completion of tasks, with
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the astronaut kept out of the slow and fatigue inducing control loop. He also demonstrates VR
techniques to display when arm range limits are encountered, and discusses a path-planning method
and display in VR to assist in grabbing Grapple Fixtures (mechanical handles that are used by the
robot to move around the external surface of the ISS). These two methods are quite relevant to this
thesis, and will be discussed later in Chapter 4.
VR has been successfully used in trainining operators to control a remotely operated underwater
vehicle (similar to space teleoperations). Pioch and colleagues [36] demonstrated a VR training tool
for the manual control of a submersible robot. In their design, multiple external views of the vehicle,
directional cues, verbal and visual instructions along with a performance assessment were provided
to help train the operator in a virtual environment.
While the benefits of VR in training and simulation are many, it has its shortcomings. It cannot
be used as the sole source for user interaction in real-time manual control such as controlling a rover
on the moon. This is because teleoperations, even those conducted in structured environments, re-
quire constant monitoring of the actual robot to ensure safe operations. Using VR as the primary
display for manipulation creates the burden of having to monitor the real environment and simulta-
neously, the virtual display. Furthermore, computation time and cost, limit accurate representation
of the dynamics of robotic systems in the VR environment, creating an under-represented model of
the remote robot. The primary drawback of course, is that the remote environment’s VR model is
difficult to model perfectly.
An alternative to inaccuracies in modeling is to use supervisory control, where robots are com-
manded to move in partially modeled environments. The VR model in this case can help the operator
optimize tasks, with the remote robot handling uncertainties at the remote site. Several examples of
VR supervisory control interfaces exist and a selection of these are described.
Developments by the Autonomy and Robotics Area (ARA) group at the NASA Ames Research
Center include the Virtual Environment for Vehicle Interface (VEVI) for supervisory control. VEVI
is a modular virtual environment that lets the user provide high-level commands and process past
and present states of the remote vehicle in an interactive manner [37]. The objective was to develop a
system to receive, interpret and present high volumes of sensory information intuitively [38]. VEVI
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has been applied to a variety of remote robots including submarine robots in the Antarctic and the
free-flying space service robot, the Ranger.
The ARA group has also developed several other interfaces. In collaboration with Carnegie
Mellon University, they developed a “virtual dashboard” and a “telepresence” interface for NO-
MAD, a planetary surface exploration robot. Telerobotic control has benefited from VR and vice
versa. An example is the NASA Pathfinder mission (1997). NASA deployed the Sojourner rover to
explore martian terrain using high-fidelity stereo-vision. Through the Sojourner, the Ames Stereo
Pipeline software for image visualization was able to generate accurate 3D images of Mars from the
robots stereo-camera, which in turn has been used to improve the fidelity of VR environments for
use in simulations of later robotic missions.
Another example of a multi-modal display that uses VR is the collaborative control interface
proposed by Fong et al. [39, 40]. In collaborative control, the robot and user work together to
achieve specific goals. This mode differs from supervisory control, where the robot is a subordinate
of the human and simply executes his orders. Collaborative control, on the other hand allows the
human and robot to work together by sharing information and making independent judgments. Fong
et al. have used a VR environment in combination with sensor fusion information to achieve an
effective method of collaboration between user and robot. The sheer number and variety of VR
interfaces used for telerobotic control purposes make it impossible to list them in this document.
The reader is referred to [31] for relatively recent work in this field. In Chapter 4, navigation
performance is gauged by comparing VR and AR displays designed for this purpose.
1.2.3 Augmented or mixed reality
Between real and virtual environments lie a unique class of displays termed mixed or augmented
reality (MR or AR). Milgrams reality-virtuality (RV) continuum can be used to obtain a clear def-
inition of the differences between display types, Figure 1.9. The RV continuum is de-limited by
real and virtual environments and is not restricted by modality, that is vision, audition or tactile.
The addition of virtual actors or objects to the left hand side of the continuum creates the display
type to shift towards the right. Similarly, addition of real objects to virtual environments shifts the
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Figure 1.9: Paul Milgram’s reality-virtuality (RV) continuum [Adapted from Mixed Reality: Merg-
ing Real and Virtual Worlds, 1999, Ohmsha Ltd. and Springer-Verlag.]
display type to the left. Following this description, augmented reality can be defined as a method
of combining real and virtual entities to obtain an interface that communicates with an information
bandwidth higher than the display it augments.
The earliest work in applying AR to tele-robotic applications was to minimize time delay effects
in the communication loop between the master controller and slave robot, demonstrated by Noyes
[41]. The author superposed a stick-figure graphic model of a robot over a live video view of the
remote robot [42]. During remote robot manipulations, the stick figure would react to user input
instantaneously while the remote robot would do the same with time delay, behaving as a predictive
display. User dependence on the virtual stick figure robot, which was accurately registered to the
remote robot, minimized the effects of time delays on operator performance. Kim et al. utilized
enhanced graphics and faster computing to further enhance AR-based preview displays for tele-
robotics [43, 44, 45, 46]. The authors developed an accurate 3D model of the remote robot and
overlaid the model on the live video. Their system not only provided higher fidelity graphics,
but also allowed virtual operations to be carried out in the real space such as payload grasping
and insertion. The authors obtained results similar to those found by Noyes [41, 42] with operator
performance not being adversely affected by increased time delays. At the time of these experiments
however, the term “augmented reality” was not formally defined. Milgram et al. whose group at
the University of Toronto conducted a significant amount of research in AR-based telerobotics and
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popularized the term AR with the reality-virtuality continuum [7], Figure 1.9 . This was the first
actual formalism of the term augmented reality.
Milgram and his group conducted several experiments in AR based robot tele-operation. Their
AR techniques enabled the user to view and manipulate a virtual (augmented) robot in the real
environment seen through camera views [47]. The virtual robot could be manipulated independent
of the real robot and its corresponding path stored. Once satisfied with the operation, the user
could then issue a command to the real robot to follow the trajectory planned by the virtual robot.
Another unique feature demonstrated by Milgram was the virtual tether. A graphic tether was
displayed, attached to the goal and current location of the end-effector of the robot in the camera
view [48]. Upon moving the robot, the tether would either shorten or lengthen, allowing users to
judge the distance between the goal position and the robot. Similarly, Maida et al. found that AR
helped improve operator performance in space robot payload insertion tasks. In their study, AR cues
were provided to help align and insert orbital replacement units (ORU) into its receptacles while
operating a robot through remote camera views [49, 50], Figure 1.10. Due to the increased number
of day/night cycles experienced in orbit, ORU insertion tasks can be tedious, sometimes lasting 8
hours. ORU insertion requires high precision, making these operations very tedious. Using AR cues
is beneficial, as the display can be impervious to lighting conditions, thus providing the operator
with continuous feedback about the robot’s state. Their results showed that overall time to transport
and insert an ORU with AR assistance was lower than without AR. Significant improvements in
insertion accuracy were also observed.
An AR interface aimed at operator training was described by Bischoff and Kazi in [51]. The
interface blended a video of the robot overlaid with virtual coordinate systems representing orienta-
tions of specific robot arm components such as the end-effector. Graphic arrows depicting rotation
and translation movments were drawn in correspondence with operator provided motion inputs to
the robot. By helping the operators train under a visually enhanced mental model of the robots
movements, the authors found that the interface reduced the trainees’ learning curve.
Sugimoto et al created an AR display called the “Time Follower’s Vision” [52]. Because driv-
ing telerobots using egocentric cameras views alone can be challenging, with losses in spatial and
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Figure 1.10: The AR “rubberband” technique proposed by J. Maida et al. The overlays on the
robot’s end-effector (egocentric) camera view allow operators to translate, rotate and insert pay-
loads. [Reproduced with permission from Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society 51st Annual Meeting. Copyright 2007 by the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society. All
rights reserved.]
situational awareness, Sugimoto proposed a temporal vision system. In their technique, the egocen-
tric image at time ti−1is stored and blended with a 3D model of the robot’s pose at ti and presented
at ti+1 where ti is the current state. This pseudo-exocentric view was found to improve operator
performance in a navigation task over just egocentric or exocentric camera viewing. This method
has similarities to those proposed by Noyes [41], Kim [44] and Milgram [53]; the difference being,
rather than show the future state of the robot graphically, the previous state was used provided the
user with an approximation of the robots current spatial location.
An alternative technique is to use virtual fixtures, introduced by Rosenberg [54]. Humans can-
not perform dexterous hand manipulations without multi-modal sensory feedback from haptic and
tactile cues. In telerobotics, these cues are generally not available to the operator. Virtual fixtures
are constraints that are overlaid on the remote worksite so that the robot (or user) is prevented from
performing a certain action. These fixtures can be visual, auditory or tactile, for example, a virtual
cone oriented so that its base center is at the robot’s end-effector and its apex at the robot’s intended
destination. The end-effector is constrained from moving out of the cone’s volume. Such virtual
fixtures have a variety of uses from constraining robots to collision-free spaces or enabling the user
to feel complex geometric shapes that the robot is in contact with. A multi-modal virtual fixture
for telemanipulation is described by Otmane et al. [55], where AR and VR techniques are used
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in conjunction with virtual fixtures. The researchers compared three methods of teleoperation: 1)
without virtual fixtures 2) with virtual fixtures and 3) with virtual fixtures and artificial potential
fields. Teleoperation with the potential fields and fixtures was shown to take the shortest time to
complete trials followed by virtual fixtures and unaided teleoperation. Errors in the cardinal axes
were found to be lower with virtual fixtures.
While AR applications specifically targeted towards space teleoperations are relatively few,
there are many examples in medicine. Camera-mediated surgeries such as robotic or laparoscopic
offer a rich environment for the evaluation of such techniques. Pandya and colleagues compared the
performance of a conventional neuronavigation system with an AR display. The AR display was
mediated through a egocentric camera attached to a passive robot end-effector while a neuronaviga-
tion display showed the end-effector in the coronal, axial and sagittal planes of the skull. The task
was to search and detect objects placed in a skull model. Operators using AR were found to benefit
by reduced search time, although the overall number of errors remained the same [56]. In [57],
Fuchs developed an AR laparoscopic 3D viewing system by registering a head-mounted display
(HMD) to the surgical site. Laparoscopy creates similar issues as teleoperation over a distance, with
the endoscope providing an indirect and displaced view of the worksite. By registering the view
of the surgical site from a 3D endoscope to a video see-through HMD, the authors hypothesized
that many issues related to motion parallax and viewpoint restoration could be mitigated. Other
examples of AR in surgery are available in a review by Shuhaiber [58].
1.2.4 The current deficit in AR displays for space manual teleoperation
A majority of the work pertaining to AR-based telerobotic displays has focused on teleoper-
ation under time delays and supervisory control, such as, in [47, 59]. Moving a virtual robot as
proposed by Milgram [47] in the remote environment and then having the robot follow the virtual
robot’s trajectory can surely lower task times in time delayed environments. However, it removes
the operator almost completely from the control loop, resulting in reduced operator awareness [60].
Low situational awareness results in delayed operator response to failure and system retrieval. The
need for continuous human-in-the-loop control of the robot is critical for safe operations. How-
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ever, there are no AR techniques specifically designed to augment the operator’s capabilities, while
simultaneously keeping the operator in the loop.
Some AR displays created to ease manual teleoperation specifically for space robots, for exam-
ple, [49] are based only on the egocentric camera view. Successful task completion cannot rely on
these cameras alone. In space teleoperations, payloads when grasped, generally obscure egocentric
camera views on space robots. This means that any form of overlay over these videos creates a
situation where the astronaut is relying more on graphic data (flying by numbers) and less on vi-
sual feedback to maneuver the robot. Studies that focus on AR techniques for multiple exocentric
camera views are needed to validate the usability of AR in space teleoperations.
AR displays do not simply involve merging complex data merged with live visual media. The
basis for an AR display is to display inherent, but invisible robotic or environment information.
AR displays can also be formulated so that this information is manipulated to aid the robot opera-
tor in efficiently completing a task. Many basic psychophysical and cognitively challenging tasks
that entail mental rotation, displaced-vision and visual-motor misalignments can benefit from such
aiding techniques (we will see such results in the following chapter). Mental rotation and displaced-
vision are commonly encountered during robotic teleoperation [16] and it is necessary to develop
low cost methods to counter such problems. The application of AR is not limited to teleoperation
and has been extensively used for multimedia, sport and computer game applications. The surveys
by Azuma [61, 62] demonstrate the wide applicability of AR.
In the following chapters of this document, the remote manipulator is an articulated robot arm.
The task of manipulating a six-degree-of-freedom end-effector is very error-prone. Long hours of
training are required to bring robot operators to the level of expertise required for space teleoper-
ations. Operators could benefit from AR aids or cues for robot control and guidance. Such aids
can encode properties such as collision-free configurations, minimal end-effector travel distances or
angular rotations. The crux of the idea is that spatial information of the robot (from its kinematics)
can be manipulated and presented visually to the user to assist in visual-motor misalignments and
end-effector navigation.
In Chapter 2, a study that investigates the relationship between inputs to the hand-controller
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and the movement output, when the end-effector is rotated in the camera is presented. The aim
of the experiment is to understand the effects of rotating the camera relative to the end-effector and
observing the operator’s ability to provide translation and rotation inputs. AR-based movement cues
are evaluated and shown to improve performance.
The movement cues are then applied to a realistic teleoperation task in Chapter 3. A telerobotic
test bed was developed in order to create and evaluate a variety of AR techniques. Detailed de-
scriptions of the software and hardware techniques used for the test bed are also provided. Two
experiments were then conducted using this test bed to evaluate the operator’s free-space navigation
quality of the end-effector with and without AR.
In Chapter 4, a novel technique to help the operator guide the robot through a cluttered envi-
ronment is described. A planning algorithm that computes a collision-free navigation plan which is
then, visually and sequentially presented to the operator for end-effector guidance is demonstrated.
Along with details on the algorithm and its performance, two experiments were conducted to in-
vestigate how information gathered by an automated planning agent can improve end-effector and
robot arm navigation and guidance.
The thesis concludes with a summary of findings, future work and a brief description of how
AR can be extended to robotic operator training in microgravity and planetary gravitational fields.
The roadmap of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.11: This thesis evaluates AR displays under two crucial areas in robotic teleoperation,
manual control aids and training. A major part of this thesis will focus on how graphical objects
combined with the robot display can be used as aids or cues to support navigation and guidance.
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Chapter 2
An Analysis of Teleoperator Performance Under
Display-Control Misalignments With and Without
Movement Cues
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Display-control misalignments
Manual control of space station robot arms is achieved by manipulating the body-referenced
axes at the robot’s end-effector using corresponding hand controller axes. This end-effector control
mode is also referred to as resolved or point-of-reference control and has simplified the astronaut’s
task of manipulating the robot arm [5]. In comparison to joint-by-joint manipulation, end-effector
control is simpler to use and more efficient for dexterous manipulation tasks. On-orbit missions
have benefited from the dexterity of this control mode, such as assembly and satellite maintenance.
Despite all of its advantages, this manual control scheme when coupled with remote viewing can
result in operator performance degradation [63]. Visual feedback of end-effector motion is pro-
vided through multiple viewports from cameras placed on and around the manipulator arm (this
was discussed in Chapter 1, see Figure 1.3). When the exocentrically viewed end-effector rotates
and translates in space, varying levels of misalignment (directional incongruity) occur between its
axes projected on the display and the hand controller, Figure 2.1.
These misalignments are non-existent when the displayed end-effector and hand controller co-
ordinate systems are directionally congruent. In egocentric camera views (the camera is mounted
on the robot), the user sees the worksite through the controlled coordinate frame (that is, what the
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Figure 2.1: Space station robots are controlled by mapping the body-referenced end-effector axes
(xd, yd, zd) to the hand controller axes (xh, yh, zh). End-effector rotations and camera placement
create misalignments between the hand controller and projected end-effector axes, affecting per-
formance. In this example, the x-axis is misaligned by 180◦ with the y and z axes misaligned by
90◦.
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robot sees, Figure 1.3). This makes the hand controller and end-effector coordinates congruent.
This would be analogous to driving a car; turning the car left or right also turns the driver left or
right. The case of the exocentric view is equivalent to driving the car without being in it, as is the
case with remote-controlled toy cars. If the car were moving towards the driver, a right turn to
the steering wheel would move the car left with respect to the driver. Congruent views are diffi-
cult to achieve with exocentric views and determining movements inputs is complicated due to the
six degrees-of-freedom available (three translational, three rotational). The additional dimension
of depth perception in the display is another source of task complexity. Therefore, it is important
to understand the effects of rotating the exocentric camera with respect to the end-effector or vice
versa on end-effector control performance before solutions to visual misalignments are investigated.
Space station cameras possess pan and tilt degrees-of-freedom and are mounted in an environ-
ment of irregular geometry, thus increasing the occurrence of directional incongruity or display-
control misalignments. Even with optimally placed cameras, the constantly changing end-effector
orientations during manipulation leads to frequent misaligned conditions and such misalignments∗
are known to degrade remote manipulation and tracking performance [63] .
2.1.2 Related work
Research on the effects of misaligned visual feedback on operator performance has its roots in
experiments conducted by Helmholtz in the late 19th century [64]. Using prisms and mirrors to
invert the visual field, Helmholtz demonstrated disruptions in motor performance. Stratton used an
elaborate setup of mirrors to invert the visual field such that the locus of vision was as if viewing
oneself from above [65]. Their work forms the basis for many of the studies that have followed in
the past century.
With the advent of the television camera, the ability to evaluate the effects of these disruptions
have increased tremendously. Smith and Smith utilized televised feedback to study the effects of
inversions and reversals of the visual field on movement control and observed that inverting and
∗Display-control misalignments, visual- and sensori-motor rearrangements are interrelated terms. Visual and sensori-
motor rearrangements generally involve human motor control in the misaligned visual field. In telerobotics, display-
control misalignments are more appropriate as human motor control is not involved in the remote worksite and is mediated
through input devices.
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Figure 2.2: S is viewing an object from a certain orientation. If his view of the object from the
same location were to be replaced by that of S′, the locus of his vision will be artificially rotated.
Displacing the locus of vision in this example is analogous to viewing a robot through cameras. One
camera might provide a frontal view while another might provide an inverted top view of the robot.
reversing the field of view degraded performance substantially [63]. Besides rotations of the visual
field and more relevant to the experiment presented in this article, Smith and Smith showed through
a number of different experiments that displaced vision degrades motor and task performance. An-
gular displacements of the camera in the horizontal plane were found to affect various phases of
assembly tasks, with movement times differing significantly as angular displacement was increased
from 0◦ to 180◦. The displacement of the locus of vision is equivalent to shifting of the eyes from
their normal position in the body to some other location in space [63]. In computer graphics termi-
nology, this is equivalent to realigning the viewing vector of the camera, that is, distance, azimuth,
elevation and roll with the scene [66]. Figure 2.2 shows how realigning the viewing vector can
change the view of an object. In the figure, the azimuth (θ) and roll (φ) are both rotated by 90◦
without changing the elevation (ψ). In the figure, S has to compensate for the misaligned view if
his view is replaced by that seen by S′.
Cunningham tested conditions of planar rotations and reflections in a 2D tracking task to deter-
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mine if there existed a relationship between aiming error and degree of spatial transformation [67].
The author demonstrated that errors in visual-motor mapping are correlated to the degree of spatial
transformation and that these errors reduce over time. Reaction time measures were found to be
highest with the visual field at an angle of 135◦ to the performance field.
Cunninghams work (1989) only studied the effects of misalignments in a two-dimensional (2D)
performance field. Kinesthetic effects played an important role in the cited experiments because of
the direct use of the hand in the performance field. While it is important to understand the relevance
of displaced vision on direct human motor control, differences exist when manipulation of objects
in a displaced visual field is indirectly mediated through input devices. The performance field (re-
mote worksite) in robotic teleoperation is three-dimensional (3D) and input to the kinesthetic sense
is close to non-existent between the robot and controller [68]. This situation creates a strong depen-
dence on depth perception and geometric features in the display, such as, shape, texture and shading
to determine end-effector orientation. Therefore, displays used for end-effector manipulation must
be carefully planned for efficient usage.
Misaligned visual reference systems in tracking tasks have been shown to affect control quality
by Bernotat, who observed that peak errors occurred when the reference frame of the tracked cursor
in 2D was rotated at 90◦ and 270◦ [69]. Kim et al. evaluated performance in a 3D manual tracking
task by varying the viewing conditions (perspective change, stereoscopic and visual enhancements
such as drop lines and elevation grids) of the displayed cursor. Variations of viewing parameters
such as azimuth and elevation angles were observed to markedly affect tracking error. The au-
thors also identified that visual enhancement depth cues, such as elevation grids, helped in reducing
tracking errors [66]. In a 3D pursuit tracking task, Ellis et al. demonstrated that under conditions of
display-control misalignments, tracking errors were highest at an angle near 125◦ [70]. Zhai et al.
performed an experiment to evaluate the influence of types of hand controllers in a 3D tracking task
[71]. When the errors were analyzed along the x-, y- and z-axis, the highest were found to occur in
the depth axis (z) followed by horizontal (x) and the vertical (y) axes of motion respectively. Rota-
tion components were reported to follow a similar pattern. Van Erp et al. tested two display-control
mappings and found that tracking errors were high in the depth axis, although they did not observe
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differences between horizontal and vertical movements [72]. They also reported that perceptual,
information processing and psychomotor aspects of the task contribute to control performance in
remote manipulation.
While many studies have presented models of operator performance under misaligned condi-
tions, few have proposed methods to mitigate the effects of misalignment. Macedo et al. conducted
a teleoperation experiment that analyzed the effects of misalignments by keeping 1) the opera-
tor/controller fixed and rotating the display and 2) rotating the operators posture while keeping the
display and the operators head fixed [73]. In the case where the display was rotated, error patterns
were similar to those presented in the studies by Kim (1987), Ellis (1991) and Bernotat (1970).
Macedo demonstrated that compensating for the angular misalignment reduced the error variations
significantly. Similarly, Bernotat’s compensation technique of using graphic reference lines on the
display to represent the orientation of the tracked object improved control performance, producing
similar effects on the misalignment errors as obtained by Macedo (1998). Ellis et al. proposed a
compensation technique in which the operator uses the hand not used for control as a kinesthetic cue
to bring into congruency, the coordinates of the display and the control coordinates. The authors
reported a significant improvement in performance with the method [68]. In an earlier work by
Ellis (1991), rotating controller coordinates to match the misaligned display space, resulted in near
elimination of the effects of misalignment. Compensating for misalignments can be achieved in 2D
environments quite easily by offsetting the hand controller axes with the angle of the misaligned
object on the display. This is not so simple in 3D conditions. Typical end-effector control requires
6 degree-of-freedom manipulation, with NASA adopting separate hand controllers for rotation and
translation. Geometrically compensating for the multi-axis rotations between the display and the
two hand controllers (each with different types of movements) can lead to potentially unintuitive
and inefficient methods of manipulation.
Teleoperated procedures such as surgical endoscopy also encounter display-control misalign-
ments, creating a need for intuitive and platform-independent methods to deal with this problem.
Creswell et al. studied the effects of misaligned visual feedback on surgeon performance [74]. They
tested a variety of visual misalignments from the endoscopic camera and found that reversed images
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deteriorated performance significantly. Corrective measures were suggested: 1) rotating the image
about the horizontal and vertical axes and 2) camera rotation through 180◦ were found to reduce
the effects of misalignment. In an endoscopic task, Klein et al. investigated if the magnitude of
perceptual-motor distortion was inversely proportional to performance. The authors identified that
misalignments resulted in unpleasant moods, reduction in control, confidence and induced higher
levels of stress [75]. Other interfaces which create visual-motor misalignments include computer
games [76, 77] and human-computer interfaces [78].
2.1.3 A prospective solution
In this chapter, the operator’s response to an end-effector movement query under misaligned
conditions is tested. Operator performance under direct manipulation should be understood first
before solutions to the display-control misalignment issue are explored. The movements of an end-
effector viewed in a display can be of two possible types: 1) movement along the body-referenced
axes (cardinal) or 2) transforming the body-referenced axes to directions relative to the display or
the operator (assuming here that the display and operator are not misaligned). These two modes
of end-effector control are quite distinct from one another. In the body-referenced control or end-
effector mode, there exists a one-to-one mapping between the hand controller axes and the end-
effector axes. This means that the relationship between input and output axes is fixed and and
correspondingly, performance should be invariant to the misalignment between end-effector and
camera. For example, if the operator were asked to move the end-effector along the positive x-axis,
he would simply respond by moving the hand controller in the positive x-axis direction. If the end-
effector is rotated on the display, the response to the query will not change. We hypothesize that
response time or latency to queries in the end-effector mode is not expected to vary under misaligned
conditions. Latency for movement queries relative to the display space, on the other hand could be
significantly affected by misalignment. We shall describe this using an example of an orientation
mismatch. Say the subject is queried to move the end-effector “left” on the display, see Figure
2.3. This movement requires deciding which axis on the end-effector (x,y or z) will produce the
desired movement. In the example shown, “left” corresponds to the x-axis. Once the appropriate
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Figure 2.3: The misaligned end-effector viewed in a display can be manipulated by two methods.
In one technique, the end-effector is moved in its own coordinates (x,y or z axes) or end-effector
mode. In the other, the axes of the end-effector are transformed to directions with respect to the
display such as left, up, in or out. These two modes are expected to vary in performance.
end-effector axis has been chosen, the subject has to complete the mapping between the said axis
and the hand-controller axis to produce the correct response.
If latency is found to increase with angular displacement between the queried axis on the display
and controller, this could indicate that operators perform a mental rotation to bring the end-effector
into congruence with the controller before providing an input. Accordingly, 270◦ and 180◦ mis-
alignments should show longer times compared to 90◦ misalignments with the quickest response
at 0◦. If such an effect is observed, then the results will be similar to the findings of Shepard and
Metzler who demonstrated that the time required to correctly identify two identical, but misaligned
images is proportional to the angular displacement between the two images [79]. Experiments by
Menchaca-Brandan et al. [16] have shown that obtaining spatial sense of the remote environment us-
ing multiple camera views and hand controllers require mental rotation abilities. Menchaca-Brandan
showed that mental rotation and perspective-taking strategies are both required for the operator to
efficiently navigate the robot. The difference between the study presented here and previous exper-
iments is that with the latter, more attention has been paid to the systemic effect of teleoperation,
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such as with multiple cameras, see Maida et al. (2007). In this chapter, we will focus on the effects
of a single camera.
If angular misalignment of the camera with the end-effector is related to the response time,
this can pose a significant problem to robot operators. Current robotic tasks require 8-10 hours
for completion and rely on several exocentric camera views [49]. In practice, it is not feasible
for mission planners to decide where cameras should be placed so as to minimize misalignment.
There is a trade-off between camera views that are better suited to task completion versus views that
minimize misalignments. Most of the time, astronaut training is assumed to remedy this problem.
The solution to optimal camera placement for a large number of exocentrically placed cameras is
non-trivial and therefore some form of aiding or cueing could support the operator. Ideally, the
cues should work independent of the number of cameras; that is, they should resolve the issue of
misalignments in one camera so that the effects can be generalized acrossm cameras. In this regard,
compensation techniques such as angular compensation [Bernotat (1970) and Macedo (1998)] may
be ineffective in a multiple camera system. Such techniques require knowledge of which display is
being currently viewed and whether it requires compensation.
To avoid such complexities, a rather simple technique is proposed. If the hand-controller to
end-effector mapping remains constant, then colored markers placed on the end-effector and the
hand-controllers could augment this mapping. A simple design could be to draw a coordinate frame
over the end-effector seen in the display using augmented reality (AR) techniques. The frame can
be representative of either translation or rotation movements. The coordinate frame’s three axes
are labeled with three distinct colors and the same color labels are placed on the corresponding
hand-controller axes. To the user, these coordinates or movement cues are visual augmentations or
representations of the kinematic model of the end-effector. The proposed method should allow the
operator to judge the movement direction of the end-effector, before input to the hand-controller is
provided.
An advantage with AR is that it allows the co-existence of video imagery and 3D visual en-
hancements across multiple exogenous views of a single remote worksite. This synthesis can sup-
plement the video with depth enhancements and spatial information, which are usually lost between
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the remote site and the operator. Instead of correcting misalignments using system-specific algo-
rithms, the misalignment problem could be mitigated with movement cues using AR.
The addition of similar cues has been observed to reduce latency in mental rotation studies
[80, 81, 82, 83]. Comparison of the response latency with and without the movement cues will
demonstrate if the cues alleviate the latency in bringing into congruence, the misaligned end-effector
and the hand controller axes. If the addition of movement cues “flattens” the response time vari-
ations due to misalignments, as has been achieved by other compensation mechanisms, such as in
[69, 70, 73], this cueing technique could prove valuable to robotic teleoperations. The present study
evaluates the benefits of using rotation and translation-specific AR movement cues over conven-
tional teleoperation under misaligned conditions.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Participants
Twenty four participants were recruited from the University’s staff and student population. Par-
ticipants were checked for visual acuity and color-blindness. There was no bias toward gender. The
study was approved by the Human Investigation Committee at Wayne State University under HIC
protocol #082105B3E (R).
2.2.2 Experimental interface development
A virtual model of the end-effector was used to simulate the misaligned viewing conditions.
The model was chosen over a physical robot for the experiment because of the ease of experimental
manipulation provided by virtual environments. Virtual environments are amenable to high-fidelity
data collection techniques, especially when the primary dependent measure is response time. Sys-
temic response lags (due to controller dynamics and communication delays) are another reason for
avoiding the use of a physical robot. Lags are difficult to measure/filter and can reduce the statistical
power of the experiment.
The geometry of the end-effector model was based on the Universal Machine Intelligence
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Figure 2.4: The misaligned end-effector seen through an exocentric camera view is overlaid with
a) color coded line arrows to denote the x, y and z translation directions and b) color coded curved
arrows to denote roll, pitch, yaw rotation directions. The hand controller (c) is labeled in the same
manner with +/- signs denoting movement directions.
RT100, a light industrial robot used in our laboratory. The model was built using the virtual reality
modeling language (VMRL) format. The user-interface was developed using the Intel Open Graph-
ics Library 2.0 (OpenGL, www.opengl.org) along with the OpenVRML library (www.openvrml.org)
to render the model. Upon program execution, subject and experiment-related data (subject number,
rotation or translation, cues or no cues) were input to the system. After these inputs were provided,
a key stroke from the experimenter started the program after a 5 second pause. An off-the-shelf
hand-controller (3-axis Logitech Extreme 3D Pro) was interfaced with the program using a library
developed in-house (available in [11]). Each axis of the joystick was programmatically mapped to
the corresponding axes of the model.
For the translation movements, line arrows were used to denote the positive axes (Figure 2.4a)
of the displayed end-effector. The axes were colored in the following order: x (blue), y (yellow),
z (red). For the rotation movements, curved cylinders with arrow heads were used to denote the
positive rotation direction (Figure 2.4b). The curved arrows were color coded as follows: pitch
(yellow), roll (blue), yaw (red). The right-handed coordinate system was used for both translation
and rotation cues.
Twenty-four orientations of the end-effector were chosen by rotating the three cardinal axes
from the congruent orientation (identity, I) in combinations of 90◦ multiples and divided into four
sets. Each orientation set contained the x, y and z axes pointing in each of the six possible screen
coordinates (up, down, in, out, etc.) once. As the axes are mutually orthogonal, for each orienta-
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tion set each question appears thrice. The union of these orientation sets is the set of all possible
orthogonal orientations achievable by the end-effector (see Figure 2.5). A pseudo-random number
generator was used to select the orientation and query. The program cycled through the number
of trials specified by the experimental design and was paused by the user or experimenter when
necessary. Responses to the queries were written to a text file.
2.2.3 Experimental procedure
A 2 × 2 × 6 × 6 (phase × query × question × orientation) between-groups repeated measures
design was used. This design was chosen over a within-subjects design to prevent asymmetric
transfer effects due to the common mode of control [84]. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of two groups: cues or no cues. The distribution across groups was balanced by the participants’
correct responses to a Shepard-Metzler 3D mental rotation test (see Appendix A). Each group was
evaluated on the two phases, that is, translation or rotation. The order of the rotation and translation
phase was counterbalanced across participants to minimize bias effects. Orientation sets were also
uniformly distributed across participants for each test phase. Trials were randomized with respect
to the orientation and query. Each subject completed 3 trials per cell for a total of 432 trials each
(translation and rotation combined).
The participant’s task involved providing a translation or rotation input to the misaligned end-
effector in a particular direction, based on the query, using the hand controller. The experiment
consisted of two manipulation conditions. In the no cues condition, participants viewed only the
end-effector. In the cues condition, graphic color-coded coordinate axes were overlaid on the dis-
played end-effector. Axes on the hand controller were labeled with tape using the same colors as
on the end-effector coordinates, with the +/- directions labeled (Figure 2.4c). The hand controller
for the no cues condition did not have any labels on it. A static image of a wall was used as the
background to make the experimental display appear to user as a view from a remote camera.
Participants were given two types of queries: end-effector and display, Figure 2.6. End-effector
queries include move +x, -x, +y, -y, +z, -z (for translation) and rotate +pitch, -pitch, +yaw, -yaw,
+roll, -roll (for rotation). Display queries include: move left, right, up, down, in, out (for translation)
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Figure 2.5: The set of all possible orthogonal orientations of the end-effector were selected for the
experimental design. Each set contains a balanced set of axes (x, y, z). The right handed coordinate
system was used.
and rotate left, right, up, down, clockwise, counterclockwise (for rotation). Before the training
session, participants were shown figures describing these movements. These figures showed the
end-effector seen from two isometric views and were labeled to indicate the front, back, top and
bottom faces. These images were used to acclimatize the user to the geometry of the end-effector.
The movement queries were displayed as text in the upper half of the display, to which par-
ticipants responded via the hand controller. If the participant provided the correct response, the
next query would appear once the hand controller was returned to its home position. If an incorrect
response was provided, an audio cue alerted the participant to the error. The incorrect response
provided was then displayed as text, and the display would freeze for 4 seconds before moving onto
the next query. Subjects had 20 seconds to respond to each query. The program was written so as
not to pose consecutive end-effector queries for the same axis, for example, “move +y” followed
by “move -y”. This was done to prevent learning effects. Time started when the query initially
appeared, and stopped when the hand controller axis was moved along an axis.
Different orientation sets were given to the participant for training and testing. Each participant
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Figure 2.6: Movement queries were selected as follows: 1) end-effector queries required movements
of the end-effector along its cardinal axes (white boxes), 2) display queries required the operator
to decide the end-effector axis corresponding to specific directions on the display (green arrows).
Translation (a) and rotation (b) queries were syntactically different.
was trained before the start of each test phase for a minimum of 72 trials and was allowed to train
longer if desired. Different orientation sets were used for training and testing for a single phase
(translation or rotation) of the test to prevent learning effects. Orientation sets were randomized
for the training and testing phase. During the test phase, participants were given two breaks at
predetermined times (after the 72nd and 144th trial). Participants were faced approximately 0.70 m
from the display with the hand controller placed directly in front of them. They were free to adjust
their posture for comfort. Response times (RT) and errors were recorded.
2.2.4 Data treatment and statistical analysis
The angle between the queried end-effector axis and its corresponding hand controller axis
can attain any one of the following values: 0◦ (congruent), 90◦, 180◦ or 270◦ depending on the
orientation. Data cells were grouped according to these angles as the independent variable mis-
alignment. These angles were measured following the right hand rule (counter-clockwise posi-
tive) on the hand controller axes. The RT data was found to be non-homogeneous following Lev-
ene’s test for inequality of variances: for translation: F(15,3356) = 35.80, p < 0.001; for rotation:
F(15,3250) = 50.74, p < 0.001. Transformation of the data (log, inverse) did not help in eliminating
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Table 2.1: Response time means (SD) in milliseconds for the translation experimental block.
the non-homogeniety. For the statistical analysis, the experimental conditions (condition × query
× misalignment) were labeled from 1 through 16 under the fixed factor, groups (2 × 2 × 4). Given
the non-homogeneous data, the Kruskal-Wallis test was run with groups as the independent variable
and rank of RT as the dependent variable. Effects of the groups were tested post-hoc using Fisher’s
least significant differences (LSD) test.
The data was limited to correct responses. The results for the translation and rotation phases
were analyzed separately as two experiments, considering the unique spatial properties each type of
movement entailed.
2.3 Experiment 1: End-effector Translation
2.3.1 Results
Significant differences were observed for the 16 groups, F(15,3371) = 153, p < 0.05. Descrip-
tive statistics are provided in Table 2.1. Multiple comparisons showed significant differences in
RT between cues and no cues (p < 0.05) for display queries with mean RT for cues lower than
in no cues (Figure 2.7b). There were no observed differences in RT between cues and no cues
for end-effector queries. There was a significant effect on RT by the type of query administered
(p < 0.05), with end-effector queries producing significantly lower RT compared to the display
queries (Figure 2.7a and b).
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Figure 2.7: Response times to end-effector and display queries in translation are shown. For end-
effector queries, no differences in performance were observed for cues and no cues. Response times
to display queries using no cues varied with angular misalignment. The use of cues made response
times invariant to angular misalignment.
Pair-wise comparisons of the misalignment factors (0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦) were performed on
cues and no cues for each query type. For the end-effector queries, these pair-wise comparisons were
not significant showing that neither cues nor no cues was affected by varying misalignment. For
the cues-display queries, pair-wise comparisons of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ showed no differences
demonstrating that varying misalignment did not affect RT with cues. On the other hand, RT to
the no cues-display queries showed differences between the 0◦ and 180◦ (p < 0.05) and 180◦
and 270◦ (p < 0.05). The RT increased with angle from 0◦ to 180◦, after which it decreased at
270◦. Comparisons of the 0◦ and 90◦, 90◦ and 270◦, 90◦ and 180◦ misalignments showed no RT
differences for the no cues-display queries.
2.3.2 Discussion
For translation-display queries, mean RT for cues was 2788 ms and for no cues, 3678 ms. This
difference demonstrates a clear reduction in mental processing time for participants using cues, see
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Figure 2.7b. We will discuss end-effector queries separately in a following section.
For the no cues-display queries condition, the results show that the highest RT is due to the
180◦ misalignment or equivalently, a motion reversal. The rise in RT for the 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦
misalignments with a drop in RT at 270◦ (see Figure 2.7b) follows a similar trend as the response
time-angle functions found in mental rotation studies, for example, Shepard and Cooper [85]. It
is interesting to note that the 270◦ misalignment required lower RT than the 180◦ and was closer
to the RT at the 90◦ misalignment. The 270◦ misalignment is equivalent to a -90◦ misalignment.
This implies that participants mentally rotated through the shortest distance, either the end-effector
axis (stimulus) into congruence with the hand controller axis (response) or vice versa, for the dis-
play queries. Therefore, the end-effector at a 270◦ misalignment would be rotated 90◦ through its
minimal angular distance into congruence. If this explanation holds, this minimum distance search
for hand controller to end-effector axis matching supports the increased RT observed at 180◦, the
RT increasing with angular distance. These results provide evidence for the existence of a men-
tal rotation structure in exocentrically-viewed robot control tasks, however the lack of statistically
significant differences between the 90◦ and 180◦ misalignments weakens this claim.
Misalignment of the end-effector across all tested orientations resulted in virtually no changes
in RT with the cues. Indeed, the cues resulted in not just invariance to misalignment, it significantly
reduced the overall time required to process a movement response. The reduction in RT seen due
to the cues is explained as follows. For display queries, responses are comprised of three parts:
1) projecting the end-effector in the queried movement direction on the display (in, out, etc), 2)
mentally rotating the misaligned end-effector (or the axis in question) into congruence with the hand
controller, and 3) determining the hand controller axis for movement input. Of these three processes,
two involve spatial transformations, which induce a cognitive load on the operator. Responses to the
cues were obtained by simply matching the orientation and direction of the overlaid end-effector axis
with the queried direction (in, left, etc.) and then mapping the said axis color to the color-coded hand
controller axis to complete the response. This effectively reduced movement processing in cues to
a two-part process by eliminating the mental rotation of the end-effector. As a consequence, overall
RT in cues was lower. This reasoning is further supported by the fact that RT in cues remained
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Table 2.2: Response time means (SD) in milliseconds for the rotation experimental block.
unimpaired by misalignment (Figure 2.7b).
2.4 Experiment 2: End-effector Rotation
2.4.1 Results
Significant differences were observed between the 16 groups, F(15,3265) = 302.01, p < 0.05.
Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 2.2. Similar to translation, query had a significant effect;
end-effector queries produced significantly lower RT than the display queries (p < 0.05). However
in contrast to the translation results, there was a significant RT difference between cues and no cues
with the end-effector queries (p < 0.05), see Figure 2.8a. A significant difference was observed
between cues and no cues for display queries as well (p < 0.05), see Figure 2.8b.
To judge whether cues were invariant to misalignment compared to no cues, we compared pairs
of the misalignment factors, such as, 0◦ and 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦, etc. For the end-effector queries,
none of the pair-wise comparisons showed significant differences suggesting that neither cues nor no
cues was affected by increasing the magnitude of misalignment. With the display queries, pair-wise
comparisons showed no differences in RT for the cues condition across all angles (see Figure 2.8b).
With the no cues condition, differences were observed between the 0◦ and 90◦ (p < 0.05), 0◦
and 180◦ (p < 0.05), 90◦ and 180◦ (p < 0.05), 0◦ and 270◦ (p < 0.05), and the 180◦ and 270◦
misalignments (p < 0.05). No difference was observed between the 90◦ and 270◦ misalignments in
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Figure 2.8: Display queries for rotation: an increase in RT with angle was found for the no cues
condition. The highest RT was seen at 180◦ (reversal) with a drop at 270◦. As with translation,
the cues condition made RT almost invariant to angular departure. RT was also influenced by end-
effector queries. The cues condition was favorable for lower RT for these queries.
no cues for display queries.
2.4.2 Discussion
With the rotation-display queries, the pattern of results obtained was similar to that of translation
(compare Figure 2.7b and Figure 2.8b). In the no cues condition, rotation caused the RT to increase
sharply when misalignment was increased from 0◦ to 180◦. The slope of the RT plot for rotation
in no cues from 0◦ to 180◦ was steeper than in translation, with a drop in RT at 270◦. This drop
in RT was noticed in translation as well and is attributed to participants rotating the end-effector
through the shortest angle. RT at 180◦ averaged 7200ms, nearly twice as much as the highest value
in translation. The effect of misalignment on no cues was more apparent in rotation with significant
differences observed between the 0◦ and 90◦, 0◦ and 180◦, 90◦ and 180◦, 0◦ and 270◦, and the
180◦ and 270◦ misalignments. This common pattern of increasing RT from 0◦ to 180◦ and then
decreasing at 270◦, seen in both rotation and translation, now seems to quite strongly suggest that
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the participants could be performing a mental rotation to bring the end-effector into congruence
with the hand-controller.
The sharp increase in RT with the rotation queries is attributed to the number of dimensions
involved. A single point on a rigid body (such as the end-effector in this study) rotated about an
arbitrary axis consists of a radius and a variable angle. If the same point were to be translated along
an axis, it would form a line. During training, participants were encouraged to think of rotation
in terms of planes, for example, rotate clockwise lies in the plane of the display or rotate left is
on the horizontal plane. Perceiving rotation movement along planes rather than lines might be the
reason for increased cognitive load resulting in very high RT for rotation. An alternative explanation
would be that given a rotation-display query, participants rotated the misaligned end-effector into
its image in the queried rotation direction, this task being significantly harder than if it were a
translation query. This coupled with mentally rotating the end-effector into congruence with the
hand controller to determine the input axis increased RT in no cues-rotation significantly.
The cues condition was invariant to misalignment. Mean RT with cues was nearer the values
observed for the no cues-translation condition. The explanation for the invariance is similar to
the translation case. Responses were obtained by matching the queried movement on the display
(rotate up, down, clockwise, etc.) with the rotation cue on the end-effector that best represented this
movement. The color-coding technique on the hand controller and end-effector further reduced the
response time by aiding in axis matching. This process of axis identification using cues made RT
invariant to end-effector misalignment in rotation.
2.5 Discussion on the End-effector Queries
RT for end-effector queries was invariant to misalignment in both conditions, cues as well as
no cues. This result was expected as these queries required only a priori knowledge of the location
and direction of the queried axis on the hand controller. The axes on the hand-controller are fixed.
For translation, this resulted in almost the same RT irrespective of the axial misalignment between
queried axis and the hand controller. However, the addition of the color labels on the hand controller
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for the cues condition produced a lower RT compared to no cues for the rotation end-effector queries
(Figure 2.8a). A possible explanation could be that the addition of the color/direction labels to the
hand controller, fortified the operators’ perception of the controller axes spatial arrangement.
Furthermore, translation end-effector queries such as “move +x” or “move -y” could be clas-
sified as common terms encountered by most science and engineering students (all 24 participants
were from science and engineering backgrounds). Once trained, participants seemed to remember
quite well the location of the axes on the hand controller during translation, but when posed with
non-standard queries such as “rotate +pitch” or “rotate -roll” during rotation, RT elevated. It was
also noticed that few participants had some trouble remembering which axis on the hand controller
corresponded to a yaw, pitch or roll, during training and practice. Cross-referencing the colors with
the query, that is, pitch, roll or yaw lowered RT in the cues condition. Given the invariant nature
of the axes on the hand controller, both rotation and translation end-effector queries should have
elicited similar RTs across all input axes. The difference in RT between rotation and translation for
end-effector queries seemed to be more influenced by the query format, rather than the misalignment
on the end-effector. Our claim that operators mentally rotate the display axis into congruence with
the hand controller axis does not hold for the end-effector queries. If this were true, misalignment
should have had an effect on RT. This was not observed.
2.6 General Discussion
Increasing the angular displacement between an end-effector axis and its corresponding input
axis has been shown to affect the time taken to provide a movement input to the hand-controller.
Peak response times were observed at 180◦ for both rotation and translational movements. Increas-
ing the misalignment increased RT. It is also interesting to note that increasing misalignment to
90◦ was not significantly different from 180◦, in the case of translation. However for rotation, we
observed significant differences between the 90◦ and 180◦ misalignments. It is also visible from
the 0◦ to 180◦ portion of the curves in Figures 2.7b and 2.8b that misalignments elevated RT during
rotations. One aspect of this experimental design was that time was limited to 20 seconds. While
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certain participants required in the neighborhood of 8-9 seconds to respond to queries in rotation,
additional time pressure by reducing the limit to say, 8 seconds could possibly lead to differences
between the 90◦ and 180◦ misalignments in translation.
It is important to note that rigid body rotations can be measured a number of ways. For the
data analysis in this experiment, we formulated the metric, misalignment, which is essentially the
directional cosine between the cardinal axis vector on the end-effector in question, xd, yd or zd,
and the reference axis vector on the hand-controller xh, yh, or zh. The results correspondingly
showed that higher the angle between the two axes, the higher the response latency. This means that
determining the correct input for a particular movement involves identifying an individual axis and
its deviation from normal. This proposition differs significantly from a true mental rotation process,
which requires rotating the misaligned end-effector into a stored reference image in memory (such
as the one shown to the participants during training), or rotating the end-effector coordinate frame
into the hand-controller frame [86]. Furthermore, the end-effector in this study was rotated about
one or more cardinal axes at a time. If the number of axial rotations is somehow influencing the
results, then a metric beyond a simple measure such as misalignment is needed.
Is it possible that the number of axial rotations required to bring the end-effector into congruence
with the hand controller can also affect response time? To evaluate this, we created a fixed factor
called reference frame misalignment by labeling each data cell by the number and the sum of the
angles about these axes required to bring the end-effector and hand controller into congruence. At
this time, no statistical descriptions are provided and the results are shown graphically in Figure
2.8. For both rotation and translation, there are visible differences across the experimental variables
(cues, no cues). For the no cues group, RT increases almost linearly with single axis rotations of
the end-effector ([0,0◦], [1,90◦], [1,180◦]). However, when the end-effector was rotated about more
than one axis (maximum possible is 2), RT dropped. The trend followed by Figures 2.7b, 2.8b and
2.9 are similar, although Figure 2.9 depicts only RT at a particular orientation in the experimental
design and does not correspond to a specific query. For example, each orientation could comprise
of a mixed selection of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ axis misalignments.
Irrespective of the metric used, RT increases with angular misalignment and therefore suggests
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Figure 2.9: Response time was found to vary with the number of axes and sum of angular rotations
required to rotate the end-effector into the hand-controller coordinates. Single-axis rotations showed
a near linear increase in RT with angle, suggesting that participants rotated the entire end-effector,
rather than just an axis.
the existence of mental rotation processes in end-effector control. Further investigation to differ-
entiate whether participants use reference frames during mental rotations, or rather axial searches
will be required. Some work in this area has been conducted on mental rotation studies of alpha-
bets. In [86], Robertson claims that mental rotation involves reference frames rather than image
templates while earlier in [87], Cooper and Shepard had rejected the existence of reference frames
in mental rotation processes. From Figures 2.7b, 2.8b and 2.9, it is clear that the effect of the cues
is to reduce overall response latency, irrespective of the metric used and this further corroborates
our hypothesis that the movement cues can be beneficial in robotic teleoperation under conditions
of display-control misalignments.
Studies of misaligned viewing and tracking have shown that viewing angles near 135◦ lead to
the highest error [67, 70]. It is possible that these results might hold true only when the manipula-
tion task requires simultaneous mental rotation and motor processes (e.g. in continuous tracking).
In fact, Wexler et al. [88] have demonstrated that the interference caused by simultaneous mental
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rotation and motor tasks, modifies the well-known inverted V-shaped response time function found
in mental rotation studies towards 135◦. In this experiment, since motor movements and visual
processing were distinct from one another, the results provide support that initial judgements of
misaligned 3D object movements involves mental rotation processes. In teleoperation, motor move-
ments and visual processing frequently occur simultaneously. Further investigation will be required
to evaluate the performance benefits of movement cues in a robotic task.
2.7 Conclusion
This study has demonstrated that exocentrically viewed teleoperation tasks (no cues) involve
processes similar to mental rotation of misaligned 3D shapes and misalignment is most severe at
180◦. Rotation movements load the operator quite significantly as compared to translation and the
addition of cues substantially lowered RT for both types of movement, “flattening” the effects of
misalignment.
It was observed that end-effector queries remained unaffected by misalignment, with and with-
out cues. The chances of operators planning movements with respect to the constantly reorienting
end-effector referenced axes is remote and they most likely navigate the end-effector by referencing
it to a fixed coordinate system such as the display axes. End-effector movements in the worksite
become relatively simpler by moving it in display referenced directions such as “left”, “up”, or “in”.
In such a scenario, the cues for both rotation and translation can substantially improve robot manual
control performance. The results presented here also demonstrates that this technique works equally
well under a wide range of camera-viewing conditions.
The cues described in this experiment are in their most fundamental form. They are simple,
passive aids that support the user in providing accurate inputs. The true benefit of such cues can
only be understood after it is implemented and evaluated on a telerobotic platform. If a similar
performance benefit is seen in a robotic task, then the utility of these cues might go beyond just
reducing the cognitive load. They could even aid in tracking tasks in 3D space. In this chapter,
the effects of movement cues on the operator’s cognitive abilities under misaligned conditions was
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tested, and the use of such cues in navigation and tracking of the end-effector is yet to be determined.
This will require end-user experiments that simulate realistic scenarios in teleoperation. In Chapter
3, the development of a modular AR test-bed is described along with two experiments conducted to
validate and identify the advantages and disadvantages of such AR cues in teleoperation.
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Chapter 3
Free-space End-effector Navigation using Augmented
Reality Aids
3.1 Introduction
During teleoperations on the International Space Station, astronauts manipulate the robot using
three views from several exocentric cameras placed around the robot. The displays at the space
station’s robotic workstation limit the number of simultaneous views to three. A minimum of three
views are generally needed for operators to visualize the worksite, Figure 3.1. Three cameras, placed
mutually orthogonal to each other can help the operator recreate the three-dimensional worksite.
Views must also be chosen so that adequate clearance between the robot and obstacles is maintained
at all times during the task, and an additional astronaut is required to ensure collision-free operation.
Additionally, robot singularities and joint limits require monitoring as well [16].
An important criteria that is often overlooked are the effects of display-control misalignments,
which were investigated in detail in the previous chapter. It was observed in Chapter 2 that when
the end-effector’s axis was rotated at angles of 90◦ and 180◦, time taken to respond to a movement
query increased. In the experiments described in Chapter 2, this effect was observed with a single
camera viewport. Multiple camera views coupled with rotations and translations of the end-effector
during operations can result in varying states of misalignment across the displays. Processing mis-
alignments across multiple displays can lengthen task completion times. Considering that average
teleoperation tasks on the space station can extend to several hours, operator fatigue and errors are
very likely.
The use of multiple exocentric cameras also pose a problem. The cameras diminish the sense
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Figure 3.1: The figure shows a variety of camera placement configurations for teleoperation. The
end-effector’s projection on each camera in the configuration can result in different levels of mis-
alignments and increase task difficulty.
of depth, and the true pose of the end-effector when seen through the multiple views is frequently
ambiguous due to optical distortions and the characteristics of the perspective projection [66, 15].
Given multiple camera views, often placed in suboptimal orientations, robot operators can find it
difficult to perceive the mapping between the hand-controller and end-effector axes, resulting in
inefficient navigation. For example, in Figure 3.2, input to a hand-controller axis results in the
end-effector moving in different directions in the three displays.
Displaying three views of the robot so that misalignment is minimized in all views can be
challenging as priority is given to task achievability, Figure 3.1. Views looking down the cardinal
axes of the work are desirable, but not always achievable. Astronauts are provided with extensive
training so that input errors are minimized. While extensive training can reduce such errors, it
should be noted that space teleoperations induce high mental workload in operators due to the
complex nature of the tasks. It is also possible for astronauts who spend extended periods on the
ground between missions to require re-training due to skill loss.
Effective end-effector navigation is only possible if astronauts possess a reliable mental model
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Figure 3.2: Inputs to the hand-controller (white arrow) can correspond to the end-effector moving in
different directions in the camera views. End-effector navigation accuracy is affected by the number
of cameras and their placement.
of its kinematics. End-effector navigation through translation and rotation of its degrees-of-freedom
requires accurately mapping its axes to those on the hand-controllers. The hand-controllers em-
ployed to control the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) on the International
Space Station (ISS) are two, three-axis joysticks [89, 90]; one for rotation and one for translation
of the end-effector. Inputs to an axis on the translation hand-controller correspond to translations
along a corresponding axis on the end-effector. Similarly, inputs to the rotation hand-controller ro-
tate the end-effector axes. Considering the accuracy required in space missions, there is little room
for errors that arise from an incorrect mapping between the hand-controller and end-effector axes.
For example, a collision with a nearby structure could occur if the astronaut provides an input to the
negative axis instead of the positive.
Teleoperation platforms could be equipped with compensatory mechanisms to minimize this
mapping difficulty, such as rotating the end-effector axes relative to the orientation of the cameras.
A complete solution to the problem of display-control misalignments however, will need to factor
in constraints, such as, robot mechanical limits and camera placement [91]. When such constraints
are excluded, the solution to misalignments with a single camera is trivial. Multiple cameras on the
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other hand, pose a unique challenge.
The reason for the limited technologies available to ease manipulation difficulties is perhaps due
to the fact that end-effector control is used in very specific manual control systems such as space
station robots. The cost of adding such measures is offset by training methods although the risk of
error during operations persists irrespective of the amount of training. Presently, manipulator arms
are not confined to aerospace applications. Military and surgical robots are gaining popularity in
battlefields and operating rooms around the world. As all these systems require camera-mediated
control, solutions will be needed to address these issues. Real-time augmented reality (AR) tech-
niques could be the solution to improved navigation and dexterous manipulation performance.
From Chapters 1 and 2, we have seen that AR displays have the ability to project inherent
but imperceptible system or environment information to the user through visual, auditory or other
sensory means. The efficacy of real-time AR systems has been validated in several diverse areas
of engineering, so it is not surprising that there has also been considerable interest in its use as an
interface enhancement for robotic teleoperation.
Surprisingly, few studies have focused on improving navigation of end-effector controlled space
robotic arms. The only AR techniques proposed are the “virtual tether” and the “rubberband” tech-
niques by Drascic [48] and Maida [49] respectively. Of these, only the method proposed by Maida
focused specifically on space robot arms. However, his method was evaluated using the egocen-
tric viewport from the camera attached to the end-effector. Task dependence on exocentric cam-
era views is more prevalent in teleoperation environments and these views were not included in
Maida’s study. A disadvantage of the author’s approach is that the user may focus his attention on
an occluded egocentric camera view on which the graphics are displayed, resulting in decreased
situational awareness.
Visual AR has seen little practical application in robot teleoperation. To our knowledge, there
do not exist any studies that have utilized AR to mitigate display-control misalignments. Some
questions that need to be answered are: 1) can AR play a role in improving end-effector navigation
quality during robot manipulation and 2) if so, what information needs to be displayed to obtain a
quantifiable performance benefit?
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In Section 3.2, we describe the development of a modular teleoperation test bed that allows
rapid prototyping and simulation of scenarios encountered by astronauts in space. Following this,
in Section 3.3 we evaluate the movement cues first demonstrated in Chapter 2 on this test bed with
end-user evaluations. The objective is to show that not only do the movement cues reduce the
effects of misalignments (Chapter 2), they are also effective in improving end-effector free-space
navigation.
3.2 Teleoperation Test Bed Development
3.2.1 Hardware
To evaluate various AR solutions, a test bed to simulate space teleoperations was developed.
As the AR techniques were developed for space applications, the teleoperation system had to be
as close as possible to systems used by NASA. An important objective was to create a test bed
that was reconfigurable and expandable so that changes to software and hardware could be made
without affecting other components. This modular design was also needed in order to test software
developed at Wayne State University on the dexterous manipulator trainer (DMT) facility at the
NASA Johnson Space Center.
Typical teleoperated robotic systems on the space station use 1) a serial chain robotic manipula-
tor, 2) a command and control interface equipped with hand-controllers and displays and 3) sensors
such as cameras to provide feedback to the operator and related hardware and software. To keep
costs low, off-the-shelf components were procured for the test bed ranging from joysticks and video
systems to robots, computer hardware and software. Visual C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 and
Visual Studio 2005 was the programming language used for all software development.
Hand controllers
Two joysticks (ExtremeTM 3D Pro; Logitech, California) were used as the hand-controllers.
Each joystick has three axes with conventional forward-back, left-right movement in the horizontal
plane and a rotation (twist left, twist right) in the vertical plane. The six axes were used to control
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Figure 3.3: The robotic arm and cameras used for this project are shown. A UMI RT100 light-
industrial robot with a 6 degree-of-freedom end-effector was used. The test bed was also equipped
with four cameras (two are shown). All hardware was controlled using TCP/IP for flexibility.
the roll, pitch and yaw movements for rotation of the end-effector and the x, y and z movements for
translation. The devices interfaced with the computer using the universal serial bus (USB) port. A
joystick library was written to access the values of the axes, buttons and sliders [11].
Cameras, video capture and displays
The test bed was equipped with three Samsung SODC14 and two Sony EVI-D70 pan-tilt zoom
cameras. A media server connected to the local network (Axis Media Server 241Q, Axis Commu-
nication, Sweden) transferred video feeds from four of these cameras at any given time. The video
frames were collected using a software development kit (SDK) provided by the manufacturer. The
highest frame rate possible was 30 frames/sec.
All experiments in this chapter were performed using three 17” liquid crystal display (LCD)
computer monitors. Of the three, two shared a single video card on a desktop while the other
monitor ran on a separate computer (see section on software for client-server architecture).
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Robot
A Universal Machine Intelligence (UMI) RT100 light industrial robot was used as the remote
robot. The RT100 is a serial chain manipulator and has six degrees-of-freedom. It has six joints,
shoulder elevation (prismatic), shoulder (revolute), elbow (revolute), yaw (revolute), pitch and roll
(spherical). It also has a two-finger gripper for lifting objects, Figure 3.3.
Due to robot controller limitations, the robot had to be controlled by displacement control rather
than rate control, which would be desirable for smooth manipulation and control. However, at very
low rates and displacements between inputs, this would not have a significant effect. The robot
was controlled by bounded displacement control with maximum displacement gains of 2.65 cm
(translation) and 5◦ (rotation). The position feedback controller on the robot drove the motors at a
constant velocity. Continuous hand-controller sampling resulted in constant end-effector velocities
of 1.27 cm/s for translation and 0.052 rad/s for rotation. During experiments, participants were
asked to keep the displacement gains at maximum while moving to the receptacle.
3.2.2 Software
Robot and data server
The decision to use the internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) for data communication has many
advantages. It helps distribute computing demands across a number of computers. Furthermore,
it allows computers to share data with each other over a network. Client-server systems where
the server hosts and distributes data to a number of clients are very advantageous in teleoperation
test beds. The entire teleoperation platform can be modularized in terms of clients and servers
with each of these modules performing a specific task. The Windows Sockets version 2.0 API
(Microsoft Corporation) was used to communicate between servers and clients. The robot server
and data server have different functions, Figure 3.4. In the case of the robot server, commands are
received for robot motion control from the kinematics client (discussed in the next section). These
commands are character strings containing the encoders values for each joint of the robot. It is
possible for many kinematics clients to log in to the robot server from different locations, although
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Figure 3.4: AR client programs share robot state information from the data server and display the
synthesized views. A modular architecture allows different software components working on spe-
cific requirements, such as inverse kinematics computations (kinematics client) and video capture
(media server).
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only one client can control the robot at any instant. In terms of teleoperation simulations, this is very
advantageous. A variety of scenarios can be tested, such as, long range teleoperations or transfer
of robot control across a number of geographically separated expert users (astronauts and mission
planners on the ground). In all the experiments presented in this chapter, the robot server and robot
were run remotely over the network.
The data server is programmatically similar to the the robot server, with the exception that
multiple clients can log in simultaneously. The role of the data server is to store a precomputed
transformation received from the kinematics client that provides the coordinates of the end-effector
in the robot’s worksite (discussed in the section on AR clients). Every time a client requests this
information, the data server delivers the information. This however poses a problem. Multiple
clients can request the same information simultaneously, but delays between inputs can result in
temporally displaced data transfer. In the case of our AR displays, the data is common across the
multiple camera views and delays between these displays can make it difficult for operators to use
them. To eliminate the problem of asynchronous data transfer to the AR displays, the first AR client
that connects to the server is the main client, and subsequent clients are echo clients. The data server
only sends data to the other clients after the main client has been serviced.
Kinematics client
The kinematics client performs the task of computing the change in the UMI RT100 robot’s
configuration (joint angles) when movement inputs are provided via the hand-controllers to the end-
effector. The robot in this case, is a holonomic serial-chain manipulator with a fixed base, which
results in highly constrained end-effector motion. Computing the joint state for a particular pose
of the end-effector requires an inverse kinematics solver. While the underlying kinematics solution
is not provided in this thesis, the process by which the hand-controller inputs are used to move the
end-effector is described. The inverse kinematics algorithm is a closed-loop solver that provides
geometric solutions. Such methods are detailed in [92]. The kinematics client communicates with
the two servers described earlier, delivering robot pose information to the remote robot via the robot
server and the AR clients via the data server. The processes are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Upon execution of the kinematics client, an initialization file is loaded with the initial joint an-
gles of the robot and the kinematics mode (default: end-effector control). Other modes of kinematics
are also available, see [11].
xi is the vector of current joint angles of the robots degrees of freedom with xi = [θ1, . . . , θ5, h]
where θ1, . . . , θ5 are the robot link angles and h is the translation of the shoulder joint from the
robot’s base. Using the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [93], the 4 × 4 homogeneous transforma-
tion matrix of the end-effector Tee with respect to the robots base at time ti can be found using
Equation 3.1.
Tee,ti =

cos θ1 − sin θ1 0 0
sin θ1 cos θ1 0 0
0 0 0 h
0 0 0 1


cos θ2 − sin θ2 0 l1
sin θ2 cos θ2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1


cos θ3 − sin θ3 0 l2
sin θ3 cos θ3 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

×

cos θ4 − sin θ4 0 0
0 0 −1 0
sin θ4 cos θ4 1 0
0 0 0 1


cos θ5 − sin θ5 0 0
0 0 −1 −l3
sin θ5 cos θ5 1 0
0 0 0 1

(3.1)
In Equation 3.1, l1 = 11 in, l2 = 11 in and l3 = −6.96 in, the shoulder, elbow and tool
lengths respectively.
Thc is the 4 × 4 transformation matrix representing the displacement gain provided to the six
degrees-of-freedom at the hand-controller by the user. The equation is derived as follows. Let
ur = [r1, r2, r3] represent the rotation displacement vector along the roll, pitch and yaw directions.
Let ut = [t1, t2, t3] represent the translation vector along the x-, y- and z-axis respectively.
These vectors represent the angular and positional increments obtained from the two hand-
controllers. We use Euler angles to calculate the displacement gain matrix from Equation 3.2.
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Thc =
[
c(r1)c(r2) −c(r1)c(r2)s(r3)−s(r1)c(r3) c(r1)s(r2)c(r3)+s(r1)s(r3) t1
s(r1)c(r2) s(r1)s(r2)s(r3)+c(r1)c(r3) s(r1)s(r2)c(r3)−c(r1)s(r3) t2
−s(r2) c(r2)s(r3) c(r2)c(r3) t3
0 0 0 1
]
(3.2)
In Equation 3.2, c = cos and s = sin. The translated or rotated end-effector transform is
obtained by multiplying Tee,ti with Thc using Equation 3.3:
Tee:ti+1 = Tee:ti ∗ Thc (3.3)
The new joint state xi+1 is then calculated from the closed-loop inverse kinematics solver f(·).
xi+1 = f(Tee:ti+1 , xi) (3.4)
Iterating through Equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 allows the user to move the robot’s end-effector
along its degrees-of-freedom. At every iteration, the joint state is sent as a string to the robot server,
which in turn, passes it to the robot’s micro-controller. The solver, f(·) handles singularities and
joint limits internally.
An important data structure computed by the kinematics client is the 4× 4 transformation from
the worksite to the robot’s base, Tw−b. This transform is required in order to estimate the pose of the
end-effector in the camera’s coordinate system (explained later in the description of the AR client).
In this thesis, we refer to the worksite as a 3-D structure of known geometry described with an edge
and a vertex list. The worksite in our experiments was a table with four pegs attached vertically at
the table center. All transformations were obtained with respect to the worksite.
Let Tb−ee represent the current transformation from the robot’s base to its end-effector, where
Tb−ee = Tee,ti from Equation 3.1. Tee−w is the location of the end-effector with respect to the
worksite. Tee−w is measured by mating a peg attached to the end-effector to a hole at the worksite,
Figure 3.5. A button on the joystick when pressed with the robot in this state, initializes the function
that obtains Tee−w and computes the constant transform Tw−b using equation 3.5.
Tw−b = (Tb−ee ∗ Tee−w)−1 (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: A peg-in-hole insertion method was used to register the robot’s end-effector to the
worksite. The inverse transform of the end-effector in the worksite, calculated once, is required for
pose estimation of the end-effector in the camera coordinates
Tw−b is an important, static transformation matrix in the AR system. As will be seen in the
following section, the orientation and translation of the end-effector with respect to the camera is
obtained using Equation 3.5. After every user input is obtained, this transform is converted into
Euler angle notation and position vector form, that is, roll, pitch, yaw, x, y, z and sent using sockets
to the data server, where it is accessed by the AR client.
AR client
The functions of the AR client programs comprise of 1) computing the transformations required
to estimate the end-effector pose in the camera and 2) rendering graphics using these transforms. To
be modular, each client was designed to handle a single video feed. This allows the user to distribute
the AR clients across multiple computers and displays.
Registering points in camera coordinates (in this case, the robotic worksite) to the image from
the camera is the first, most crucial step towards generation of an AR environment. The meaning of
registration in terms of AR displays is to obtain the geometric transformation between the camera
and an object of interest. For example, overlaying a graphic cube with a real cube seen in the cam-
era requires that the geometric transform of the real cube in the camera coordinates be known. Two
important parameters to be estimated for accurate registration are the camera calibration matrix, K
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and the projective transform, P . The calibration matrix, K can be estimated using the MATLAB
camera calibration toolbox or the ARToolkit camera calibration toolbox (Human Interface Tech-
nology Lab, University of Washington). The estimation of P is also referred to as pose-estimation
and can be obtained either by image-based or geometry-based methods. In image-based methods,
the 3D properties of the object of interest are extracted from the image using inverse perspective
projection techniques or feature extraction. In geometry-based registration, the camera’s lens center
forms the origin and all objects are geometrically measured with respect to that center. Objects can
be tracked using a variety of sensors including magnetic and infrared devices.
There are three important coordinate frames that are needed for AR registration. These are
the object or world coordinates (Xw, Yw, Zw), the camera coordinates (xc, yc, zc), and the image
pixel coordinates (xp, yp). The world coordinates is the location of an object of interest in a world
coordinate system. The image coordinates is the two dimensional location on the image sensor
formed by light rays reflected from the object. The camera coordinates are related to the world
coordinates in homogeneous form using Equation 3.6.

xc
yc
zc
1

=
R T
0 1


Xw
Yw
Zw
1

(3.6)
In Equation 3.6, R is the special Euclidean group SE(3) rotation matrix (3 × 3) and T is the
vector (3 × 1) representing the camera orientation and position respectively. This 4 × 4 transform
is also referred to as the camera’s extrinsic parameters.
Using Tsai’s camera calibration model [94], we can transform objects from the camera coordi-
nates to pixel locations in the image coordinates (xp, yp) using the camera’s focal length (fx, fy),
image center (px, py) and s, the skew parameter using Equation 3.7.
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
xp
yp
1
 =

fx s px 0
0 fy py 0
0 0 1 0


xc
yc
zc
1

(3.7)
Substituting 3.6 in 3.7 we get:

xp
yp
1
 =

fx s px 0
0 fy py 0
0 0 1 0

R T
0 1


Xw
Yw
Zw
1

(3.8)

xp
yp
1
 = KP

Xw
Yw
Zw
1

(3.9)
In our testbed, P was estimated using a 3D pose estimation algorithm developed by Chiun-
Hong Chien and Kenneth Baker at the NASA Johnson Space Center [95]. The algorithm is based
on a inverse projective transform technique using Lie algebra. As the development of this algorithm
was not performed by the author of this thesis or his colleagues, the reader is referred to [95] for an
explanation of the technique. The algorithm works on the premise that the 2D points of an object
projected on an image can be used to estimate the 3D transformation from the camera to the object,
given the object’s geometry. In our experiments, we considered this object to be a fixed location
in the robot’s workspace, that is, the worksite. Therefore, the transform from the camera to the
worksite, Tc−w = P .
Four pegs were placed so that their lengths formed the four parallel edges of a cuboid, our model
for input to the algorithm. The model of the worksite was defined in an IGES file format. To obtain
Tc−w, a static image of camera was saved and displayed. Six vertices (or corners) of the worksite
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Figure 3.6: The camera to worksite coordinate transform Tc−w, is critical for accurate AR registra-
tion. An algorithm developed by Chien and Baker was used to reconstruct 3D object data from a
2D image. In (a), points on the worksite are selected and used to obtain the transformation (b) from
the camera to the worksite.
from the image were selected as input to the pose estimation algorithm resulting in an estimated
Tc−w, Figure 3.6. In our experiments, given an accurate calibration matrix K, the estimate of Tc−w
has been found to be visually accurate.
Once these matrices are obtained, the location of the end-effector in the camera coordinates
is calculated using Equation 3.10 and 3.11. Figure 3.7 shows the various transformations used to
render the graphics.
Tc−ee = Tc−w ∗ (Tb−ee ∗ Tee−w)−1 ∗ Tb−ee (3.10)
or substituting equation 3.5
Tc−ee = Tc−w ∗ Tw−b ∗ Tb−ee (3.11)
3.2.3 Movement cues design
Virtually any geometry with respect to the robot can be overlaid with computer graphics using
Equation 3.11. To render graphics on the images, both the OpenCV (www.opencv.org) and OpenGL
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Figure 3.7: Geometric transformations between different coordinate systems were used to estimate
the pose of the end-effector in the camera.
Figure 3.8: The hand-controllers are marked with yellow, green and red labels along each axis (a).
The movement cues are overlaid on the end-effector and receptacle (b, c). Translations or rotations
of the end-effector are simpler when the colors are used to map inputs to outputs.
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(www.opengl.org) libraries have been implemented. For the experiments in this chapter, OpenCV
was used to manipulate graphic primitives in the image.
Two coordinates frames or movement cues were drawn on the current image, one at the end-
effector and one at the worksite, see Figure 3.7 and 3.8. Using directional cosines of Tc−ee, the
pose of the end-effector was drawn using a perspective projection routine. The unit vectors of Tc−ee
were drawn as lines in the image forming a Cartesian coordinate frame. Similarly, using Tc−w, the
pose of the worksite in the camera was augmented by drawing a coordinate frame at that location.
The axes of the coordinates were colored yellow (x), green (y) and red (z). The modified image was
displayed and refreshed at 25 frames per second. Pilot studies indicated that when the coordinates
were drawn using only lines, participants found it difficult to judge the directions (that is, in or
out of the screen) of the axes. Thus, circles were used to make it appear as though spheres were
attached to the tips of the coordinate axes. Spheres were chosen because they connote a notion of
rotation around an axis. These “spheres” were rendered using the same colors as the lines. The radii
of the spheres were scaled using a ratio of 3:2:1, applied in the order of increasing distance of the
axes’ tips from the camera. Thus, the sphere farthest away from the camera had the smallest radius
while the closest sphere had the largest radius. This enhanced the depth cues beyond the normal
perspective projection. In later versions of the AR Client, OpenGL was used to render the graphics,
since it can render high quality graphics as compared to OpenCV.
3.2.4 Mapping the hand-controller axes to the end-effector axes
Yellow, green and red colored adhesive strips were placed on the translation and rotation hand-
controllers in order to map its degrees-of-freedom onto the robot’s coordinate frame. Positive and
negative signs were printed at opposite ends of the strips. To rotate the movement cues, moving
the rotation hand-controller along a colored strip resulted in a rotation of the end-effector along the
corresponding axis of the same color. If the hand-controller were moved in the positive direction of
the strip, the movement cues axis would rotate counterclockwise. A clockwise rotation would occur
if moved in the negative direction. Similarly, movement along a color strip on the translation hand-
controller would translate the corresponding movement cues axis along the positive and negative
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directions. The method adopted is identical to that of Chapter 2, except for the color scheme. The
coloring of the axes was not expected to affect performance.
3.3 Experiments
3.3.1 Introduction
Efficiency in completing space robotic tasks requires skilled operators. All astronauts are
trained to manipulate robotic arms for a particular mission, but they are simultaneously expected to
learn how to handle other tasks as well, such as, hardware maintenance and deployment of scientific
payloads and experiments.
The characteristics of space environments prevent quick completion of robotic tasks. The robot
arms move very slowly (at rates less than a few centimeters per second) so as not to disturb the
dynamics of the spacecraft. In many instances, astronauts are secured to the end-effector so that in-
accessible areas of the spacecraft can be reached and dexterous tasks beyond the robot’s capabilities
can be performed. The operator of the robot needs to constantly reorient the cameras so that multi-
ple views of the robot and the task are available. Simultaneously, operators must follow their task
guidelines designed by planners prior to missions. While these are just a few of the many situations
that occur during robotic tasks, fatigue due to the long hours required for task completion can affect
performance under such multitasking conditions. Real-time cognitive support features, embedded
in the robotic displays that minimize operator dependence on skills acquired from training or that
help quickly rebuild such skills could be very beneficial.
The relationship between operator performance and misaligned viewing conditions was demon-
strated in Chapter 2. While such misaligned viewing conditions play a role in increasing overall task
time, astronaut training can mitigate this effect to some extent, although the problem is significant
when multiple cameras are used. The movement cues described in Chapter 2 could serve as a cogni-
tive support feature in this regard. Three objectives could be achieved by the cues: 1) minimizing the
effects of misalignment across multiple cameras and 2) improving end-effector navigation quality
and 3) reducing the dependence on training
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We have seen that movement cues can reduce response times, although its effects in a real
teleoperation task where multiple cameras and dual hand-controllers are involved, are not known.
Perhaps, these movement cues can help operators learn the behavior of the robot’s end-effector
faster and it could be used to improve robot navigation.
In the remainder of this chapter, we demonstrate the effects of these movement cues on operator
performance by providing a comparative analysis of task performance data. The data was acquired
from a simulated payload insertion task performed with and without movement cues. It is hypoth-
esized that the use of these cues can reduce navigation errors, end-effector trajectory distance and
deviations from optimal paths. Two experiments were performed to demonstrate these benefits.
3.3.2 Experimental task
A simple “peg-in-the hole” task was chosen for the experiments. The objective was to transport
a styrofoam cube firmly attached to the robot’s end-effector in an obstacle-free workspace and insert
it into a receptacle. This task was chosen to replicate orbital replacement unit (ORU) exchanges that
are frequently conducted on the International Space Station. Since the egocentrically mounted end-
effector camera view is obstructed by the ORU, astronauts depend on the exocentrically placed
cameras to complete the task. The experiments replicated such a scenario.
There were no worksite constraints on the movement trajectories since the worksite was obstacle-
free. There were, however, robot motion (joint angle) constraints. Two start locations and one goal
(receptacle) location were chosen, and the optimal trajectory was a straight line between the start
and goal locations in translation. The start locations differed in terms of position and orientation.
Rotations were required in each of the axes to complete the task.
The receptacle’s dimensions corresponded to those of the payload and was fabricated using
polystyrene foam and attached to a fixture table placed at the robot’s base. The orientation of the
receptacle was selected so that a straight line from the end-effector starting positions to the center
of the surface of entry of the receptacle would not impinge on any of the edges or surfaces of the
receptacle.
Three digital cameras (Samsung SOD14C) were placed at fixed locations around the robot and
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remote worksite. The location of camera 1 (Figure 3.2a) was chosen so that the operator could
view the entire robot and receptacle. Camera 2 and 3 (Figure 3.2b and c) were placed closer to
the worksite with their image planes angled towards orthogonal faces of the receptacle. The lenses
of cameras 1, 2 and 3 were placed at 77, 33.5 and 52.5 cm (respectively) from the receptacle. All
three cameras had fixed focal lengths (no zoom). The viewports of the cameras were chosen so that
three-quarter views of the worksite were available from each camera. Cameras were oriented such
that the receptacle axes would not coincide with camera axes in any view to simulate the difficult
viewpoints typically found in space applications.
3.3.3 Data processing
For both experiments, every user input provided to the system via the hand-controllers as well
as the corresponding outputs of the robot consisting of joint encoders, end-effector position and
orientation, time stamps and end-effector states were written to a text file during the trial. These
files were post-processed using MATLAB 7.0 (The MathWorks, Inc., Massachusetts, USA). The
following dependent variables were analyzed:
Reversal errors: If the Euclidean distance from the end-effector to the receptacle was greater
than the distance to the receptacle at the previous end-effector position, it was counted as one rever-
sal error. Reversal errors were summed over the entire trial.
Path distance: The path distance was computed as the length (in centimeters) of the trajectory
traversed by the end-effector.
Task time: The task time was computed as the time taken to completely insert the payload,
limited to the maximum trial time of 5 minutes.
Deviation from path: The deviation from the path was computed as the root mean square (RMS)
deviation in centimeters of the end-effector trajectory points from the straight line connecting the
start to the goal point. This straight line represented the minimum (ideal) path towards the target.
Distance from receptacle: The distance from the receptacle was computed as the distance (in
centimeters) of the final position of the end-effector at the end of the trial from the fixed receptacle
location.
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Trials: A trial was considered incomplete when the participant did not complete it in 5 minutes
and did not insert any part of the payload into the receptacle.
Multi-axis hand-controller usage: Multi-axis usage was analyzed separately for the two hand-
controllers. The frequency of single hand-controller axis inputs were counted in each trial and
expressed as a percentage of all hand-controller inputs. The remaining percentage represented si-
multaneous multi-axis inputs to the hand-controllers. The translation and rotation hand-controllers
were analyzed separately via the following variables:
1. Single-axis TR: Percentage of single-axis inputs to the translation hand-controller over the
entire trial.
2. Single-axis RO: Percentage of single-axis inputs to the rotation hand-controller over the entire
trial.
Workload
The NASA-Task Load Index [96] is a six-dimensional rating method to assess subjective mental
workload and comprises of two parts. In the first half of the procedure, participants are presented
with six scales, de-limited by low/high labels corresponding to the dimensions:
1. Mental demand (MD)
2. Time pressure (TP)
3. Performance (PE)
4. Effort (EF)
5. Frustration (FR)
6. Physical demand (PD)
Levels for each dimension are obtained from subjects by asking them to mark a point on each
of the six lines. In the second part, a weighting technique is used to obtain pairwise comparisons
across all six dimensions. A workload score is then calculated using Equation 3.12.
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workload =
∑6
i=1 Siwi
15
(3.12)
where Si is the set of all user-rated scales for the six dimensions and wi is the set of all user-rated
weights, wi(max) = 5. i corresponds to each of the six dimensions.
3.3.4 Statistical analysis
A Chi-square test was used in the analysis of reversal errors. Path distance, deviation from path,
distance from receptacle and task time were analyzed under trials using t-tests. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) tests were used to analyze workload, single-axis TR and single-axis RO usage.
3.3.5 Experiment 1: between-groups design
Participants
Fifteen participants volunteered for the test and were divided into two groups, with seven in AR
and eight in No AR. All participants were students from the engineering school with ages ranging
between 20 and 30 years. The AR group had five male and two female participants, and the No AR
group had six male and two female participants. In both groups, all participants had experience con-
trolling the robot, with the exception of one female in the AR group. Participants were checked for
color blindness and visual acuity. The study was approved by the Human Investigation Committee
at Wayne State University under HIC protocol #082105B3E (R).
Method
The participants were randomly assigned to the groups, No AR and AR. The No AR subjects
manipulated the end-effector using three camera views without movement cues. The AR group
was asked to manipulate the end-effector with movement cues overlaid at the end-effector and the
receptacle, with the hand-controller axes color-coded. The static coordinate overlay at the receptacle
indicated to the user the final orientation required for the end-effector before insertion, and did not
serve as a movement cue, rather as an orientation cue.
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Figure 3.9: Reversal errors are shown for No AR and AR for complete and incomplete trials in
experiment 1. The movement cues lowered reversal errors significantly in both complete and in-
complete trials.
The starting configuration of the RT100 arm was selected so that the participant would have
to rotate and translate the end-effector to reach the goal. In other words, the starting end-effector
orientation was misaligned with axes of the receptacle. The AR subjects manipulated the end-
effector with augmented coordinates overlaid on the same camera views using the color-coded
hand-controllers. Each group of participants was trained until they were confident with the robot
system controls. Participants in the two groups completed three trials and each trial was limited to
five minutes. NASA-TLX subjective workload ratings were collected after the first and third trials
respectively.
Results
In the AR group, the ratio of complete to incomplete trials was 2:1 (14 complete, 7 incom-
plete). In the No AR group, the ratio was 2.42:1 (17 complete, 7 incomplete). For participants who
finished the trials, chi-square tests indicated significantly fewer reversal errors in the AR group,
χ2 = 150.28, df = 1, p < 0.05. Even among participants who did not complete the trials, reversal
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Figure 3.10: Path distance is compared among participants who completed the task in experiment
1. Participants using AR finished with significantly shorter distances.
errors were fewer in the AR group, χ2 = 28.92, df = 1, p < 0.05. Figure 3.9 illustrates this effect.
Paired t-tests for unequal variances were conducted on path distance and path deviation for
incomplete trials. Participants with completed trials in AR demonstrated shorter path distances
compared to No AR, t = 3.38, df = 23, p < 0.05. Error bar plots demonstrating the results from
complete trials for path distance are shown in Figure 3.10. No significant differences were noticed
in path deviation between the two groups. Task time (Figure 3.11) and end-of-trial distance from
the receptacle did not show any significant differences.
Participants used more simultaneous multiple-axis translation hand-controller inputs (low single-
axis TR) in the AR group than the No AR group, F(1,43) = 6.54, p < 0.05. There were no signif-
icant differences between the groups while manipulating the rotation hand-controller (single-axis
RO). Table 3.1 provides descriptive statistics on the single-axis TR and single-axis RO variables.
No difference in overall workload was observed, Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11: It was hypothesized that the addition of movement cues (AR) would reduce task com-
pletion times. However, processing the cues and task constraints possibly elevated time in the AR
group.
Figure 3.12: Subjective workload ratings obtained using the NASA-TLX rating scale did not show
significant differences between the two groups.
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Table 3.1: Experiment 1: observed hand-controller axis use
Translation Rotation
Mean 99.09 99.01
Std. Dev 2.71 2.62
Mean 93.45 99.76
Std. Dev 10.43 0.78
NO AR
AR
Single-axis hand controller inputs 
Note: Values are in percent inputs per trial
Discussion
Significant reductions in reversal errors were observed with the addition of the movement cues.
Overall, reversal errors were 55 percent less with AR use. In fact, even participants in the AR
group who did not finish the task made fewer errors than their counterparts in the No AR group.
The addition of the cues substantially influenced navigation and tracking performance. The drop in
reversal errors is attributed first, to the mapping between the hand-controller and end-effector using
the labeling method in the AR group. In general, participants in the AR group knew exactly which
input axis to provide to the hand-controller so as to minimize the distance between the end-effector
and the receptacle. Furthermore, the movement cues could have led to extrapolation of end-effector
position along a particular axis that pointed in the direction of the goal. Another challenge that
the experimental task posed to the participant was integrating the multiple views. In the cameras,
the end-effector would frequently get oriented into a left-right, up-down or in-out movement re-
versal leading to incorrect input-output mappings in the No AR group. Even though both groups
were trained equally, during the experiment, participants in No AR were observed making many
movement errors.
Path distance was lower in the AR group. It should be noted that path distance and reversal
errors are related variables that share considerable covariance. Providing the right hand-controller
input for the end-effector to begin moving in the direction of the receptacle is a crucial step. This re-
duces reversal errors, which by definition, means the end-effector is moving closer to the receptacle
rather than away from it. Correspondingly, path distance reduces.
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Task time did not differ between the groups. The movement cues have been shown to reduce
response time to make movement decisions in Chapter 2. Accordingly, the AR group should have
completed the trials faster than No AR. This was not observed. The AR group could have spent
more time using the mapping technique. This supports the conclusions for reduced reversal errors.
NASA-TLX workload scores did not differ between the participants. Since both the AR and No
AR groups used the same end-effector control scheme, with the only difference being the addition
of the cues, both groups felt the same workload and this shows that although errors reduced, the
cognitive load across both groups were approximately the same.
No differences in path deviation were observed. The spread of the movement trajectories about
the ideal straight-line path was not statistically different between the two groups. This may be
because participants were not required to follow a particular trajectory. In addition, the motion of the
end-effector could be constrained by the manipulator joint limits. This might have led participants
in both groups to choose non-ideal paths that avoided joint limits.
We expected that AR would result in the end-effector ending closer to the receptacle because
of the alignment process between the end-effector coordinates and the receptacle’s coordinates. In
other words, AR provided the user with visual measures to help determine the orientation for the
final insertion. However, the imposed time limit may have left the participants with insufficient time
to complete payload insertion after accurately aligning the two coordinate systems. In fact, nearly
half of the trials were left unfinished between the two groups.
Typically, single-axis translation inputs lead to end-effector trajectories that follow a step-like
pattern. Multi-axis inputs, on the other hand, can result in smoother trajectories, depending on the
number of axis used. An analysis of hand-controller usage revealed some very interesting results.
Participants provided more simultaneous multi-axis inputs to the translation hand-controller when
using AR. The improved pose of the end-effector seemed to provide the participant, the ability to
produce resultant motions via multiple-axis inputs to the hand-controllers, which led to lower path
distances in AR.
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3.3.6 Experiment 2: within-participant design
Participants
Twelve participants (11 male, 1 female) volunteered for the test. All participants were students
from the engineering school with ages ranging between 20 and 30 years. Two participants had
participated in experiment 1. As with experiment 1, participants were checked for color blindness
and visual acuity. The study was approved by the Human Investigation Committee at Wayne State
University under HIC protocol #082105B3E (R).
Method
Experiment 2 was developed using a within-subjects repeated-measures design with conditions
No AR and AR as the independent variables. Almost all experimental parameters were retained
from experiment 1, including the time limit of 5 minutes, camera locations and camera orientations.
The only exception was the end-effector starting position, which was in a different location. Partic-
ipants were asked to perform three trials under each condition. As with experiment 1, the task was
to transport the payload from the start position to the receptacle and insert it. In the AR condition,
the participants were expected to align the augmented coordinates at the end-effector with those at
the receptacle before insertion. An uncluttered workspace was provided, and no constraints were
placed on movement trajectories. The start and goal locations were fixed across all subjects. The
order of testing was balanced with a Latin square and was split into two parts, with each condition
being administered one week apart. This was done in order to mitigate the effect of participant
learning.
Results
Overall, 41 (21 No AR, 20 AR) out of 72 trials were completed. Of the participants who
did not finish the task, 15 trials were in No AR and 16 trials were in AR. For participants who
finished the task, reversal errors were significantly fewer in AR than in No AR, χ2 = 51.33, df =
1, p < 0.05. Participants who did not finish also showed significant reversal error reductions in AR,
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Figure 3.13: Reversal errors in both the groups (across complete and incomplete trials) in experi-
ment 2 were lower when the participants manipulated the robot using the movement cues (AR).
χ2 = 36.82, df = 1, p < 0.05. Figure 3.13 illustrates the effects of AR on reversal errors.
Paired t-tests for unequal variances were conducted on the data for trials. For path distance,
the participants who completed the task did so with shorter distance in AR than in No AR, t =
3.81, df = 32, p < 0.05. Path deviation showed similar trends; completed trials demonstrated
lower path deviation in AR, t = 3.26, df = 27, p < 0.05. Error bar plots in Figure 3.15 and 3.16
demonstrate the effects of using AR on path distance and path deviation. Task time (Figure 3.14)
and end-of-trial distance from the receptacle did not show significant differences.
Although not statistically distinguishable, single-axis translation inputs (single-axis TR) were
fewer in AR than in No AR, F(1,70) = 3.43, p = 0.06. Single-axis inputs to the rotation hand-
controller were less frequent in No AR than in AR, F(1,70) = 7.09, p < 0.05. Table 3.2 provides
descriptive statistics for these variables. No differences in overall workload was observed, see
Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.14: Task time once again did not show differences in experiment 2 and is in agreement
with experiment 1.
Figure 3.15: Similar trends to those in experiment 1 were observed with the path distance in exper-
iment 2. Path distance was significantly lower among all participants who used AR.
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Figure 3.16: Path deviation is illustrated for No AR and AR. AR helped the participants minimize
the end-effector deviations from the straight-line path connecting the starting point to the goal in
experiment 2.
Figure 3.17: Subjective workload ratings were not different for the two conditions.
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Table 3.2: Experiment 2: observed hand-controller axis use.
Translation Rotation
Mean 97.49 98.68
Std. Dev 5.16 2.95
Mean 93.66 100
Std. Dev 11.3 0
NO AR
AR
Note: Values are in percent inputs per trial
Single-axis hand controller inputs 
Discussion
The results obtained for reversal errors and path distance were consistent with experiment 1.
Overall reductions were seen with the use of movement cues (39%). This reduction was less than
that observed in experiment 1, but still substantial. Asymmetric transfer effects due to the within-
subjects design with a common manual control scheme between conditions could have weakened
the statistical power of the experiment [84]. However, it shows clearly that the use of movement
cues significantly improves operator performance.
Again, similar to experiment 1, no difference in task time was observed. The addition of the cues
did not reduce the overall time to process misalignments in multiple views. Using AR, participants
paused during the task to look down at the hand-controllers between inputs. They did so to ensure
their inputs would move the robot in the required direction by using the color-coded cues on the
hand-controllers. On the other hand, when the AR was removed, participants provided inputs almost
continuously to the robot. Movement errors when encountered were compensated for, similar to
continuous tracking tasks, for example [71].
Overall subjective mental workload (NASA-TLX) was not significantly different between the
two groups. It is very possible that the pace of the task was too slow to induce levels of workload
significantly different between the two conditions.
Experiment 2 contradicted the path deviation results of experiment 1. Figure 3.18 shows a
participants end-effector trajectories in the No AR and AR conditions from experiment 2. In AR,
end-effector trajectories showed significantly lower deviation from the ideal straight-line path. It is
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Figure 3.18: Sample end-effector trajectories illustrate improvements in navigation with AR. The
trajectory obtained using AR is smoother indicating that the movement cues improve end-effector
control. The deviations in the No AR trajectory are larger implying a higher frequency of single-axis
inputs.
possible that the starting location chosen for experiment 2 made it less likely for users to frequently
encounter joint limits. The result could also be attributed to transfer effects between the two condi-
tions. In other words, participants may have learned to overcome joint limits during motion in the
first condition, which would have influenced their performance in the second condition.
The fewer single-axis rotation inputs in No AR are attributed to participants randomly guessing
rotation inputs while trying to orient the end-effector in experiment 2. Participant learning effects
and the proficiency gained by using the augmented coordinates could have led to the higher rotation
hand-controller multi-axis usage seen in No AR.
3.3.7 General discussion
By providing movement cues for robot end-effector guidance, path distance and reversal errors
were reduced in both experiments. By providing the color cues on the hand-controllers to map input
axes to the end-effector axes, the AR condition proved to be effective; with reversal errors dropping
55% in experiment 1 and 39% in experiment 2.
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The movements cues benefited the user in a number of ways. Using the cues, an enhanced
mental (kinematic) model of the mapping between the hand-controller axes and the motions at the
end-effector was developed by the user. No matter how misaligned the orientation of the end-
effector appeared on the displays, the cues aided the user in perceiving rotation and translation
inputs required to efficiently navigate the end-effector towards the receptacle. The improvements
are in agreement with the experimental results in Chapter 2.
At several instances during the trials, it was observed that the user would move the end-effector
into an orientation such that it was occluded by other links of the robot arm. In No AR, such
situations forced the user to guess which inputs to provide to the end-effector due to the lack of
visual information. On the other hand, cues provided the user, a see-through system, permitting
the end-effector orientation to be perceived even when obscured by other objects. Such continuous
information display benefited the user significantly. In the next chapter, obstacle avoidance using
similar movement cues is demonstrated and this will be made more clear.
Upon questioning after the experiment, participants anecdotally said they found the spheres to
be helpful. This response also reflected the effect of AR on reversal errors; better perception of
the end-effectors orientation meant that subsequent translations towards the receptacle would be
better judged. The linearly increasing ratio of the spheres however, were not a true representation
of a perspective projection. A limitation of this implementation was that OpenCV was used to
render the graphics. The AR clients have since been modified to use OpenGL, a better graphics
library for perspective drawing. Irrespective of the graphics techniques, directional information
was obtained by relating the orientation of the end-effector coordinates to the fixed coordinates
at the receptacle. Additionally, differentiation of relative locations and size of the end-effector and
receptacle coordinates due to the perspective projection of the graphics (see Wickens [14]) improved
depth perception. This enhanced depth perception due to linear perspective enabled AR participants
to correct the position of the end-effector so it moved towards the receptacle at all times.
An important point to note is that at any given orientation of the end-effector, there always exists
one axis, translation along which minimizes the path distance to the receptacle and reversal errors.
This is an important aspect in manual end-effector navigation. The AR condition helped the user
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exploit this key property, which was harder to achieve in the No AR condition.
While these experiments demonstrate that AR movement cues can improve end-effector nav-
igation performance significantly, the analyses has been limited to simple measures like reversal
errors. Although reversal errors indicate performance benefits reasonably well, it does not account
for user intentions. In six degree-of-freedom manipulation, the user has many axes to choose from.
Navigation could be accomplished by translating either one of the x, y or z axes. Similarly the order
of rotations, that is roll, pitch, yaw or yaw, roll, pitch could be interchanged. In these experiments,
participants were not required to follow a specific set of rules regarding the use of specific axes
for translation or rotation. This is also true in practice. Serial chain manipulator arms are limited
by mechanical limits and singularities, and operators are generally incognizant to their occurrence.
Alternative axes are turned to when a specific axis input does not accomplish a task objective. There-
fore, measuring the true effect of misalignments as they transpired during the task was difficult and
a better metric to correlate such misalignments over three displays is required. Still, it is possible
to state with confidence given these results and the results in Chapter 2 that the movement cues are
reliable tools that can be used to improve navigation performance in end-effector teleoperation.
3.4 Conclusion
The mapping between the hand-controllers and end-effector can also be transformed using alter-
native techniques. One strategy is to implement a resolved control system in which the end-effector
can be made to move in the coordinates of the user, based on the camera view being observed (us-
ing eye/head tracking to determine the point of gaze). However, this entails the use of intrusive
equipment that could impede task performance. Alternatively, semi-automation can be introduced
to automatically rotate the end-effector to align with the receptacle axes. By eliminating the ro-
tation component, only translation hand-controller inputs will be required to move the pre-aligned
end-effector.
Observations during participant training showed that there was a significant training transfer
potential with movement cues. Participants who were never exposed to end-effector control prior to
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the experiment, grasped the technique quickly with the cues. The training effects of movement cues
on operator performance has not been explored thoroughly and such AR “training wheels” could be
adopted during the training of novice robot operators.
Several useful attributes for field operation were achieved with these movement cues. First,
spatial end-effector information was delivered accurately and efficiently. Second, by overlaying
just coordinates at the robot and worksite, screen clutter was minimized. Third, using geomet-
ric transformations to estimate the end-effector pose prevented the sometimes anomalous behavior
associated with pose estimation derived from image processing, making it reliable for space ap-
plications. The movement cues were impervious to varying lighting conditions and the motion of
other objects in the work site, although the benefits of AR under these conditions were not tested
explicitly.
The robotic test bed has proved to be very useful in creating a simulated environment for the
evaluation of movement cues. For both these experiments, the telerobot was commanded over
the local area network (LAN) with minimal switches or routers between the kinematics client and
robot server. The system has demonstrated reliability over long hours of end-user experiments.
The modularity of the platform has also made the addition of components or rapid changes to the
software simple.
So far, the experiments have been limited to navigation in obstacle-free environments, and at-
tention was only paid to a specific teleoperation problem, that is, end-effector control. There are
few robotic workspaces that are devoid of obstacles and collision-free navigation is an important
aspect of space teleoperations. Navigating robotic arms around obstacles can be demanding due the
complexities created by robot linkages and kinematics with complications arising due to spatial per-
ception of the environment. In the following chapter, we describe an AR system that breaks down
the navigation task into sequences of rotations and translations, incorporates collision-free planning
and provides guidance cues. This new form of cueing is built on the techniques demonstrated so far.
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Chapter 4
A Navigation Assist Display for Collision-free Robotic
Manipulation
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Navigating end-effector controlled robot arms in cluttered environments
Imagine an astronaut, manipulating a large robotic manipulator arm (over 17 meters in length)
to unscrew a spent battery pack surrounded by other sensitive equipment. He can only monitor the
task through video displays. How does the astronaut guide the arm to and from the work, while
simultaneously avoiding collisions with nearby structures?
In commercially available surgical robots such as the DaVinci robotic system (Intuitive Surgical
Corporation, California), the laparoscopic tools are manipulated by robotic manipulators so that they
pivot around a port on the body. Often, the camera (endoscope) is placed so that the tools project
outward on the left and right side of the camera image. This setup is familiar since our arms are
similarly located with respect to our eyes. The relatively small tools can be fit completely into the
camera’s view and the surgeon rarely loses sight of the tools.
Astronauts in space do not have this luxury. Consider the projected view of the robot in a
camera, Figure 4.1. A camera viewport is arbitrarily selected with only the end-effector in view. In
order to view the complete robot in a single viewport, either the robot has to translate away from
the camera or vice versa. While camera degrees-of-freedom: zoom, pan and tilt can minimize this
problem, there are limits on obtaining the “best” views. Specific tasks, such as, orbital replacement
unit (ORU) exchange requires magnified views of the end-effector, placing the rest of the robot out
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Figure 4.1: A fixed camera at times, allows only a part of the robot to be viewed during end-effector
manipulation. Since the robot’s links move with the end-effector, collisions with obstacles can occur
if the operator is not situationally aware.
of the view. For the sake of safety, one astronaut manually controls the robot and another astronaut
monitors the task [16].
Collision-free manipulation of robotic arms using monocular cameras poses unique challenges.
Space robotic arms compared to mobile systems like lunar rovers, are generally larger and have
more complex kinematics. In addition, these challenges arise given the arm’s spatial relationship to
the camera. To better understand the difficulties in navigating robotic arms using camera views, a
more detailed explanation of the manipulation mode: end-effector or resolved control is provided.
In this mode, the end-effector is considered a rigid body with a coordinate frame (Cartesian) fixed
to it. The six degrees-of-freedom allow three axial rotations, and three translations. If considered a
free-flying rigid body, the end-effector can achieve any position or orientation in Euclidean space,
R3. In practice, the end-effector’s motion is restricted by holonomic constraints due to the robot’s
joint kinematics. When the end-effector is rotated or translated, joint angles of the arm have to
change in order to achieve the required end-effector pose and arm links can contact objects in the
workspace if the operator is not careful, Figure 4.2.
Robotic manipulation in cluttered environments and through narrow passages is generally avoided
in space missions. The primary reason for this is that limited depth perception from the camera
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Figure 4.2: Navigating robot arms through narrow passages are frequently needed in space tele-
operations, but such tasks are prone to collisions. In this chapter, an augmented reality system is
proposed so the operator can achieve collision-free end-effector guidance with ease.
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views can make the robot’s proximity to obstacles difficult to estimate. In addition, the end-effector
is rarely guided along straight trajectories. Excessive translation or rotation inputs, frequent switch-
ing between hand-controllers, and spatial deviations are all factors that affect operator performance.
Ineffective hand-controller manipulation results in increased errors and task times; deviations result
in excessive energy consumption by the robotic manipulator and can result in collisions. In large
robotic systems such as the space station robots, it is also possible for deviations and errors to im-
pact spacecraft dynamics. A combination of these factors can compromise personnel and spacecraft
safety.
End-effector control of robots through cluttered environments and narrow passages will always
pose challenges to the operator. If trajectories are erratic and cannot be mitigated through training,
perhaps alternative modes of control are needed. One way to overcome this issue is to let the robot
be the decision-maker (autonomy). Equipped with sensors and mapping algorithms, the computer
will be able to compute a collision-free set of optimal configurations required for the robot arm
to achieve a task. The operator can serve as a supervisor and intervene when needed. The issue
of course, is that autonomy tends to place the operator “out-of-the-loop” and has been avoided by
NASA for many reasons including low situational awareness and workload, and primarily, operator
and system safety [21, 60]. Until autonomous space robots are proven trustworthy, they do not seem
to be a feasible alternative at present for space station applications. There is an alternative to this
situation. What if autonomy can be incorporated into the robotic system so that it serves only as an
information gathering or planning agent? Rather than this agent guiding the robot, it could be used
instead, to guide the operator. This way, the operator is performing the task following decisions
made by the agent, while remaining “in-the-loop”, situationally aware (or so it is hypothesized),
and possibly working under reduced workload. The situation is analogous to an automotive global
positioning satellite (GPS) map display in a car. The computer plans the best route to reach a
destination, and driver navigates the car along this route. Our system is similar, except that planning
is done in the robot’s configuration space.
In Chapter 3, we observed that the addition of cues improved the operator’s spatial awareness
of the end-effector’s pose and resulted in smoother trajectories from start to goal. Still, significant
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variance in trajectory quality persisted between trials. Under ideal conditions, navigating the end-
effector between two locations in the workspace should result in a minimum-distance trajectory
(if there are no obstacles) and we have seen that this is virtually impossible to achieve with direct
video-based teleoperation (see experimental results in Chapter 3). One aspect of the experiments
described in Chapter 3 is that they dealt only with the quality of end-effector manipulation assuming
an environment without obstacles.
4.1.2 Assisted navigation planning
In this chapter, a new and more advanced method of end-effector guidance to achieve smooth,
collision-free trajectories during manual control is proposed. The premise of this work is to com-
bine a planning agent [97] or decision-maker that obtains a complete solution to the end-effector
guidance and collision-avoidance problem autonomously and a visualization system that presents
the planned data as visual aids to the operator. Observe that there are two decision makers in this
proposed system. The first is the planning agent which decides the best plan∗ (among many) for
collision-free navigation and presents it to the operator, the second decision maker. The operator in
turn, can choose to reject or accept the plan. In the present study, the operator is required to fol-
low the prescribed plan, disregarding his ability to execute a part or the whole plan independently.
Although the operator is embedded in the control loop, he simply follows decisions made by the
agent, making error corrections as and when needed. Trust in the plans and reliability are discussed
later, given the two decision-makers in the system.
In the space telerobotics literature, there is not much related work for comparison, but there are
examples in medicine. A number of surgical devices such as endoscopes and laparoscopic tools
are used in conjunction with image-guided navigation techniques [98, 99, 100]. In most-image
guided surgeries, the objective is to create a pre-operative plan using 3D imaging (CT, MR) for the
best locations for tool entry or port placement, for example, King [101]. Besides medical robotics
applications, perhaps the only relevant work that discusses collision-free planning methods is by
∗A plan is a more appropriate term than a path for an articulated robot arm. The plan can comprise of a number of
alternative means of translating and rotating the end-effector between collision-free configurations. The path or points
described by the end-effector is inherently embedded in the plan.
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Figure 4.3: The central idea in this chapter is to blend a sequence of collision-free robot movements
generated by a planning agent with an AR display. The aim is to create planned visual aids that the
operator can use to guide the robot through a cluttered environment.
Park [102]. In his thesis, Park describes an interactive collision-detection/visualization method, in
which the user can select goal and subgoal locations in a display. The system computes a collision-
free trajectory connecting the subgoals from start to goal and the plan can be viewed from any
perspective. In our case, the need to plan in the end-effector space is critical, if the user is expected
to navigate the robot.
In this study, we will focus on a fundamental robotic task, that is, collision-free end-effector
navigation. A typical end-effector navigation task comprises of a number of parameters around
which plans have to be based. A list of requirements for developing plans to guide end-effector
controlled robots could be as follows:
1. Knowledge of the remote workspace’s geometry, that is, position and orientation of obstacles
and the location of the robot relative to the workspace.
2. Location and limitations of the available camera views.
3. A model of the robot’s end-effector kinematics, that is, control degrees of freedom, range
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of the robot’s joints, orientations that lead to singularities and orientations that could lead to
collisions of the arm with the obstacles.
4. Task objectives such as the payload to be transported, goal location to be reached and the
minimum distance from obstacles to be maintained. Additional task constraints could be
specific goal orientations, for example, orientation of the end-effector with respect to the
work.
Visual navigation assist systems are well-suited to such robotic navigation tasks. Operators
could benefit from the simplest aids, such as waypoints indicating collision-free locations, or the
number of translation axes available to go from one waypoint to another without hitting a joint
limit. Other aids could include the nearest m orientations that can be achieved without collisions.
If the agent can create navigation plans similar to its human counterpart, the next challenge is
to derive an effective display method to present the information. The plans are obtained from a
3-dimensional workspace or Euclidean space, R3. Ideally the information should be presented with
the same dimensions, that is, 3D. This is possible through the use of AR and VR displays. For
example, a virtual environment containing 3D models of the robot and obstacles could be helpful.
In this environment, simple graphics could indicate a collision-free path through a narrow passage,
for example.
AR displays have distinct advantages over virtual environments. One advantage is that the plan
can be mapped directly to the display (camera view) containing the remote robot, providing the
operator with both the video feed and plan data in the same display space. Another advantage is
that the planned information can be consistent with the robot model. For example, in Chapter 2,
the movement of the AR coordinate frame overlaid on the end-effector in the video display was
consistent with that of the end-effector.
Because the operator is manipulating the robot at all times, the system will have to plan the robot
configurations appropriately. For example, the user cannot be expected to translate the end-effector
to a waypoint using multiple axes on the hand controller. It is more intuitive to provide a single axis
translation that can achieve the same outcome by combining it with rotation. Single axis movements
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are better suited to end-effector control as the hand controller possesses only three orthogonal axes.
Multi-axis movements using end-effector control are difficult to achieve and there are several factors
that are influential. Many of these arise from perceptual issues in remote camera viewing. The first
reason is display-control misalignments (Chapter 2). A rotated end-effector in the display creates
delays in mentally rotating the end-effector into congruence with the hand-controllers. The second
reason is that the projection of the end-effector on the image creates optical distortions as to its
true spatial pose making multi-axis inputs quite hard to achieve. Therefore, plans generated by the
planning agent have to be made in the configuration space of the end-effector returning user-centric
navigation plans, while simultaneously considering the robot’s kinematic constraints (joint limits
and singularities). The objective of the planner is to obtain plans that will allow the operator to
separate the navigation task into a series of collision-free rotations and single-axis translations.
Presenting the navigation plan sequentially to the operator is another challenge. Formats for
spatial information presentation have varied from a combination of 3D and 2D geometric primitives
in [49] to purely 3D in [51]. Most visual formats vary by platform and application and to avoid
platform dependency, the visual components demonstrated here were developed for generic end-
effector control. The overlaid graphics were simple shapes drawn using geometric primitives, such
as cylinders, spheres and toruses. In combination with the coordinate overlay developed in Chapter
3, these graphics shapes were used to indicate analog quantities to the operator such as magnitude
of end-effector rotation required or distance travelled. Simple dynamic cues were used to indicate
state changes, for example, translate along x, or translate along z. These aids were developed to
achieve a specific result, that is, collision-free navigation. In trying to do so, we do not want to
increase the already difficult task that is teleoperation.
Implementation details on the planning agent are provided in Section 4.2. The reader will see
that obtaining navigation plans for end-effector controlled robots in particular, requires planning
in both the configuration space of the robot as well as that of the end-effector. In Section 4.3, we
present two AR navigation displays used to present the agent’s plans to the operator. Two end-user
evaluations show that agent-guided robotic navigation has potential to reduce distance travelled
and constrain the end-effector to safe (collision-free) regions in the robot’s workspace. In both
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experiments, the goal was to obtain a baseline measure of operator control of the end-effector using
this system. The first experiment was a pilot study to evaluate and identify the systemic needs related
to the data from the planner and the graphic entities. The second experiment evaluates an improved
version based on lessons learned from experiment 1. The efficacy of VR displays over AR displays
for the same navigation task was evaluated. This will help understand the specific benefits of the
displays and whether either or both AR and VR displays are needed for effective performance.
In addition, the experiment was designed to measure the operator’s situational awareness during
teleoperation. Operators recreated the robot’s trajectories in a 3D scale model of the obstacle course.
Comparing the quality of the trajectories can help determine if operators were situationally aware
of their actions under the influence of AR and VR navigation displays.
4.2 Development of a Planning Agent
4.2.1 Introduction
In its simplest (and popular) form, path planning is the process of guiding a robot from a loca-
tion in the workspace to another while avoiding collisions with obstacles. Ideally, the planner should
have complete knowledge of the robot and obstacle geometries, although this may not be possible
in practice. A variety of mobile robots deployed today gather knowledge about their surroundings
using sensors and build a map of their environment as they move [103]. For brevity, we will not
dwell too deep into the vast number of planning algorithms that are available in the literature. De-
tailed explanations on planning methods and algorithms are available in books by Latombe [104]
and LaValle [105].
We will focus instead on the the development of a modified form of the probabilistic roadmap
planner (PRM) [106]. The PRM was chosen over other planners due its ability to obtain solutions
for robots with many degrees of freedom, such as the UMI RT100 robot used in our test bed. The
basic PRM begins by uniformly distributing a sample number, say x nodes or robot configurations
q in the obstacle environment. A configuration q is a unique description of the location of a robotA
in C, its configuration space. The configuration space is defined as follows:
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ConsiderA in its workspaceW . The robot can either be a single rigid body or a linkage of rigid
bodies. Each rigid body in A can be represented by a coordinate frame Fi where i is a link in the
robot. The workspace can be represented by a coordinate frame Fw. The configuration space C of
the robot A is the space covered by all possible orientations and positions of A measured in Fw. If
A is an articulated robot, holonomic constraints limit the space covered by C.
The nodes that collide with obstacles are rejected and the remaining nodes which are in the
free space, Cfree are added to a node list, N . Next, a local planner tries to connects every node in
N to each other. A distance metric D(q, q
′
) is used to validate whether nodes q and q
′
satisfy the
neighborhood criterion. Every time two nodes qi and qj are found to connect, an edge e is defined
for the pair and added to M(N,E), the roadmap. After this process is completed, the roadmap M
results in an undirected graph. The start and goal configurations qinit and qgoal are then added to,
and connected in M . An example of a 2D version of the PRM is shown in Figure 4.4. A path search
can then be initiated by searching M for a sequence of edges connecting qinit and qgoal. A variety
of methods are available to search graphs including Dijkstra’s algorithm [107] and the A∗ search
algorithm [108].
The PRM is a specific form of roadmap methods which include the visibility graph [109] and
freeway [110] methods. Designed for lower dimensional C-spaces, the visibility graph and freeway
methods provide a complete representation of the free-space. For a high dimensional C-space,
probabilistic searches of Cfree are better suited and have been reported to work well for a variety of
robot configurations [106]. Another algorithm which is similar to the PRM is the rapidly-exploring
random tree (RRT) [111]. The algorithm works on a probabilistic basis, but rather than generate
a number of nodes at once, it begins constructing two trees, one with the root at the start and the
other at the goal. Incremental random configurations are created and connected to the trees. The
algorithm aims at connecting these two trees and then searching for a path. Kallman reports using
the RRT to obtain paths for very high degree of freedom systems such as the NASA robonaut [112]
and animations of human models [113].
The basic form of the PRM simply connects a random node qi to qj in N , based on a Euclidean
distance metric [106]. The edge e created between these two nodes is then checked for collisions by
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Figure 4.4: The figures describe the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planner in 2D. A random number
of configurations are scattered in the environment. Collision-free configurations including the start
and goal are connected to each other by edges forming a roadmap, which can be searched for a path.
In 1(a) and 1(b), the roadmap does not connect qinit to qgoal. In 2(a) and 2(b), a path is found in the
generated roadmap.
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positioning the end-effector along e at discrete intervals. Note that the end-effector is moved along e
to qj in an unspecified orientation from the node qi. We require that at least one of the end-effector’s
axes is constrained to the edge, so that single-axis movements on the hand-controller will move the
robot from qi to qj . An arbitrary orientation will require inputs to multiple axes, each proportional
to the components of the input vector required (multi-axis), and this is simply not intuitive or usable
from the operator’s perspective.
We have modified the basic PRM by adding the constraint that an edge connecting two nodes
qi to qj is added to M if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. The end-effector in qi can be rotated so that one or more of its three axes can be aligned with
the edge that connects qi to qj .
2. The robot is collision-free after these rotations to the end-effector.
3. The end-effector can translate along the aligned axis, in k discrete steps to qj .
4. There exists an inverse kinematics solution for each robot configuration in the interval k.
There is a reason why these conditions are necessary. In the introduction, we proposed an
assistive teleoperation system that provides visual aids for the operator to navigate the end-effector.
Keeping in mind that the operator will be expected to follow the planner’s directives, end-effector
orientations need to be created so that the user can rotate and translate the end-effector with ease.
The end-effector coordinate frame, in following this plan can be modeled by a series of alternating
rotations and single-axis translations. Implementation details of the planner are provided in the
following section.
A specific set of rotations and translations to move from qi to qj forms a segment and each
segment is connected to the next by a node or waypoint. Following this sequence of rotations and
translations ensures that the robot departs from a specified start location and arrives at a specified
goal location. In an obstacle-free environment, this is trivial. If kinematic constraints are excluded,
only one set of rotations and a single axis translation are required. However, the problem is more
complicated for end-effector navigation plans in an environment that contains obstacles. The robot’s
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configurations between two waypoints have to be planned so that the end-effector and other linkages
are collision-free, while simultaneously ensuring that waypoint i to i + 1 can be traversed along
either the x-, y- or z-axis of the end-effector. This is related to our earlier discussion on axis usage.
A single axis end-effector movement (rotation or translation) is easier to achieve using the three-
axis hand-controllers than a multiple-axis movement. The system must also ensure that the operator
does not guide the robot into a configuration that is close to the mechanical joint limits.
4.2.2 Algorithm description
Node generation
The algorithm begins by loading the obstacle and robot link geometries. To reduce computation
time, the obstacle and link geometry were modeled as simple convex polyhedra. Each obstacle’s
geometry file contains a header with the obstacle identifier, a vertex list and an edge list, Figure
4.5. The vertex list describes the coordinates of the object’s corners. Surfaces are then described by
combinations of these vertices using the edge list. Each line in the edge list defines a triangle and the
sum of the areas of the triangles forms the total surface area of the object. Triangular polygons are
needed for the collision detection library to detect contacts when surfaces intersect. The VCollide
library [114] was used for collision checking. VCollide is an open-source, fast collision detection
algorithm that has been used in many planning algorithms, for example [113].
All obstacle files were linked to the program using an obstacle link file, Figure 4.5. The location
of each obstacle in the robot’s workspace is denoted by its position coordinates. Obstacles locations
were measured using the end-effector as a measuring tool. For simplicity, obstacle edges were
assumed to be parallel to the coordinate axes of the robot’s base (no orientation). Once the obstacle
files were loaded, a VCollide class object is initiated and each object’s orientation and position was
loaded in the class.
A similar procedure was followed for the UMI RT100 robot, and simple polyhedra were used
to model the upper arm, lower arm, wrist and end-effector, Figure 4.5. The link geometries were
updated in the collision detector. The robot has six degrees of freedom: 1) shoulder [θ1, l], 2) elbow
[θ2], 3) wrist yaw [θ3], 4) wrist roll [θ4] and 5) wrist pitch [θ5]. Offsets between the four links were
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Figure 4.5: The geometry file contains an vertex and edge list that defines the geometry of each
obstacle or robot link. For the obstacles environment, a list of obstacle geometry files and the
locations of the obstacles are defined in an obstacle link file.
used to obtain a close representation of the robot. Each configuration in the robots C-space can be
described by q = (l, θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5). Each joint angle in q, however, is bounded by mechanical
limits.
After loading the environment and robot geometry, the user specified start and goal configura-
tions are read from a text file. These values are inserted into a data structure, N . The algorithm
consists of three routines. The first is the generation of random configurations for which a pseudo-
random number generator was used to obtain joint angles for the robot, bounded by mechanical
limits. Each randomly generated set of angles is a configuration q, which is tested by obtaining
the end-effector transformation (Tee) using a forward kinematics transformation and providing this
transformation to the inverse kinematics solver. If this test fails, q is either out of bounds, or no solu-
tion exists at this configuration. This test is not critical as the original q was generated within robot
limits, therefore ensuring a solution exists. The redundant test was added to prevent anomalies in
the data. This way, a sample number of configurations are generated and added to N . Pseudocode
for the node generation is provided in Appendix B.
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Node transformation and roadmap creation
So far, the configurations in N have not been checked for collisions and are not connected
together in a useful manner. The objective in this section is to configure node pairs in N so that the
end-effector can be translated between the two nodes with a single axis translation (x, y or z) of the
end-effector at fixed orientation. This reconfiguration of a node pair (qa, qb) should be bidirectional
satisfying:
q
′
a = R(qa→q′a):i ∗ qa qb = T(q′a→qb):i ∗ q
′
a (4.1)
q
′
b = R(qb→q′b):i ∗ qb qa = T(q′b→qa):i ∗ q
′
b (4.2)
R(qa→q′a):i is the rotation transformation matrix that rotates the end-effector in qa to a new
orientation q
′
a (preserving position), and satisfies the axis alignment condition, that is, either the x,
y or z end-effector axis (i) is aligned with the edge connecting qa to qb. T(q′a→qb):i is the vector that
translates the end-effector along the aligned axis i from q
′
a to qb.
Depending on where qa and qb are located in the C-space, the number of axes that can be
aligned will vary. Additionally, a number of solutions can be found for R(qa→q′a):i. There is also no
guarantee that the end-effector can be translated to qb collision-free while simultaneously avoiding
joint limits. Therefore, an iterative search was conducted to collect solutions between qa and qb that
satisfy the following conditions.
1. The end-effector’s x, y or z-axis at qa can be rotated so that a single-axis translation will make
it reach qb.
2. The end-effector transform q
′
a has an inverse kinematic solution and is collision-free.
3. The end-effector can be translated to the midpoint between qa and qb, that is, the edge is
traversable in q
′
a.
4. The end-effector can be translated to the qb from qa.
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All configurations in steps 1-4 are expected to be kinematically feasible, that is, valid joint
angles exist for a given end-effector transform and all configurations are collision-free.
First, the end-effector transform at qa is rotated so that an axis (say x) aligns with the vector
u connecting the end-effector transforms at qa and qb. This results in the new configuration q
′
a.
This configuration is checked for an inverse kinematics solution and if it is not in collision with
any obstacle. If either of these tests fail, the end-effector is rotated about the aligned axis by a five
degree increment and the tests are repeated. If it passes the test, q
′
a is translated to the midpoint and
endpoint of u and again tested for collisions and the existence of an inverse solution. If successful,
q
′
a is stored in a data structure along with the aligned axis and a pointer to the node pair in N . This
iterative search is bidirectional and ensures the existence of configurations from qb to qa as well.
If a set of configurations connecting qa to qb is found, an edge is added to E. A thorough search
results in a roadmap M(N,E) which contains a set of collision-free nodes including the start and
the goal nodes connected together by collision-free edges. Embedded in each edge is information
on the number of axes that can be aligned and translated along the edge. Attempts were made to
align only the positive end-effector axes. A later version could include negative axes.
The rotation matrix R(qa→q′a):i aligns end-effector axis i where i = {x, y, z} at qa so that it
points to qb. R(qa→q′a):i was obtained as follows:
Let p1 and p2 be the end-effector positions at qa and qb respectively. Let l = [0, 1, 0] be a unit
vector. The unit vector u = p2−p1|p2−p1| defines the direction of p2 with respect to p1. Using vector
cross products, R(qa→q′a):x the rotation matrix to align the end-effector’s x-axis can be obtained as
follows.
v = l × u
w = v × u
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R(qa→q′a):x =

ux wx vx
uy wy vy
uz wz vz

Similarly, by reordering the unit vectors, the y- axis and z- axis can be aligned to u.
R(qa→q′a):y =

ux vx wx
uy vy wy
uz vz wz
 R(qa→q′a):z =

wx vx ux
wy vy uy
wz vz uz

Using these rotation matrices, the end-effector configuration qa can be transformed into a new
configuration q
′
a, which aligns the end-effector’s x, y or z-axes with u.
q
′
a = R(qa→q′a):i ∗ qa
The translation matrix T
(q
′
b→qa):i to move the axis aligned end-effector to qb for the three axes
is:
T(q′a→qb):x =

|p2 − p1|
0
0
 T(q′a→qb):y =

0
|p2 − p1|
0
 T(q′a→qb):z =

0
0
|p2 − p1|

Pseudocode for the node alignment is provided in Appendix B.
Plan search
A plan in the roadmapM(N,E), is a sequence of edges or segments with embedded navigation
information that connects qinit to qgoal. m edges are connected together by m+1 nodes. The robot
is collision-free when the end-effector is guided along this plan, if and only if the configurations
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embedded in each edge are used. That is, the plan is not guaranteed to be collision-free at end-
effector orientations not prescribed by the planner.
In a given roadmap, it is possible that a very large number of plans exist that connect start to
goal. Therefore, searching for plans in M(N,E) if not guided by specific heuristics could require
a considerable amount of time. In telerobotic applications for example, a variety of design criteria
could be used, such as, minimum distance or minimum rotations required to reach the goal. Exam-
ples of other heuristics include maintaining a safe distance from obstacles or minimizing the energy
consumed by the robot’s motors.
There are a variety of search algorithms that return a plan given a roadmap M , such as the
breadth-first, depth first and Dijkstra’s algorithms [105]. For this application, the A* forward-
search algorithm was used. The A* incorporates a heuristic search method to find a sequence of
edges that minimize a cost function. For A* to work, each edge e ∈ E, is associated with a certain
cost. A simple but effective metric is distance. For our application, the Euclidean distance between
end-effector locations was used as the cost of traversing an edge. A* finds a minimum distance
plan connecting qinit to qgoal in a given roadmap M , if it exists. The algorithm begins by exploring
nodes beginning at the start location, ninit. It creates two estimates. The first, C(n) is the cost
required to reach the current node n from ninit. The second is the cost or heuristic estimate G(n),
required to reach the goal, that is ngoal from n. G(n) must be an admissible heuristic and not an
overestimate of the distance from n to ngoal. Since the optimal distance from n to ngoal is not
known, a underestimated value can be used such as the straight line distance from n to ngoal. A*
associates with every node n, a cost function, F (n) = C(n) +G(n).
For every node n visited, A* stores only the path of minimum cost among the many paths that
connect ninit to n. It then creates a tree list associating the current node n with its parent node
(visited in an earlier iteration). The list forms a subset of M . During its iterative exploration of
nodes, it adds nodes that do not minimize C(n) to a closed list and nodes that minimize F (n) to an
open list. If the goal is encountered in the open list, the algorithm reconstructs the path and exits.
In the previous section on roadmap creation, an edge was created between two nodes (or config-
urations) only if one or more collision-free rotation and translation sequences were found between
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NODES 3 
 
1  301.899872 -243.751694 -526.029907 X 
 
127  364.652374 -147.245682 -248.697784 X 
 
0  141.894028 -87.673317 -183.639481 X 
 
ORIENTATIONS 5 
 
0  127  z  -1929 1914 -160 -2285 862 -1229 
 
127  1  x  -1043 673 -320 1505 -3323 -1073 
 
127  1  x  -1043 673 -320 291 -2110 -1073 
 
  
Node header
intemediate nodeNode 
index
goal
start
Orientation header
Node pair Axis to  align
Robot configuration at node 127
Robot configuration at node 0 (start)
Figure 4.6: A simple data structure was used to store the described plan. The NODES list shows
an indexed series of nodes representing collision-free end-effector configurations. The ORIENTA-
TIONS list comprises of the robot configurations represented by motor encoders indicating the axis
that can be aligned along an edge connecting two nodes.
them. In this design, certain edges can be unidirectional. It might be possible to align an axis from
node n to n′, but not vice versa due to C-space constraints. However, the data structures used here
require that all edges in a plan searched by A* have to be bidirectional. Therefore if a series of
bidirectional edges cannot connect ninit to ngoal, no plan is returned by A*.
The resulting plan is a sequence of straight-line segments (edges) connected together by nodes.
The data structure used to reconstruct the plan is shown in Figure 4.6 and comprises of two parts.
The first part lists the nodes and their corresponding locations in the workspace. In the second part,
a list comprises of the associated node pair, the axis to be aligned and the robot’s encoder values
(configurations). For a given node pair, one or more configurations or axes could be found. For
example, in Figure 4.6, the node pair (127,1) signifies that the x-axis can be aligned and translated
along the segment from node 127 to node 1 (this is the goal location). The resulting sequence of
rotations and translations can be modeled using Equation 4.3.
In Equation 4.3, m is the number of nodes in the plan inclusive of qinit and qgoal, the initial
and final configurations of the robot. {R1 . . . Rm} ∈ R3 is the set of collision-free rotations and
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Figure 4.7: The plan results in a sequence of collision-free end-effector orientations. n1, n2 are
nodes with pre-planned orientations (x′, y′, z′) and (x′′, y′′, z′′) respectively. Rotating (x, y, z), the
current end-effector configuration into (x′, y′, z′) allows a translation to n2 along z′. At n2, rotating
(x′, y′, z′) into (x′′, y′′, z′′) allows a translation to n3 along x′′.
{T1 . . . Tm} ∈ R3 is the set of collision-free translations. Each pair (Ti, Ri) corresponds to a
movement along a segment and can be represented by different configurations embedded in the
segment. This sequence of end-effector rotations and translation is pictorially described in Figure
4.7. The data structure used to store this plan is shown in Figure 4.6.
qgoal = Tm−1Rm−1 × . . .× T2R2 × T1R1 × qinit (4.3)
Interactive features and communication
The planner was designed to service plan requests remotely. AR client programs can request a
plan and the planner server after developing a plan, can distribute it to multiple clients for visual-
ization.
Several user-friendly features were added as well. A graphic-user interface (GUI) was devel-
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oped in Visual Studio 2005 using Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). A region in the GUI was
selected as the 3D window to view the plan results in detail. At the time of this writing, the graphics
were very elementary however, advanced 3D models of the robot can be added using, for example,
VRML. The user can also save plans (a .pth extension was used for these files) and load different
environment geometries (.obs files). Edit windows were also created so the user can vary parameters
such as the node sample size and distance limits.
4.2.3 Algorithm performance
The performance of the planner is difficult to estimate due to its inherently probabilistic nature.
The robot’s C-space and the obstacle geometries can significantly influence the planner’s perfor-
mance. In the current design, two important parameters that determine if a roadmap connects the
start and goal configuration are the number of nodes x and the range: dmin and dmax chosen for
the distance metric (dmin < d < dmax). Too few nodes result in a poorly connected roadmap and
large values for dmax increase the probability of a poorly selected edge. In the section on roadmap
creation, an edge was selected only if it was traversable. If the length of the edge is significantly
greater than the geometry of the robot, collision checks with small or thin obstacles could be omit-
ted. The other issue with the planner is that increasing the number of nodes exponentially increases
the time to create the roadmap. The PRM in this form is particularly weak at finding plans through
narrow passages and a significantly high number of nodes are required to successfully find a plan
[106]. Subtle changes to the obstacle geometry can also influence computation time. In [106], the
authors found computation times ranging from 80 seconds for a 2D planar robot to 1.5 hours for
a 3D robot (non-articulated rigid body) with 6 degrees-of-freedom. While these values provide a
sense of the overall computation time required, the many parameters such as geometry and robot
degrees of freedom are system specific and affect computation time as well.
To demonstrate this effect, two obstacle scenarios were created, Figure 4.8. Although the two
scenarios do not appear to be visually different, subtle changes can be seen in the second environ-
ment, such as, the horizontally positioned bars, Figure 4.8 (2a-c). The probability of success to find
a plan in 5 attempts for environment 1 is shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 for environment 2. With
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Figure 4.8: Examples of the modified PRM algorithm in two environments are shown. (1a, 2a)
generation of random nodes and creation of the roadmap, (1b, 2b) finding a plan in the roadmap,
(1c, 2c) a simulation of some of the configurations embedded in the computed plan.
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Table 4.1: The probability of finding a plan for environment 1 (see Figure 4.8[1a-c]) is shown.
Increasing the number of nodes increases the success rate, but significantly increases computation
time.
Initial Sample Attempt Nodes Node transformation (sec)
Roadmap creation 
(sec) Success rate
1 68 77 2
2 48 38 1
3 55 57 1
4 53 51 1
5 55 56 2
1 184 437 91
2 165 374 89
3 149 329 73
4 167 390 82
5 162 343 42
1 319 1410 1081
2 321 1407 1128
3 326 1844 1395
4 354 1734 1554
5 337 1569 1741
0%
100%
100%
100
300
600
an initial sample of 300 and 600 nodes, the planner was able to find a plan with a success rate of
100% for environment 1. In environment 2, the success rate with the same number of nodes dropped
to 60%. Too few nodes (less than 300) are insufficient to find a plan: 0% in environment 1 and 20%
in environment 2. A rough estimate to find a plan with high probability for the environments shown,
requires at least 600 nodes and an hour of running time.
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Table 4.2: Environment 2 (see Figure 4.8[2a-c]) contains narrow passages and reduces the chances
of finding a plan by 40% with a sample of 600 nodes.
Initial Sample Attempt Nodes Node transformation (sec)
Roadmap creation 
(sec) Success rate
1 54 72 1
2 53 56 1
3 51 62 1
4 49 50 1
5 64 92 1
1 155 375 39
2 167 429 38
3 169 557 69
4 171 436 75
5 169 526 74
1 333 1768 1283
2 317 1541 717
3 324 1504 696
4 328 1536 799
5 321 2068 954
100 20%
300 60%
600 60%
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4.3 Experiment 1: Collision-free Navigation with a Simple Point-Based
Trajectory
4.3.1 Introduction
In this first experiment, the aim was to evaluate operator performance in tracking a plan dis-
played in three exocentric camera views using AR techniques. The plan was simplified to a path (a
series of collision-free end-effector configurations connected together by collision-free segments),
which meant that no orientation information was explicitly provided to the operator. The end-
effector was to be kept as close as possible to the path and maneuvered along the path to the goal
location. Not displaying orientation information explicitly was done for two reasons. First, we
wanted to observe if operators could plan the orientations themselves, given an understanding of
the kinematics. Second, we were interested in observing the ease with which operators can main-
tain collision-free orientations while traversing along the segments. To help the operators track the
path as close as possible and to determine if the end-effector was aligned to the path, a coordinate
frame was overlaid at the end-effector, using methods developed in Chapter 3. The experiment’s
chief purpose was to determine specific necessities in the navigation display including orientation
assistive aids, dimensions of graphics objects, etc.
Guiding the robot along the path was possible by selecting an axis on the end-effector and align-
ing it with the nearest path segment. Translation along that axis would then bring the end-effector
to the beginning of the next segment or waypoint. At this waypoint, we expect operators to realign
with the new segment, an end-effector axis based on their knowledge of the robot’s joint limits and
visual information of the robot’s proximity to obstacles. Following this method of alignment and
translation, the end-effector should reach the goal collision-free.
To assist the operator, the coordinate frame and hand-controllers were mapped using color-
labels. Since this form of mapping has been shown to improve navigation in the previous chapters,
it should aid the operator in reducing errors when rotating and translating the end-effector along the
path.
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4.3.2 Methods
Basic navigation assist display
To display path segments in the AR displays, we modified the AR client described in Chapter
3 so paths could be drawn in 3D. The path P from the plan computed by the planner was loaded in
the AR client through a text file. P is a series of collision-free end-effector locations or waypoints,
connected together by straight line segments. If each point is defined in a coordinate frame with
respect to the robots base, Tb−pi , where {p1, p2, . . . , pm} ∈ P , then the path can be transformed to
the camera’s coordinates by replacing Tb−ee in Equation 3.5 with Tb−pi .
The Intel OpenGL library was used to render the graphics. Each segment was represented by a
graphic cylinder with an equivalent radius of 10mm in the robot’s worksite, that is, as seen in Tc−ee.
The cylinder’s radius will either appear larger or smaller based on the distance of the robot and its
environment, from the camera. A Cartesian coordinate frame was overlaid on the end-effector. The
axes were colored yellow, green and red corresponding to the x, y and z directions respectively.
Cones with the same colors were added to the ends of the axes to indicate positive translations.
Two methods were used to display the path. In the first display scheme called full path (FP), the
entire path was displayed at any instant, Figure 4.9. The path segment nearest to the end-effector
was estimated and this segment was highlighted in blue. All other segments were made translucent
and colored magenta. When the end-effector traversed 75% of the segment length, the next segment
was highlighted in blue (see Figure 4.9), indicating that the operator was required to travel along
the new segment. Once on the next segment, all other segments change color to magenta, indicating
that they have been traversed or are yet to be traversed.
The second path display technique was slightly different from FP. Called closest segment or CS,
only the segment closest to the end-effector was displayed at any given time. The color schemes
for the path segments were similar to FP. As the end-effector completed traversal of a segment, it
would disappear and the next segment would be displayed.
Interposition of the coordinate frame’s axis and the path segment was visually perceivable
through a blending of colors using the graphics library. This helped the operator determine if the
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Figure 4.9: Coordinate axes let the operator align an end-effector axis with a collision-free segment,
displayed as cylinders in the camera views. (1) alignment of an end-effector axis (red) is achieved
by rotating the other axes (yellow and green). (2) translation along the aligned axis (red) brings the
end-effector to the next segment (3).
axis was in front of, or behind the end-effector. We expected this form of 3D path display, minimal
in terms of graphic content to provide operators with a high degree of spatial localization in the
robot’s workspace.
Experimental task
Three AR clients displayed augmented views of the remote worksite combined with the path
in three exocentric cameras. Three 76mm×76mm×558mm styrofoam blocks were placed, two
vertically and one horizontally in the robots workspace. The obstacles prevented the end-effector
from reaching the goal in a straight line. Two starting locations with a common goal location
along with this obstacle geometry were loaded into the planner and two corresponding paths were
obtained. Path 1 originating at start location 1 was a 4-segment path (overall length= 1.141 m). Path
2 comprised of 5 segments (overall length= 0.873 m) and originated at start location 2.
The obstacles were rearranged and a path was generated using a different start and goal location.
Participants were trained to navigate this “training” path with the FP and CS display modes. During
all training runs, the end-effector was positioned initially at the start of the path (or first waypoint).
The participants were trained to navigate the path using two specific rules:
Rotation and alignment: Alignment of an axis with the path segment was achieved by first
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choosing one from the end-effector’s three axes (x, y or z). After an axis was selected, the oper-
ator then proceeded by rotating the end-effector about the two other axes using the rotation hand-
controller (Figure 4.9a). This resulted in the chosen axis aligning with the path segment.
Translation to the next waypoint: The operator translated the end-effector along the axis aligned
with the path segment (by mapping the corresponding color label on the translation hand controller),
see Figure 4.9b. This resulted in the end-effector moving with fixed orientation to the next waypoint
(Figure 4.8c). At this waypoint, the process of rotation and alignment was repeated followed by
Translation.
Participants
Twenty two participants (ages ranging between 20 to 30 years) from the Wayne State University
student and faculty population were asked to participate in the test. There was no bias towards a
particular gender. Due to the visual requirements of the task, participants were verbally asked to
identify colors on the coordinates drawn over the end-effector, to test for color-blindness. The study
was approved by the Human Investigation Committee at Wayne State University under HIC protocol
#082105B3E (R).
Experimental design and data analysis
A group (FP, CS) × path (path 1, path 2) between-groups design (2×2) was used for the exper-
iment. Twenty participants were randomly divided into two groups of ten participants. One group
was asked to view and move the end-effector along path 1 and 2 using the hand-controllers in FP
mode while the other group used CS. On reaching the goal, the two groups were asked to align the
end-effector coordinates with an AR coordinate frame fixed at the goal location. Three trials were
used for each path.
Two additional participants formed a third group and were asked to navigate the end-effector
from the same start locations with only the AR coordinates overlaid, sans path display to demon-
strate navigation performance without path information. The data from these two participants were
not included in the analysis, but for purposes of comparison, are shown later (Figure 4.13).
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Two video cameras were placed orthogonal and close to the goal and a third camera provided a
three-quarter view of the entire worksite. Participants were trained until confident using two paths
with obstacles and start locations different from the experimental conditions. The images from the
cameras were displayed in three separate windows, each at 640×480 pixel resolution.
Post experiment analysis of the data collected was performed using MATLAB 7.4 and SPSS
Statistics version 17. Independent variables were group (FP, CS) and path (path 1, path 2). A
univariate analysis of variance (UNI-ANOVA) was used to test differences between means for sig-
nificance for the following dependent variables:
End-effector deviation: The root mean square (rms) of the distance between the end-effector’s
locations during the trial and the prescribed path was defined as end-effector deviation and was
measured in millimeters.
Distance: The total length travelled by the end-effector from start to finish, measured in mil-
limeters.
Task time: The time required for the participant to manipulate the end-effector from start to goal
location (seconds).
Collisions: The number of times the robot collided with an obstacle during a trial.
4.3.3 Results
ANOVA results for end-effector deviation and did not show any differences in means for group
or path, Figure 4.10. For distance, group had no effect whereas path had a significant effect,
F(1,119) = 166.88, p < 0.05. The means for distance are shown in Figure 4.11. Mean differ-
ences for task time were significantly influenced by group, F(1,119) = 36.94, p < 0.05 and path,
F(1,119) = 23.0, p < 0.05, see Figure 4.12.
No statistically significant differences were noticed on collisions. It was observed that path 2
caused 3 collisions in both the CS and FP groups. No collisions were observed due to path 1.
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Figure 4.10: The figure shows mean end-effector deviation using the AR assistive navigation dis-
play. The mean deviation of the end-effector from the displayed path ranged between 5.38mm and
7.02mm, demonstrating that the end-effector stayed close to the path at all times.
Figure 4.11: Overall, end-effector travel distance should be near the length of the displayed paths.
Difficulties in aligning the axes and overshoots between segments led to the significantly high dis-
tances.
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Figure 4.12: Task time was observed to be lower in the closest segment (CS) group compared to
the group that used the full path (FP) display. Path 1 although longer than path 2, took less time to
navigate.
4.3.4 Discussion
Mean values of deviation were very small, ranging between 5.38 and 7.02mm for path 1 and
path 2, with the maximum deviation at 17.78mm. These low values demonstrate that the end-
effector was well constrained to the displayed paths, that is, collision-free locations in the workspace.
Furthermore, the robot arm used in the experiment (a UMI RT100) was 0.736 m long in the out-
stretched position. The mean deviation in comparison to the length of the arm and dimensions of
the worksite were considerably small in magnitude.
The goal of this study was to obtain collision-free robot manual control. This was achieved suc-
cessfully with only one of the two paths used. There was no influence on collision by either factor,
group or path with a few collisions occurring due to path 2. Although not statistically significant in
this experiment, a single collision in a space operation can be disastrous. Path 2 was designed as a
shortest-distance path, resulting in its passing through narrow passages in the workspace. Although
the planner found paths with adequate clearance, operators did not orient the end-effector on certain
segments correctly so as to avoid collisions. This is a strong indication that simply displaying path
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information is not sufficient, and that more information such as the specific orientation required for
a segment so that collisions are avoided, is necessary.
Navigating without orientation information can unnecessarily add to task workload with the
operator required to be aware of the spatial configurations of other robot links while navigating the
end-effector through narrow passages. Difficulties in tracking the path were further exacerbated
when joint limits were encountered during a segment-axis alignment. This requires the operator to
switch to a different axis and repeat the rotation process. In situations where the robot is in a narrow
passage, this can be dangerous as reorienting can lead to robot linkages colliding with obstacles.
An issue with this navigation technique was the transition between segments. Participants
tended to overshoot the waypoint at the end of a segment. Initial misalignment of the end-effector
coordinate axis with the segment resulted in excessive path deviation during translation and realign-
ing with the segment after deviation also contributed to a significant portion of task time. Display
clutter could have aggravated this process in FP with certain segments in the camera views obstruct-
ing the end-effector coordinates and segment of interest. This was not an issue with the CS group
and resulted in operators completing the task faster. The difficulty in traversing path 2 was not ob-
served in path 1, with the latter taking less time. We recommend using paths similar to path 1, which
are longer and avoid narrow passages in the workspace, providing sufficient room to maneuver the
end-effector and the other links. Low end-effector deviation was obtained with path 1 with the ben-
efit of reduced task time. Investigating the effects of camera viewing (misalignment and distance)
on segment traversal quality will provide more insight on the influence of type of path. Viewing
parameters have been observed to significantly affect tracking performance [66].
Distances were much higher than the length of the path being tracked and trial times were con-
siderable long in comparison with navigation without AR. In fact, with the navigation aids, partic-
ipants spent more time correcting overshoots and aligning the end-effector than actually traversing
the path. The only benefit observed in this experiment was low deviation and a significant reduction
in between-trials end-effector trajectory variance. Figure 4.13a, 4.13c & 4.13d shows the visual
similarities between planned trajectories and operator trajectories across all subjects and trials. For
a navigation assist system to be deemed useful, it should allow the robot operator to complete a task
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Figure 4.13: Clockwise from top-left: (a) planner suggested paths, (b) navigating without path
information, (c) trajectories obtained by following planner suggested paths using FP, (d) trajectories
obtained by following planner suggested paths using CS. Notice the similarities in (a), (c) and (d).
in the same time or less than it would take without any assistance. This was not found with the
technique in consideration. The closest segment display was only beneficial in reducing overall task
time compared to the full path display.
Despite these results, we have obtained important insights into the requirements for an effective
AR assistive navigation system. Without doubt, collision-free end-effector orientations obtained
from the planner could help the operator align axes with ease. Taking this idea one step further, the
design could include displaying orientations that are easiest to rotate into, given the end-effector’s
current orientation. The system can also suggest alternate orientations if the operator is encoun-
tering problems with joint limits and singularities. Operators should be able to visually ascertain
when the axis is well aligned with the segment, which was one of the issues with this experiment.
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Additionally, since it possible to align the end-effector axes with the segment in three different ways
(x, y, z), the display should provide this information. In the next experiment, a significant redesign
of this system is presented. Many of the issues discussed here are addressed and evaluated.
4.4 Experiment 2: Collision-free Navigation with Dynamic Orienta-
tion and Translational Aids
4.4.1 Introduction
Instead of displaying just the path, a more informative display was developed by adding the
robot configuration information from the plan. In order for the operator to guide the end-effector
along a path segment, configurations embedded in the plan were transformed into graphic aids. The
first is an orientation aid or alignment fixture. Rotating the end-effector coordinates into this fixture
ensures axis-segment alignment within tolerances. In case the operator cannot align the end-effector
with the fixture, the system is capable of suggesting an alternate orientation. The axis along which
translation is required is immediately apparent once the alignment procedure is completed. This is
because only one axis can align with the path segment in any orientation and its color is indicative of
this. To minimize errors, such as, applying inputs to the wrong axis on the hand-controllers, simple
dynamic cues were added to help ascertain the appropriate axis for translation along the segment.
The reader will observe that this method of orienting an axis at a node ni, translating that axis
to the next node ni+1 and repeating the process until the goal is reached is similar to the displays
in experiment 1, Figure 4.7. Not shown in Figure 4.7 is the fact that the plan contains a number of
ways to go from ni to ni+1.
A disadvantage with this system, is that it provides the information required for task completion
in a sequential fashion and the operator simply follows the system’s directions. In such a situation,
although the operator is “in-the-loop”, he could be simply following the system’s directive, assum-
ing that the plan is reliable, that is, he has complete trust in the system. Another issue is that the
operator can fixate on the visual aids, and not be aware of the true spatial behavior of the remote
robot. This situation can be detrimental during teleoperation. In fact, if operator awareness is re-
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duced due to the visual aids, then it seems counter intuitive that the aids were developed for safe
navigation in the first place. To determine this, a situational awareness test was designed to see if
the operator while following the system’s directions, was in fact observant of the remote robot. In a
post-experiment test, the operator’s spatial (situational) awareness was measured by asking partic-
ipants to retrace the trajectory followed by the robot in a scale model of the obstacle environment
using a 3D stylus.
So far, we have only discussed the display of a plan using AR. However, there are alternative
methods to represent the plan, such as, virtual reality (VR). There are advantages and disadvantages
to VR displays. A unique benefit with a VR display of the robots environment, is that it allows
the operator to rotate and view the environment from any perspective. It can be zoomed in for a
detailed inspection as well. Although it too, like AR, can lead operators to fixate, resulting in an
over-reliance on the VR display.
To obtain a comparative analysis of VR-based and AR-based guidance, robot control perfor-
mance as well as situational awareness was measured using these different displays. Three displays
methods were tested: 1) an AR display with integrated orientation and translation aids, 2) A VR
display containing a 3D model of the obstacles and the robot’s current configuration, along with
path information (collision-free segments and nodes, no orientation and translation aids) and 3) a
combination of AR and VR.
It should be noted that the path in the VR display is similar to the FP display in experiment 1, that
is, it does not contain orientation and translation information.The results will help us understand if
an assistive AR system alone enables operators to navigate the robot successfully or if it is necessary
for the addition of a VR display. This comparison of displays is analogous to driving a car using
a global positioning system (VR) or having the directions to turn left or right embedded in the
windshield and appear at every intersection (AR).
The following sections present the methods used for the experiments. A discussion of the
experimental results follow.
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4.4.2 Methods
Modified navigation assist display
Several changes were made to the AR client described in experiment 1. The first major change
was to modify the software so that the plan data containing collision-free orientations along each
segment could be accessed in the program. Once the plan was loaded, the collision-free configura-
tions required to translate the end-effector in a single axis from one waypoint to the next were loaded
into a data structure, Splan. The trajectory to be followed was drawn in the cameras’ images using
the locations of the waypoints. The robot’s current location was compared to the points correspond-
ing to the end-effector’s locations in Splan and the segment nearest the end-effector was found and
drawn in blue. A cylinder (15mm radius) represented the segment, Figure 4.14a. In the AR display,
only the nearest segment was displayed (similar to the closest segment (CS) display in experiment
1). Once the end-effector traversed 75% of the segment, the next segment was displayed. A circle
(35mm radius, 60% transparency) was drawn in the plane perpendicular to the segment at the end-
effector’s location. On the circle’s circumference, two toruses were drawn with their principal axes
orthogonal to each other as shown in Figure 4.14a. The axes of the toruses and the longitudinal axis
of the segment together form an orthonormal basis, representing a collision-free end-effector orien-
tation and satisfy the axis alignment condition. This is the orientation aid for axis alignment. For
example, a red (z) and yellow (x) torus together indicate that the y (green) end-effector axis should
be aligned with the segment. Although the orientation aid contains the information needed to trans-
late the end-effector along the segment, this information was redundantly displayed as a flashing
sphere at the end of the segment. Therefore, if the translation axis was yellow or x (the toruses are
colored green and red), the sphere would be displayed in yellow, Figure 4.14b. The orientation and
translation aids were removed from the display if the end-effector deviated excessively from the
path.
Another feature that was added was the detection of difficulty in rotation and translation on a
segment. The reasoning for this feature was that an operator may not be able to orient the end-
effector into a displayed orientation, or he might feel there is another orientation on the same seg-
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Figure 4.14: The figure describes an AR end-effector navigation technique. A collision-free seg-
ment is shown in blue. The first step (a) is to correspond colors on the end-effector and orientation
aid. The end-effector is rotated so two of its axes align with the axes of the toruses. This aligns
the third axis with the segment (b and c). Traversal along this axis brings the end-effector to the
next segment or the goal. If during rotation or translation, the operator encounters joint limits, the
system switches to another orientation aid (if available).
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ment that requires fewer rotation inputs. In our system, difficulties in rotation or translation were
detected by the number of joint limits encountered by the kinematics client. In a pilot design, the
program searches through Splan and updates the segment with an alternative orientation (if avail-
able) if too many joint limits were encountered around the current configuration. This technique has
not been tested in this experiment explicitly.
Virtual reality display
A simple VR display was developed for the experiment to allow the user to view the path, robot
and obstacles in 3D, Figure 4.15 . Note that in this display, only the path segments of the plan were
shown, not the orientation and translation aids. The display contained a simplified model of the
robot, represented by convex polyhedra in red. The VR display (a client) received the joint angles
from the server and updated the robot’s geometry. A 3D model of the obstacles and worksite were
included in the display. Any plan could be loaded through a file. Some interactive features were
added as well. Two buttons were drawn in yellow and red on the top-right and bottom-right corners
of the VR program window. Toggling these buttons allowed the participant to view either the final
goal configuration of the entire arm (yellow) or the current configuration (red). This was done in
case the robot was occluding the path when the VR model was rotated.
The display allowed the user to interact with the 3D model using a mouse. To rotate the model
in any direction, the user clicked and dragged the mouse, thus changing the view of the model.
The mouse based model rotation method used was identical to those used in computer-aided design
(CAD) software.
Participants
Eighteen participants were chosen from the Wayne State University student population. Their
ages ranged between 20 to 50 years. Participants were checked for the ability to identify the dif-
ferent colors on the display. Some participants had participated in previous studies. The study was
approved by the Human Investigation Committee at Wayne State University under HIC protocol
#082105B3E (R).
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Figure 4.15: A VR display was used in the experiment, to evaluate if a rotatable view to check
obstacle proximity was beneficial. Collision-free paths in plan 1 and plan 2 are shown in (a) and (b)
respectively, with the robot at the start location.
Experimental task 1: robot navigation
Three blocks with dimensions 76mm×76mm×279mm and three other blocks of dimensions
76mm×76mm×139mm made from styrofoam were assembled together to form an obstacle course
and placed on the robot’s fixture table. A location between these blocks was selected as the goal
location. Two start locations were selected at different positions in the worksite. Two plans were
generated from these start and goal locations and stored. A large number of nodes (greater than
1500) were used in the computation so that near minimal distance plans were obtained. The paths
in these plans are shown in Figure 4.15a and 4.15b. In contrast to experiment 1, the robot in this
experiment had to be guided through a narrow passage to reach the goal. A small foam ball was
placed at the goal, and the participant was asked to touch this ball with the end-effector, marking
the end of the task.
Two cameras were placed on opposite sides of the obstacle environment, Figure 4.16. The
camera views were separately displayed on two LCD monitors and a third monitor was used to
view the VR model. The plans were overlaid on the camera images (AR) and could be toggled on
or off by the experimenter. Similarly, the path was also displayed in the VR model. The joint angles
of the robot’s current configuration (red) was updated at every user input in the VR model.
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Figure 4.16: Two camera views were selected so that enough visual information about the environ-
ment was available to complete the task.
The participants were randomly distributed into three groups; AR, VR and AR-VR. The AR
group navigated the robot from start to goal using visual aids and plan information that was overlaid
in the camera views. To follow the visual aids, the AR group were trained as follows:
Rotation and alignment: At the start of the task, the end-effector is positioned at the first node
on the path. Figure 4.14a-d describes the process of rotation and alignment. The first step is to
identify the two end-effector axes that are orthogonal to the displayed plan segment, Figure 4.14a.
This was done by matching the colors on the two toruses with the corresponding axes on the end-
effector (the orientation aid). The participant then used the rotation hand controller and brought the
axes corresponding to the color of the toruses into their inner rings. This ensured that the translation
axis was aligned with the plan segment, Figure 4.14b and 4.14c.
Translation to the next waypoint: Translating the end-effector along the axis aligned with the
segment was achieved by applying the axis on the translation hand-controller that corresponded
to the flashing translation axis indicator at the end of the current segment, Figure 4.14d. This
resulted in the end-effector moving with fixed orientation to the next waypoint. The next sequence
of rotations and translations appeared when the end-effector approaced the end of the segment.
For the VR group, the displays (three in all) showed the two views of the robot without AR
and the virtual 3D model in a third display. The path, obstacles and current robot position were
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displayed in the VR model. The operators were trained to guide the end-effector of the robot by
monitoring all three views, using the 3D model to ensure they were moving in the direction of
the path and avoiding collisions. The third group, AR-VR used a combination of the AR and VR
methods. Participants were trained until confident with the system controls. Obstacle geometries
and the plans used for training were different from those used in the experiment to prevent learning
effects. A time limit of 7 minutes was imposed on each trial. Three trials were administered for
repeated measures.
Experimental task 2: situational awareness evaluation
After the first trial, the participant was asked to look away from the displays and moved to an-
other desk in the laboratory where scale models (2:1) of the obstacles were placed. The participants
were asked to reconstruct the remote obstacle environment that they had just navigated the robot
through in the trial. This was achieved by connecting the blocks together. After they completely
assembled the blocks, photographs were taken of the environment constructed. If incorrectly assem-
bled, the experimenter then pointed the errors to the user and rearranged the blocks in the correct
orientation. The participant was asked to indicate the start location of the end-effector using a 3D
stylus (Immersion Corporation, California), which was registered to the environment. The partic-
ipant was asked to indicate in as many points as possible, the end-effector’s trajectory as it had
moved during the trial, culminating in the goal location. This procedure is shown in Figure 4.17.
These data points were stored in a file.
Experimental design and data analysis
A between-groups design was used for the experiment (group × plan, 3×2). The three groups
were AR, VR and AR-VR. Plan consisted of two factors, plan 1 and plan 2. Each plan started from
two different start locations and terminating at a common goal location (robot configurations at the
goal in each plan differed).
For the robot navigation task, dependent variables were the same as those used in experiment
1, that is, end-effector deviation, distance and task time, see Section 4.3.2. The data for these
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Figure 4.17: Participants were asked to reconstruct the remote environment using a scale model
(1:2). They were then asked to replicate the robot’s trajectory using a 3D stylus to test their aware-
ness of the robot’s motion during the task.
variables were found to be non-homogeneous. Levene’s test for equality of error variances: task
time, F(5,102) = 7.35, p < 0.05; end-effector deviation, F(5,102) = 14.43, p < 0.05 and distance,
F(5,102) = 7.56, p < 0.05, were obtained. Given the non-homogeneous data, the data cells corre-
sponding to the experimental conditions, groups × plan were labeled from 1 through 6 under the
fixed factor, condition. The Kruskal-Wallis test was run with condition as the independent variable
and rank of end-effector deviation, distance and task time as the dependent variables. Effects of
condition were tested post-hoc using Tukey’s honestly significant differences (HSD) test.
For the spatial awareness evaluation, the scale model environment was transformed by rescal-
ing and performing a one-one mapping with the robot’s environment. This was done so that the
estimated and robot’s trajectories were in the same coordinate space. The data was grouped by the
following dependent variables:
Distance from start: The error in estimating the start location of the end-effector in the workspace.
Distance from the true end-effector start location to the estimated start location was used as the error
metric and measured in millimeters.
Distance from goal: The error in estimating the location of the end-effector at the end of the
trial measured as the distance between the goal location estimated by the participant and the true
goal location of the end-effector, in millimeters.
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Estimation error: An computer program was written to calculate the area between the trajectory
of the robot, te estimated by the participant using the microscribe and the actual trajectory of the
robot, tr. The spread of area between tr and te in square millimeters (mm2) was denoted as the
estimation error.
The distance from start and distance from goal variables were found to be non-homogenous
and were transformed using the natural logarithm (y = f(x) = loge(x)) to normalize the skewed
distributions of the variables. A univariate analysis of variance with fixed factors, group (AR, VR,
AR-VR) and plan (1, 2) was run on the transformed variables. A similar test was run on the untrans-
formed estimation error variable. The effects of group was tested post-hoc using Tukey’s honestly
significant differences (HSD) test.
4.4.3 Results
Robot navigation
The effect of condition on deviation was significant, F(5,107) = 30.76, p < 0.05. Mean de-
viation for the VR group was significantly higher (p < 0.05) that the AR and AR-VR groups.
Comparisons of each factor showed that plan had no influence on deviation for AR and AR-VR.
However, the VR group showed less deviation in plan 2 than in plan 1, Figure 4.18.
Condition also had an effect on distance, F(5,107) = 34.09, p < 0.05. It should be noted that
the two plans were of different lengths. Correspondingly, a significant difference between plans
was observed (p < 0.05), Figure 4.19. For plan 1, mean distances travelled by the VR group was
significantly higher than both AR and AR-VR (p < 0.05). No differences were seen between AR
and AR-VR in terms of distance. For plan 2, no statistically significant mean differences in distance
were observed between the three groups.
For task time, the effect of condition was significant, F(5,107) = 20.27, p < 0.05. Overall,
plan 2 took less time to traverse (p < 0.05) than plan 1 for all groups, Figure 4.20. Using plan 1,
participants in the VR group completed the task faster than the AR-VR group (p < 0.05), but no
differences were seen between the VR and AR group. No differences were observed between the
AR and AR-VR groups for plan 1. With plan 2, no differences between the groups were observed,
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Figure 4.18: End-effector deviations for the AR and AR-VR groups were very low (4.7mm-5.9mm)
demonstrating that the end-effector was close to the plan at all times. The VR group on the other
hand, deviated from the plan.
Figure 4.20.
Situational awareness evaluation
Group had a significant effect on distance from start, F(2,107) = 8.049, p < 0.05. No observed
mean differences existed due to the plan used, Figure 4.21. Tukey HSD tests showed that the AR
group was significantly different in distance from start estimations than the other groups (p < 0.05).
Distance from goal and estimation error did not show any significant differences in means across
group and plan and are shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23.
4.4.4 Discussion
Robot navigation
Overall, the results obtained showed improvements over the displays evaluated in experiment
1. A significant effect was observed due to the plan. The two plans were not spatially equivalent.
The two plans did not start from the same location and approached the goal location differently. In
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Figure 4.19: Overall travel distance was lower with the AR and AR-VR compared with VR.
Figure 4.20: No differences in task time were observed across the three groups. Traversing plan 2
took less time because of fewer rotation inputs and shorter length.
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Figure 4.21: The AR group made the poorest estimates of the start location of the robot in the trials.
Using VR in conjunction with AR seemed to improve the operators’ spatial awareness of where the
robot started.
Figure 4.22: Participants in all three groups, AR, AR-VR and VR were able to provide close esti-
mates of the goal location in the remote environment. The plan used did not influence the partici-
pants ability to estimate the goal location.
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Figure 4.23: No differences were observed across groups or plans with the estimation error variable.
addition, the two plans had unequal lengths and comprised different subsets of the robot’s C-Space.
Any statistically significant mean difference due to plan should therefore be ignored.
The only dependent variable not affected by plan was end-effector deviation. Mean deviations
from the given plans were extremely small with use of the visual aids. In fact, the improved graphics
and alignment techniques reduced deviations to values lower than those obtained in experiment 1.
In experiment 2, mean end-effector deviation ranged between 4.7 mm and 5.9 mm for the AR and
AR-VR groups. In experiment 1, these values were higher, ranging from 5.3 mm to 7 mm. The
maximum deviations from plan observed ranged from 9 to 12 mm. The invariance of deviation to
plan is very promising, demonstrating that these low values can be obtained irrespective of the plan
or viewing conditions used. The results in experiment 1 also support this reasoning.
The participants in the VR groups could not constrain the end-effector to the displayed path in
the VR model as well as the AR and AR-VR groups. This was expected since the VR display did
not contain any visual guides to achieve this. It was never expected that the VR group would be
able to track the plan accurately, rather we expected the operators to move between waypoints in
the display in straight lines. This was not the case. Although the end-effector trajectories in the
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Figure 4.24: 3D plots of the trajectories across groups demonstrate that AR and AR-VR (c and
d) produced trajectories that are smooth and spatially similar across all participants. The lack of
orientation and translation assistance in the VR display created high deviations from the displayed
plans.
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VR group followed the general direction of the plans, the deviations were much higher than both
AR and AR-VR. Deviations from the path as high as 84 mm for plan 1 and 34 mm for plan 2 was
observed for the VR group.
Such high deviations have serious implications in space operations. Even with a VR display
indicating collision-free locations in the worksite to be moved to, participants were unable to stay
close to the recommended “safe” zone defined by the plan. Working in cluttered environments could
be unsafe with such a display, due to the high possibility of a collision. On the other hand, the AR
and AR-VR groups produced trajectories that were hardly distinguishable across trials, see Figure
4.24. This meant that the end-effector was constrained to the safe regions planned by the agent.
Although not shown in Figure 4.24, AR and AR-VR participants were able to use the visual aids to
orient the end-effector at the waypoints without collisions. Since every participant in the AR and
AR-VR groups were presented with the same orientations, their trajectories were identical. In fact,
distinguishing between a first-time participant and an experienced participant was difficult. There
might be a training-transfer potential with this system.
Task time was significantly influenced by plan. This was expected as the plan lengths were
different along with the orientation changes between segments. The planned orientations in plan
1 required a considerably large change in angles, at the waypoint between segment 1 and 2. For
plan 2, this angular change was very small. In addition, the orientation change at the sole waypoint
between start and goal required multiple axes rotations of the end-effector in plan 1 and only a single
axis rotation in plan 2.
Initially, it was expected that the AR and AR-VR groups would take longer to complete the task,
since the participants would be orienting and translating the end-effector according to the plans. In
fact, the AR-VR group should have taken longer than the other groups, because in addition to using
the visual aids, participants also manipulated the VR display during the task. The results showed
that there were no differences in task time between the three groups, culminating in a significantly
higher speed-accuracy ratio (task time/deviation) for the AR and AR-VR groups.
The visual aids led participants in the AR and AR-VR groups to complete the task with lower
travel distance than the VR group, that is the ratio of the plan length to the distance travelled was
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nearly unity. The VR group completed the task with more distance travelled by the end-effector.
Lower deviation corresponds to lower distance. For the experiment, the lengths of the computed
plans were near minimum distance between start and goal (considering robot-obstacle clearance).
However, the angular magnitude change in orientations between segments was not optimized for
minimal angular changes. Overall task time would have been lower if angular changes between
segments were optimized. Still, navigating the near minimal distance plans safely is a significant
advantage that can be very beneficial in robotic teleoperations.
Situational awareness evaluation
In general, the results showed that the AR group was unable to obtain a reasonable estimate of
the robot’s start location in the workspace. This result was observed for both plans. The VR and
AR-VR groups obtained better distance from start estimates, with the former producing the best
results. This implies that in the AR group, participants were fixating on the process of aligning,
orienting and translating the visual aids, rather than paying attention to the state of the remote robot
in the video feeds. There is an alternate explanation for this result. The AR group was shown
two fixed views of the worksite throughout the experiment and the VR and AR-VR groups had the
option of viewing the robot and plan in VR environment. Furthermore, the ability to spatially locate
the robot using a variable perspective in the VR environment could have led the VR and AR-VR
groups to provide a better estimate of the start location.
The availability of landmarks led to close estimates of the true goal location compared to the
start location. The goal location was nestled in between the obstacles, making it simple for par-
ticipants to estimate its location with respect to the obstacles. Estimation error was not different
between the three groups and two plans. It is possibly for a degradation in working memory to have
resulted in a failure to remember how the end-effector had moved during the trial. Another factor
that could influence location estimation is the camera view. In the experiment, the start location of
plan 1 (Figure 4.15 and 4.16) seen through the two cameras was harder to estimate in the depth axis
(in and out of the views), as compared to the start location of plan 2, which could only be viewed
directly through camera 1. In the camera views used, the start location of plan 2 had obstacles
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(landmarks) in the background, whereas the start location of plan 1 did not.
4.5 General Discussion
The two experiments show that collision-free navigation of the end-effector is possible using
an AR based navigation assist system. For the navigation display, simple paths are not enough to
ensure a usable navigation assist system. We have observed this in experiment 1, with task times
and distances stretching beyond desirable values. In experiment 2, visual aids for orientation and
translation along the path dramatically smoothened end-effector trajectories. The plans computed
by the planning agent were effective in aiding the operator guide the robot to the goal location in near
minimal distance and with low deviation. The performance benefits obtained using the navigation
aids (AR and AR-VR) were superior to the VR group’s performance. In this group, deviations
were high and even with the help of an accurate 3D model for guidance, the robot was frequently
on the verge of collisions. A very important aspect of the second experiment was that participants
in general, found the AR technique quite simple to use. This was clearly visible, seeing that all
participants completed the task well within the time limit and end-effector trajectories obtained
were hardly distinguishable between participants who used the AR displays.
Based on the user performance observed, a combination of AR and VR is prescribed. The
AR display allows the operator to simultaneously view the robot and use the visual aids; with
fixed camera views, it can be difficult to estimate the robot’s proximity to obstacles. Rotatable 3D
models of the environment can be useful in this regard, giving the operator views that are impossible
to obtain even with camera degrees-of-freedom such as pan and tilt. Incorporating these camera
features is not difficult and an AR client featuring camera pan/tilt/zoom has been developed in our
laboratory. In fact, these degrees-of-freedom in combination with the navigation assist aids can be
extremely beneficial. The ability to rotate the camera can let the operator ensure that the plan is safe
and that the robot’s links are at safe distances from obstacles.
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4.6 Conclusion
4.6.1 Automation and trust
If the robot and its environment are perfectly modeled, and a plan can be found by the planning
agent autonomously, then why not just automate the robot? If the model is perfect, and the agent
can be trusted, there is no need for the human operator in the control loop. This was Roseborough’s
dilemma [115]. This dilemma only arises when the system processes can be explicitly modeled and
is not always possible in practice. Measurements are noisy and space telerobots work in dynamic
environments, requiring the human operator to be in closed-loop control of the robotic system.
Many participants in the AR-VR group avoided using the VR display. They seemed to trust the
plan completely, not feeling the need to verify the robot’s status in the VR model, even though they
had a choice of doing so. This brings us to the question of trust, a topic that has been of significant
importance in automation research [116]. According to Lee and Moray [117], operators who are
very confident in their skills tend to trust automation less than those with a lack of confidence.
In this system, the only decision-maker was the agent. It searched for a plan (or path) and the
human operator was forced to follow it. No alternatives were provided. There might be instances
when a plan can be weak, such as, passing too close to obstacles, or involving too many rotations
or translations. To overcome this issue, previewing the plan through a simulation can be utilized to
support the operator’s decision to accept it. Sheridan discusses several methods for this purpose,
although none of these involve AR [5]. A very effective preview display can be obtained by regis-
tering the robot’s 3D model to the camera views. The user guides the virtual robot independently
along the plan and verifies its validity. The advantage here, is that both the preview and the remote
robot can co-exist in the same display. Such displays have been discussed and evaluated by Paul
Milgram [47] and Won Kim [44]. Once satisfied with the preview, the operator can begin the task
of navigating the remote robot. If certain sections of the plan during the preview seem unsuitable;
the planner can be asked to generate a new one, or work on certain parts of the original plan.
A drawback with this design is the requirement for the operator to follow the plan from start to
goal. There is always the possibility that regions of the workspace around the start configuration
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could be free of obstacles, and spending valuable time to compute collision-free configurations in
these regions may be unnecessary. Depending on the available views and workspace geometry, the
operator could navigate these low risk areas with simpler aids, say, the end-effector coordinates (see
results in Chapter 3). The agent can be invoked once the end-effector approaches a high-risk area.
These collaborative forms of control seem necessary for a more effective version of this system.
4.6.2 Planning in dynamic environments
So far, the agent only found plans in a static, perfectly modeled environment. In reality, the
robot’s workspace could include one or more astronauts and even other robots. A plan created
at a certain time for a specific robot state may be inapplicable if elements in the environment are
constantly on the move. Given this situation, the PRM planner used here will fail, considering
the time required for the algorithm to compute a plan. Furthermore, it seems rather unsafe to
create a “global” plan for navigation, unless it is constantly rechecked for collisions. Instead, an
alternative is to find a “local” plan in real-time. This local plan should be goal-directed and found
within a bounded region around the robot’s current configuration. Searching for plans in dynamic
environments is difficult [118] and poses new research questions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Summary of Results
5.1.1 Display-control misalignments and movement cues
In Chapter 2, the effects of display-control misalignments, which occur when either the viewing
perspective of the camera or the end-effector are rotated with respect to each other was investigated.
For the group that teleoperated without movement cues, response time to a query increased with
angular misalignment between the queried axis on the end-effector and its corresponding axis on
the hand-controller. The variation of response time with misalignment obtained resembled the re-
sults observed in studies of mental rotations of images. The study more importantly, showed that
misaligned conditions induce a significant cognitive load on the robot operator.
These results have serious implications for dexterous telemanipulation and camera placement in
teleoperation task performance. Sensitive tasks such as payload insertion and removal are the norm
on the space station. Tolerances between payloads and receptacles are small, requiring extreme care
by the human operator during telemanipulation. The results obtained in Chapter 2 indicate that if
cameras are not optimally placed to match task requirements, input errors due to the misalignment
could result in either a damaged payload, robot or both. Most space robotic tasks require several
hours for task completion due to the relatively slow rate of travel of the end-effector. If camera
placement is not well planned, then simple tasks can result in fatigue and a depletion in performance.
In the study, it was observed that by overlaying simple graphic movement cues to represent
the translational and rotational movement directions of the end-effector with respect to the hand-
controller, response time to compute a response reduced dramatically. A more substantial benefit
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observed was that response time was invariant to changes in angular misalignment between the
end-effector and the hand-controller with these cues.
With just four angular misalignments (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦) tested, it might be premature to
claim that the operator is engaged in true mental rotation processes during teleoperation (non-cued),
although work [16] in the literature is in support of these results, including this thesis. While the
results obtained in Chapter 2 provide a basis for such reasoning, this hypothesis can be verified
only when a linear relationship between angular misalignment (in smaller increments, say 15◦)
and response time is found; if it exists. Considering the end-effector is 3D, it can be rotated in
three planes in the display, that is, the azimuth, elevation and roll. Experiments should test for
the effects of angular misalignment in each of these planes (Kim et al. explored such effects in
misaligned tracking [66]). Another aspect of these results is whether operators actually mentally
rotate the entire end-effector into the coordinate frame of the hand-controller, or are they searching
for geometric landmarks on the end-effector that they associate with a particular axis on the hand-
controller. If this is so, then single-axis end-effector rotations (with respect to the hand-controller)
and multiple-axis rotations should differ. Differences between single- and multi-axis rotations were
observed (Chapter 2, Figure 2.9). Because the experiment was not designed to specifically test for
this, no concrete conclusions can be made at this time and further experimentation can reveal the
differences between single versus multi-axis rotations.
Such experiments can provide information crucial to the basic psychology between the human
operator and the robot during teleoperation. Understanding this psychology from an engineering
perspective will help in establishing effective design principles for teleoperation displays.
5.1.2 Free-space end-effector navigation
The application of the movement cues for telerobot manipulation was investigated in Chapter 3.
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate if overlaying a coordinate frame over the end-effector
(color-coded) would improve manipulation performance. The results obtained were in agreement
with the positive benefits observed with the movement cues in Chapter 2. We tested overall end-
effector navigation quality using two hand-controllers for rotation and translation of the end-effector
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with three camera views. This experimental design encompassed most of the parameters typically
involved in contemporary techniques used in space teleoperations and navigation quality of the end-
effector improved significantly when the coordinate frame was overlaid on the end-effector using
AR. The results showed that the invariance to angular misalignment using movement cues can be
generalized across multiple cameras.
More importantly, we noticed that participants were able to grasp the end-effector control tech-
nique swiftly with the AR aids. This is because the overlays simply augment the degrees of freedom
of the end-effector (excluding holonomic constraints). It will be very interesting to conduct an ex-
periment that can evaluate if AR has potential uses as a training tool. The fact that the AR aids can
serve both pre-mission training as well as real-time operational requirements, makes it an attractive
option for use in space and other telerobotic domains.
With a reconfigurable test bed developed, a wide variety of experiments can now be conducted
at a very low cost. The advantages of client-server architectures have been demonstrated in this the-
sis, but its true benefit will be revealed from experiments that study time-delays in teleoperations.
Time-delays are a significant problem, as evidenced by a vast amount of work in this area [6]. AR
has already been cited as a potential solution to the problem of time-delay. However, the literature
lacks an in-depth exploration of human-robot interactions using AR for time-delays. Simple tech-
niques like preview displays [119] can be beneficial and the test bed provides opportunities for such
research.
5.1.3 A navigation assist display for collision-free robotic manipulation
In Chapter 4, a navigation system for collision-free robot guidance was developed and evalu-
ated. The system combined a planning agent that derived navigation plans for the end-effector with
an AR display to ensure that the robot could be guided from start to goal in a collision-free manner.
The visual elements used to represent the planned information helped the operator closely replicate
the agent’s plans, in effect navigating the robot free from collisions. The key benefit of this system
was that the robot was constrained to safe regions of the workspace while simultaneously keeping
the operator engaged in the task.
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Much work remains to make the planning agent more efficient. Rather than travel distance
alone, other variables such as minimal angular changes or energy should be used as the objective
function during the search for a plan. A minimum distance plan may not necessarily be the “best”
plan. As already stated in Chapter 4, the operator should have the ability to choose from a number
of possible plans. With the operator, rather than the agent holding key decision-making abilities,
system and mission safety can be maximized.
Quite interestingly, this thesis began by exploring AR techniques to improve manual control.
It culminated in teleoperation supported by computer planning. This is indicative of the role ex-
pert systems can play in improving task performance in robotic teleoperation. The strict use of
manual control may not be necessary, rather a balanced blend of planning, automation and human
participation, mediated by AR has the potential for immediate application in teleoperation and teler-
obotics. A variety of possible outcomes of human-automation interaction for the specific issue of
robot navigation were discussed in the previous chapter.
This work is applicable to other teleoperation domains, such as surgery. Perceptual and mo-
tor difficulties are faced by surgeons teleoperating laparoscopic instruments as well. Automation
or even semi-automation in surgery has always been eyed with suspicion; which is not surprising,
considering the fragility of the human body. The repercussions of errors during surgery are costly.
The balance between human control and automation requires careful consideration in medical tele-
operations and techniques developed here could be useful in this regard.
5.2 Physically-based AR for Teleoperation Training and Simulation
The display techniques described so far, have focused on improving manual control of end-
effector controlled robots using AR techniques. There are other applications as well, such as, in
training. The following sections present at a high level, examples of an AR interface that can
change current training methodologies.
Developing efficient operator training methods for robotic tele-operation has been a long sought
after goal in space robotics. The environments in which these robot arms operate, are in micrograv-
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ity, while training is conducted on robot simulators on Earth. NASA trains astronauts with simu-
lators such as the Dexterous Manipulator Trainer (DMT), a dual arm robotic test bed designed to
simulate the DEXTER robot, now deployed on the ISS. Other methods of training include using
the Weightless Environmental Training Facility (WET-F) at the Lyndon Johnson Space Center in
Houston, to simulate missions in microgravity conditions. The issue here is that even with neutral
buoyancy simulations, the dynamics of robots in microgravity cannot be accurately represented on
earth.
Present training methods are not practical from the viewpoint of telerobots. Procedures for train-
ing require specifically designed robotic systems to work underwater, certified trainers and techni-
cians along with long set-up times. Inaccurate simulation of the remote environment and payload
interactions in microgravity during training on earth can cause robot operators to be inadequately
trained of the physical characteristics of remote space environments.
The addition of physical modeling in AR based teleoperation interfaces could enhance the op-
erator’s perception of the robot’s interactions in a physical remote environment. AR retains the real
environment, reducing the need for complex virtual models to describe the remote environment, as
is the case in immersive VR simulators. Realistic 3D graphic models of virtual robots and payloads
embedded in the camera views can improve the operators sense of tele-presence, by making the
virtual objects in the remote environment seem blended into the real scene.
In our preliminary design, a virtual model of the robot is registered to the physical robot seen
through exocentric camera views of the remote worksite. The virtual robot can either be end-effector
controlled independent of, or synchronous with the remote robot using hand controllers. The en-
vironment is physically-based, that is, virtual robots and objects inherit dynamic characteristics in
the remote environment. The gravitational field can be varied according to environment in which
the robot will be used. Inverse dynamics computations of the AR robot interacting with AR objects
supply joint velocities and accelerations, which are then used to simulate robot and payload motion.
Alternatively, the real robot can be made to interact with virtual objects. Preliminary simulation
results where the operator controls the robot arm to interact with the payload (grasping, transport-
ing and releasing a virtual satellite model) under the influence of microgravity and earth’s gravity,
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Figure 5.1: The sequence of images shows an augmented robot manipulating a payload in a sim-
ulated micro-gravity environment. Dynamic AR simulations can be used not only for astronaut
training, but also in evaluations of medical and manufacturing systems.
demonstrate the potential of physically based AR in training, see Figure 5.1.
5.2.1 Future work in physically-based AR
The illustrations in Figure 5.1 show that the physical simulation of remote environments using
AR could be a feasible and low cost alternative for use in teleoperation training. The fact that current
training entails expensive robot teleoperation simulation techniques is a strong reason for continued
effort in this direction of research. It is envisioned that the addition of AR-based tele-operation
techniques to conventional training may be able to increase the effectiveness of training. Physical
simulations can provide “refresher” training even for experienced operators as pointed out by Maida
et al. [49]. Efficient manual control is of critical importance to space tele-operations and realistic
simulations could be used to prepare astronauts for uncertainties such as the unpredicted motion of
a payload during a critical stage during the mission.
There are several challenges to designing an effective physically-based AR trainer. The sim-
ulation of sunlight is required for realistic space simulations. The sun is a major hindrance to
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space teleoperations, due its effects on camera viewing. Artificial lighting simulations, possibly
synchronous with physical lighting need to be added to suit training requirements. Also, the end-
effectors used on the SSRMS and other space tele-robots are not simple two fingered grippers as
used on the AR robot in our study. The simulation of end-effector latching mechanisms and force-
compliant control such as the force moment accommodation (FMA) on the SSRMS end-effector is
necessary. Object occlusion is another issue that must be addressed. If occlusion is not corrected
for, physical objects that are in the foreground can appear to lie behind AR objects from the users
perspective. Haptic feedback will also be an interesting addition to such simulations. The ability
of the operator to experience forces at the end-effector while transporting virtual payloads or on
impact with it could enhance telekinesthesis and telepresence.
Other useful additions could be features that allow the user to choose between a variety of sce-
narios. For example, rendezvousing with an orbiting defunct satellite, or grappling and transporting
specific payloads. Relative velocities of the AR robot and the objects in the environment need to be
considered for a realistic description of the dynamics.
Physically-based AR simulations can be used to test and evaluate a variety of extra-terrestrial
planetary surface explorations using mobile robots as well, see Figure 5.2. Although the figures
here show only fixed camera views, head-mounted displays (HMD) could be used instead to provide
flexible viewports. Applications include training environments for search and rescue missions, or
reconnaissance and surveillance missions where robots and humans will work together in the same
space.
5.3 Conclusion
Demonstrated in this work are a number of ways AR can be used to assist the operator in
robotic control. We have seen in the previous chapters that AR has applications ranging from remote
dexterous manipulation to collision-free guidance and navigation. Despite the fact that automation
could easily replace manual control, it is nevertheless important to find methods to relieve operators
from cognitively challenging tasks. From the viewpoint of space station telerobotics, manual control
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Figure 5.2: Physically-based AR can be extended to mobile robots, such as, lunar rovers. Simulated
rovers in a physical environment enhance tele-presence and allow evaluations of a variety of mission
scenarios.
will see continual use into the near future, bolstering the need to further investigate assistive AR
displays.
In present day space exploration, NASA expects human involvement in every stage of the mis-
sion. The reason for this is simple. Systemic failure directly affects the lives of personnel and
the years of effort that go into developing a single mission. The innate ability of the operator to
perceive, select and execute actions to perform delicate tasks is an indispensable asset in space tele-
operations. Keeping this in mind, an astronaut constantly engaged in robotic tasks can ensure stable
and successful missions. The downside, is that precious time is consumed for these tasks, which
could be used to complete other duties. The future, as is evident by the current progress in robotic
technology will surely lead to the extensive use of automation. This is inevitable. In fact, at the time
of this writing, there exist a number of robotic systems that can accomplish a task as well or better
than a human operator can. In this thesis, the major focus was on manual control (Chapters 2 and 3)
and yet, certain levels of automation were required for navigation planning and guidance (Chapter
4). In fact, the level of automation was sufficient to let the robot complete the task, without the need
for the operator.
This is a classic situation that puts in opposition supporters of automation and backers of hu-
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man control. Perhaps a resolution to this argument, is human-automation collaboration, which was
demonstrated to some extent in this thesis. AR use in telerobotics should also be viewed from a
different perspective; as a medium through which the supervisor is cognizant of a fully automated
robot’s intentions. Therefore, AR has uses not only in manual control, but also as a visual language
for human-automation interaction.
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Appendix A
The Mental Rotation Test: Participants were randomly distributed in two groups (cues, no cues)
for the experiment in Chapter 2, using a mental rotation test adapted from Shepard and Metzler’s
1971 paper. The figures [1-6] each contain two objects. In each figure, the pair of objects are either
identical or mirror reflections of each other, and one object is rotated with respect to the other.
Participants were asked to identify if [2-5] were the same or different and a point was awarded for
each correctly answered query. The participants were then distributed between the two groups using
these scores.
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Appendix B
Pseudo-code for planner node generation
Procedure Node Generation
begin
set counter ← 0
set sample ← user-defined sample
Load obstacle locations and robot geometry
insert N ← qinit,qgoal
while {counter <= sample} do
begin
q ← random configuration
if { q has a forward AND inverse solution }
begin
insert N ← q
end
increment counter
end
for { all pairs of nodes in N: q, q’} do
begin
d ← distance between q, q’
if { dmin < d < dmax }
begin
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insert B ← Node pair (N(q), N(q’))
end
end run Node Transformation for the x, y and z axes
end Procedure
Pseudo-code for planner node alignment
Procedure Node Transformation (N)
set i ← 0, j ← 0, k ← 0,delta ← 5◦
set vc ← Collision detector
while { i < length(N) } do
begin
while { j < length(N) } do
begin
set T1 ← end-effector transform at B( N(qi) )
set T2 ← end-effector transform at B( N(qj) )
set v ← midpoint(T1,T2)
Taxis i ← transform T1 so axis points to T2
while { pi < k < pi } do
begin
Rotate Taxis i around axis i by k
vc ← Check Collisions (T1)
if { vc = NO COLLISIONS }
begin
Oset ← Insert Taxis i
translate Taxis i to v and T2
vc ← Check Collisions (Taxis i)
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if { vc = NO COLLISIONS }
begin
Oset ← Insert (Taxis i,Axis)
Insert E ← Edge: N(qi),N(qj)
end
end
end
end
end Procedure
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On the International Space Station (ISS) and space shuttles, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has used robotic manipulators extensively to perform payload handling
and maintenance tasks. Teleoperating robots require expert skills and optimal performance is cru-
cial to mission completion and crew safety. Degradation in performance is observed when manual
control is mediated through remote camera views, resulting in poor end-effector navigation qual-
ity and extended task completion times. This thesis explores the application of three-dimensional
augmented reality (AR) interfaces specifically designed to improve human performance during end-
effector controlled teleoperations. A modular telerobotic test bed was developed for this purpose
and several experiments were conducted. In the first experiment, the effect of camera placement
on end-effector manipulation performance was evaluated. Results show that increasing misalign-
ment between the displayed end-effector and hand-controller axes (display-control misalignments)
increases the time required to process a movement input. Simple AR movement cues were found
to mitigate the adverse effects of camera-based teleoperation and made performance invariant to
misalignment. Applying these movement cues to payload transport tasks correspondingly demon-
strated improvements in free-space navigation quality over conventional end-effector control using
multiple cameras. Collision-free teleoperations are also a critical requirement in space. To help
the operators guide robots safely, a novel method was evaluated. Navigation plans computed by
a planning agent are presented to the operator sequentially through an AR interface. The plans in
168
combination with the interface allow the operator to guide the end-effector through collision-free
regions in the remote environment safely. Experimental results show significant benefits in control
performance including reduced path deviation and travel distance. Overall, the results show that
AR interfaces can improve performance during manual control of remote robots and have tremen-
dous potential in current and future teleoperated space robotic systems; as well as in contemporary
military and surgical applications.
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